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SiKiiiich Peninsuh ycichts boost Swiftsure
By GRANIA LITWIN 
Of the 450 total entrees in both 
Swiftsure and Juan de Fuca 
races, less than a quarter were 
from Vancouver Island.
But of these, a goodly 14 were 
from the Sidney area and that is a 
gallant ratio from a small rural 
district, emphasizing the dynamic 
growth of sailing interest which 
has taken place here recently, —
more than doubling Swiftsure 
entries over last year.
Much of this activity is due to 
the establishment of the new 
Sidney and North Saanich Yacht 
Club.
According to Ensign Yacht’s 
Denny Coverdale, who logged his 
29th Swiftsure this weekend, 
Sidney has become the yachting 
capital of southern Vancouver
Island, the boating industry’s 
headquarters.
“We have many, many fine 
yachts out here and our chances 
of winning the Swiftsure get 
better every year,’’ he said.
“We already have one of the 
Island’s biggest boat building 
centres, servicing, rigging and 
hull rebuilding industries,’’ he 
pointed out.
“It’s a yachting hot-bed.’’
Local yacht club e.xecutive 
member Ron Laking, himself a 
keen competitive racer, agrees 
sailing is becoming a premier 
local sport, with junior club 
membership growing fast.
One example of this 
tremendous growth in sailing 
interest is the experience of my 
husband, Michael, who took up
sailing 18 months ago, started 
racing in January and decided to 
enter Swiftsure.
His crew consists of Bruce 
Stott, owner of the Cruising 
School on Harbour Road, North 
Saanich teacher Brian Paul, Bill 
Bell, Rob and Dave Adams of 
Brentwood.
None of the six had ever taken 
part in the gruelling 132-nautical
mile race previously but they set 
off optimi.stically to the sound of 
mainsails cracking and jungling 
sheets and halyards.
Another relative newcomer to 
the Swiftsure scene, though 
certainly no novice sailor, was 16- 
year-old Kevin Jessup Who 
crewed along with Jack 
Drieburgen and Ron Laking 
Continued on Page A3
Bitter board
m
By JOHN GREEN: . ,
With bitter words for Education minister Brian Smith, Saanich 
school board Monday night cut a further $248,711 from its 1982 
budget.
, were spread over 27 budget items, and did not involve
firing anyYeachers. More than half tlie cuts were in three items that 
may not be missed at all.
The board took $55,282 from the fund to hire replacements for 
teachers with long-term illnesses. Unless there is a greater than average 
number of days lost this money will not be needed. Reductions of
■ By PEGGIE ROWAND C 
Someone in B.C. Land 
Registry is hanging his hat on a 
technicaltiy and he’s not going to 
budge, Sidney town ad­
ministrator Geoff Logan said 
Tuesday. But it’s giving some 
people in Sidney hope ex­
propriation of land adjoining 
Sanscha Hall won’t go through 
and will serve to scrap the 
controversial traffic plan.
The provincial land titles of fice 
has refused to accept the legal 
description in the town’s ex-
Inspecting Officer, Comm. C. Baker, along with relatives and friends of Admiral Budge 
Cadet Corps of Sidney, were treated to excellent display of military drill during corpis annual 
inspection Sunday. (See story A10). y Tom Cnmk Photo
North Saanich cricket team 
captain Eric Sherwood made his 
annual challenge to Sidney 
Monday—- and got his reply. 
Derek James, who captains the 
Sidney team, said he’s ready with 
a “very professional lot of lads’’ 
who’ll more than give Sherwood 
and his men a run for their 
nionoy.\.,
Sherwood reported his 
“gentlemen’’ in North Saanich 
had ju,st returned from a world 
lour of New Zealand, Britain and 
thc ininor countries and was now 
rested and willing to take on the 
Sidney “rowdies.”
James sniffed when he heard 
Sherwood’s statement and 
declared Sidney cricketers to be
in top form. “We plan on 
winning the Sidney-North 
Saanich Challenge Cup this 
year,” he added.
The Review is sponsoring the 
event and providing a hand.some 
trophy. The match between the 
two municipalities takes place 
•Inly 4, the location to be an­
nounced later.
aides will not matter unless enrollment in September is higher than 
expectedi^ in which case the student-teacher ratio will have to golup 
slightly.
Other major reductions were $25,700 taken from extracurricular 
transportation and $12,000 from the elimination of one bus route. 
Effects of these reductions remain to be worked out, but secretary- 
treasurer Ross Ingram suggested that for extra-curricular tran­
sportation “it may.mean going back to parent volunteers.”
Trustee Lois Walsh said she was still suffering from shock that the 
provincial government was not going to make any allowance for the 
^ district already haying cut its spending before provincial restrictions i 
were brought in.
“We are being knifed in 
asked us to doy ’ she said: ■
Chairman Gerry Kristianson, who had previously reported the 
riiinister was sympaithetic to the board’s position, said that now “we 
were told we were makingour taxpayers happy and should go homne 
'i'and'shut up.” ,
“Themessage is ‘Don’t be fiscally responsible’,” he said. “Piit in 
irresponsible budgets so you won’t get mousetrapped and double-
V:crossed.”^':\:':;
Trustee Rubymay Parrott’expressed concern that nOne of the cuts 
involved head office staff; Superintendant A.C, Campbell said head 
office cuts had been among the alternatives suggested but the board 
had not acted on them. ;
kristianson instructed Parrott to direct her questions to the finance 
committee, not the administration, but when she did so the finance 
committee chairman, trustee Esther Galbraith, replied “We left it up 
tolhcadministration.”^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^
Asked what would happen if the board refused to reduce the 
budget, Kristianson said the education minister would presumably 
appoint a trustee to take over the board’s responsibilities.
Walsh stressed; it was essential to continue asking for special 
Consideration, otherwise “we vvill suffer for years to cOme.” It was
^Jand.;;,’:-
Logan said there are two 
separate iparcels o ex­
propriated and land registry 
found fault with one of them 
when the town applied for 
property transfer.
He says the town’s surveyer 
used a point of reference;over 
which land registry has' the 
argument. “Our lawyers says it’s 
a silly argumCnLovef A 
technical point — it’s utterly 
ridiculous,” Logan said.
He said legal opinion is that the 
court;; signed the expropriation 
Order, therefore land registry is■ 
obliged to , register it. Logan 
explained tlie town’s lawyers, 
McKimm, Lott and de Rosenroll, 
are currently negotiating its 
Macminn, Izard and Trann, 
lawyers for Sidney-North 
Saanich Community Hall 
Association; to reword the 
descripti9n.“But it doesn’t 
change anything. It’s just a point 
of reference.”
In a letter to Macminn, Izard 
and Trann, Chris Lott, for the 
town, points out the registry is 
taking the position that the legal 
description is not specific enough 
and wish it revised to indicate 
\yhich mark is being used to" 
determine the property boun- 
ConiituK'd on Page A3
IL';
Five business preinisp were 
brqk% into in Sidney and North 
Saanich last week, and in two 
cases the loot was substantial.
Overnight May 25-26, Gur- " 
ton’s Ciai;agc at McTavisli and 
East Saanich Road.s was entered 
by breaking a window on the east 
side, and $L114 in cash, $204 in 
cheques and $1,094 in credit card 
receipts were taken from the 
■"office,;';
At 4.40 a.m. on Friday polite 
on foot patrol found the glass 
smashed in the front door of the 
: McLeod’s store at 2488 Beacon 
and the floor safe pried openC 
Loot was $2,060 from the safe 
and $10 from the cash register.
: Ten minutes earlier police had
lour .dollars ; in coins v-'cre: 
Tnissi ng.'L; ''';■ L;:';L' ^
On the night of May 26-27 
police found a window pane!
at Master heissors, 9483 - ,2nd St., 
with a hole in it large enough to 
allow the burglar to reach the 
door knob tnsirie, The frontdesk
been lumrnagcd but ottly three or
Video, 2353 Beacon. 
Approximately $100 from the till 
andr some pieces of stereo 
cquipmenl were taken.
A n a I a rm apparen t ly i n- 
teriu|-itcd ,n burglary at Sidney 
Pharmacy, 2416 Beacon, at 3:30 
a.m, on May 26. Police 
responding immediately found 
the south lobby door Open, with 
no sign of forced cftiry, and the 
door to the pharmacy I broken. 
Nothing had been taken.
The week before, Al's Chevron" 
at McDohald Park Road and 
Highway 17 had been broken into 
twice and there were also break- 
ins at Reed’s Filing Room, 9'75R - 
3rd:,',' CotsU’oU!Dry', ^,Clcaners, 
9843 Seepnd, and the Air Cadet 
halL
PEGGIE ROWAND d-
A visit by an inspector from 
the federal consumer and 
corporate affairs has left some 
health stores baffled and 
annoyed and .small egg 
producers scrambling for 
equipment and metric scales 
that don’t seem to exist.
Eleanor and Cy Relph, 
owners of the Sidney Natural 
Foods on Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, were knocked for six 
when federal inspector Jim 
Magee walked In, seized the 
store’s fresh eggs and pul them 
under detention,
The bewildered couple 
wanted to khow what was 
wrong. Magee told them they 
were not allowed to sell 
ungraded eggs -- that’s farm 
fresh to Mrs. RelnH -2 it's
against federal regulations, he 
explnihcd, although he added ; 
they could be sold ungraded 
direct from fairms.
He also put the government 
of Canada seal on empty egg 
cartons and said they must be 
destroyed because, Mrs, Relph 
li says,: the grading on them 
doesn’t rel’er to the size of eggs
Mrs. Relph says she and her 
husband have been selling 
2 fresh eggs off local farms siitcc 
they took over the sioit nearly 
three years ago. “Our 
customers waht fresh eggs,” 
she says, adding the regulation 
might put small,; egg farmers 
;y'OUl,Of,business.:
: Owen .Mallard, who runs
i
tik'-mk
VJ TT Vr II U JTIittH ICiy Mf »T IIW ' I H M*? ■ ^ r T , Tr-r - P ■ r ., ,p „ »p.p ., m -w w ^ r r , w mr ,
Owfen's Health Food Store and seizure and deientimt federal infpntor slnppctf on eggs.^
' 7,- ■ 'PeggieIhovamlPljolo





& 2nd Street, Sidney
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
From 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
(Fri & Sat. till 1 A.M.) 
BREAKFAST-LUNCH-DINNER 
SMORGASBORG Starts lune 4th 
Every FRI, SAT. & SUN at 5 P.M.
)REDD!-GHEF
Featuring:
I Italian, Ukranian and Western Cuisine 
Pizzas, Cabbage rolls, Perogies 
and much more.




9816 - 4th ST., SIDNEY 
•Chicken "Ribs •Burgers 
•Soft Ice Cream
MON. - FRI. 11- 8 
Sat. 11:30-8 ^in. 12
RESTAURANT
Specializing in 
Chinese & Canadian Food
. OPEN Mon - Ihurs: 4-30- Midnight 
Frn-Sal.’4:30-v.30ani V ..Sun. 4;30-8:30 pm
Delivery with rninimum order




Chinese & Western Food
' EAT IN OR TAKE OUT -' FREE DELIVERY j 
PVFIrom 5 p.m. iwitli|ni4 miles; with mini'order.v 
OPEN Monday w Saturday 11 ant - 9 pm 




y ; BEACON AVE;ySIDNEY;;t
The Finest in Family Dining: 
DPEN 7 AM - MIDNIGHT
65S-1176
iJ^EgiauratU:;
®ec|a (Jill ire (ll 1] a let
Open for Lunch and Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday
(closed for Lunch Tuesday) ■
for /FAMILY i DINING^^ 
at FAMILY PRICES 
Mon. to Fri.'9 am - 9 pm 
;Sal..10Tni-10;pm; ,S
656-4ii5 2353 Beacon Ave.
Cuisine fran<;oise ;
Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and 
New Sunday Brunch
Reservations 656-3541
Eve ning Dining from 5 p.m. 
(Closed Tuesdays)
; i:: West Saanich:Rd.: by 
; Royal Oak Shopping Centre 
Reservations 479-2l23i '
The regional director of Vancouver’s federal small craft harbors 
branch, Warren Parkinson, has been soundly rapped by Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce.
A letter from Parkinson April 17 stirred the chamber to wrath when 
the regional director pointed out summer transient floats at the end of 
Beacon Avenue were reaching the end of their useful life.
“We have delayed making any long term plans for Beacon Avenue 
wharf and floats due to the uncertainty around the community’s 
desire to see a major new recreational harbor (breakwater) on this 
site,’’ Parkinson stated and went on, “It is essential for our planning, 
therefore, to reach some speedy agreement on what is likely to happen 
to the marina proposals.’’
Replying in a sharp letter, chamber vice-president Jim Robertson 
reminded Parkii m his own department had been one of the 
stumbling blocks '• construction of a Sidney breakwater charging 
“your office was, and as far as the chamber knows, still is vehemently 
opposed to any breakwater at the foot of Beacon Avenue and instead 
took the position that if any such construction was to be undertaken it 
should be in Tschum Harbor, some distance north of the centre of 
Sidney.’’
Robertson pointed out that as a result of small craft harbors branch 
opposition the federal government declined to support the project and 
plans were shelved.




| y BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY
I Breaktast, Lunch & Dinner Dally
1 Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
1 7172 Brentwood Drive 652-2413
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS 1
■' Joan.&'George ,/.////'///. .H'.'
OPEN DAILY Tuos. thru Saturday i 
11:30 a.m. ■ 7;30 p.m. |
9807 ■ 4th St., Sidney 1 
TAKEOUT
1 CLIPPER INN
i SPECIALIZING IN SEAFOOD & STEAK
1 . (Sorry ■— no crabs lnr 2 monlhs)
1/OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH & DINNER
H 7 (Closed Tuosday) / y,
1 2558 Bevan, Sidney
1 "On llu! Watoriront"
Silver Dragon Restaurant 1
Chinese Food at: ■
Reasonable Pricos/iE^^^^ |
/7 / :/// |)AII.Y LUNOli SreCIAl//^:' 7
Y:7/7Y pick up & take out / / / I.
2470 Beacon 656.1812 1
17 FAMOUS ClHARBROILED STEAKS
H / / En|oy ourT4-ilom Salad Bar 7 
1 yY77 : take-out OBDERS
1 IN THE BEACON PLAZA MAEL




:/f.// / OPEN DAILy,T1:AM/l0t/,Y,|
: 7 Flno Canadian & Ctilnoso Food i 
DINE IN OUR TAKE OUT// 1 
SI? Verdier Ave,. Brentwood B»y |
■■ /''■;; :^/.;'/:;^:;;;'/':;652.3622/■/,■7/:;/, I
1 SEA BREEZE CAFE
1 977G - 4th St., Sldnoy / ;
H ' 7' (Hiniiml iht 0(ln’n,7 - 7 ■
1 SPECIALIZmiN
l l FISH «* CHIPS
1 BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER
H open Daily 8:00 aifn. -' 7:30 p,m. - 
-1 7 ; /Tiosed Sunday & Hnlidays / '-
I Complete Take Oul Service We-lflZT
GOOD FOWTUWE 1
/ Niiclillilgg lff CMnait a Wntorn r«Ml ;, i
, LUNCH:84o(i,lo|:fl,:liaOli,m,- Bp mF H, mNNi:n; 84on,'loWU(i, 4:3Q p.m.,' 0|)m.; g 
.1 Triuri, 4.M p,m. -10 p,m, 1Y rtl, lo 8M, 4:30 ■ MiapiflMi ; H
;■ ■;, !jun(,1«^^4:30 p.nt.. » p.m. - - ■
TAKE OUT SERVICE 10% OFF 1
9838 ■ 3rd St. Sitincy 656-5112 1
iBBySSlR^O
/|7i/A.//Y:7;Y,,;////7
I STEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHEHI HOUSE 
■ / ; Evonlng Dining In
i Fine Medllorranean Tradition /
' H ' ' ^' rY 'L-f"'I'l *■ ;/>, /'^Y’




/■Y:'- V7’ 1 
'.7'7^L)--'WV' ■"I
!
: .7': „ .■■.7|^-'- •■■ ■• '
SWiflP S SHOP
Next to TraveSodge 
Every Sunday 
9 am - 3 pm
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correspondence that “the opposition from your office no longer 
exists?’’ .
The vice-president noted the chamber couldn’t give any firm 
direction on the placement and repairs of existing floats because of the 
uncertainty generated by the department’s previous opposition to the 
breakwater. And he made clear the chamber wants a breakwater built 
“immediately” but “cannot do it alone.”
Robertson reminded Parkinson the active, direct participation of 
the federal government, fully supported by the small craft harbors 
branch, “is absolutely essential before the project can begin in real 
terms.”
Chamber manager Peter Tredgett told a recent chamber meeting 
that although floats at Beacon wharf would be in place by May 24, 
they had reached the end of their useful life and that the existing 
breakwater was “almost non-functional.
In his letter to Parkinson, Robertson said unless small harbors has 
plans actively to support the breakwater, present floats would require 
repairs or perhaps replacements. The same comment could be made 
with respect to the wharf and limber breakwater, he added.
Robertson asked for an “immediate response” with respect to the 
department’s poslion on the breakwater construction question.
Aldermens' bid
PCA failsto
Sidney Anglers’ Association 
plans its annual salmon barbeque 
and trophy awards at noon June 
6 at Tulista Park. Members and 
friends welcome.
Two Sidney aldermen — John 
Calder and Stan Bamford — 
went to bat for Sidney Teen 
Activity Group (STAG) and the 
Peninsula Community 
Association at a May 24 meeting 
but their motion to approve a 
$2,500 grant to the PCA (which 
sponsors STAG) was turned 
down, with aldermen Loyd 
Burdon, Norm McCandlish and 
Jim Lang voting against it.
A letter to council from STAG 
co-ordinator Gamille Martin 
pointed out municipal support 
was necessary to help the 
organization secure funds from 
two government departments — 
human resources and the at­
torney-general.
“These two ministries have 
always considered themselves 
y subsidiary funders and have 
always relied 7 yon our 7 
/: ofganization/s support ; throughY 
municipal funding,’’ the Tetter; 
stated.
A refusal by council to support 
STAG rnay jeopardize the grant 
from the ministries in the next 
fiscal year, Martin explained.
the PCA were i not capable of^ 
7 helping themselves because they ■
could not physically get around. 
Some 125 drivers volunteered last 
month to help elderly people pick 
up, pensions or groceries and 
drive them to doctor’s ap­
pointments, he explained.
Youngsters in STAG raised 
money with concessions and tried 
to improve themselves, Bamford 
said, adding council could be 
seriously jeopardizing PCA 
programs.
Galder spoke out for the youth 
of Sidney, which he described as 
the ‘ ‘future of this community’ ’. 
And STAG did a “tremendous” 
amount of work in putting 
youngsters on the right track, he 
added.
Lang said he was not in favor 
of changing council’s policy on 
grants and said he ’d like to “see 
them get out and raise funds.”
Galder argued the organization 
was small /iri size ‘ ‘but affects; 
7 hundrds yof taxpayers in /this/ 
community — that’s why I’m 
y siippiorting it.” The motion was 
defeated.
Gouncil decided recently not to 
/ make/ any/grants to groups or 
/ organizations /this year. North 
Saanich recently approved a
$2,()00 grant to the PGA.7 Y
Slc!n@Y PFOvIhdal
Sport fishing yin salt water 
without a federal licence can be 
costly, as Gerald Scaife of 7852 
Scohon Drive, Saanichton found 
out May 25 in Sidney provincial 
court. :y 7/,:::;'.7'
Scaife pleaded builty to the 
charge before Judge /LG/S.: 
Denroche and was fined $75.
A fisheries spokesman told The 
Review the regulation was not 
enforced last year when it was 
new, but in recent months half a 
dozen charges have been laid. 
There is no set penalty for the 
offence, it comes under the 
general provision of the rishci ics 
Act which allows penalties up to 
a $5,000 fine or 12 months in jail.
Three people were fined 
Tuesday for drinking driving 
of fences. Howard Or val M ungcr,
9948 Fourth St., Sidney, was 
fined $200 and Jack Edward 
Davey, 2007 Sunfield Grescent, 
Sidney was fined $350, both for 
impaired driving. Rozelda May 
Mussell, 2737 Beach Road, 
Saanichton, was fined $300 for 
driving/with blood alcohol level 
over .08 percent.
On Thursday Roy Francis 
Michael Darcy, TaTaYet trailer 
court, Saanichton, was fined 
$400 for impaired driving.
Martin Chris Watson, 10105 
Fifth St., Sidney, and Andrea 
K,Clark, 726 Newburg, Victoria, 
were each fined $250 Tuesday for 
driving without insurance.
Paul T, Conroy, 10646 
Madrona Drive, North Saanich, 
was fined $75 for driving without 










Henry Landry, Pender Islsind, 
reported to Gentral Saanich
ppUgc shortly before niidnight / 
Friday that ahothcr driver htid
foi'ccd his vcliicle off thtj Pat Bay 
Highway as he was driving noriiv 
near/ The /Terrace View
Restaurant, then smashed the
window beside him with a steel
bar./'///i'7: ,'7
7 : Landry had ihinor cuts to his 
face. Me was unable to give police 
a eiear description, but they Itave 
obtained further information 
from a witness. They arc looking . 
Ibf thCiidriver of a D^itsun truck ' 
with a camper.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
PUBLIC NOTICE







Tlio District oI North Saanich Intofids to designate tho area o( Nymph Point to 
lho:,extent,o,utlinocl in red on the map attached as SchediJlo/'A" to the By-law 
as ft municipal heritage site, pursuant to Section n ot tiio Huniago Consorva" 
lion Act, Chapter 1(55, R S.B.C. 1979, by llnaily adopting "Heritage posigna- 
lion By-law No. ?. (198?) No’ 344" at a Meeting of Council lo he hold on MON­
DAY, June ?, 1982 at ?'aO;p,m in the Council Chambers, North Saanich 
Municipal Hail, 1(520 Mills Road. North Saani(;h, B,C./ y;
The owner and occupier.ol the said land may obloc’t to the horilago designation 
by dfilivering wnttrjiv notice ol II10 grounds ol stich obiection to the ollice of the 
Municipal Clerk hot later ihan Thursday, Juno 3.1982 at 4;30 p,m. , or t3y ad- 
7dreSBlng Council at the alotemeniirined moelmg. 7 7 7
t'a' RREEN ^ 
y'7 MUNICIPALCLERK/f ,
7,
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Bogs down
Continued from Page A1 
dary.
Lott explains the change does 
not affect the land to be ex­
propriated and will merely 
require a variation in the 
definition to make it clear which 
corner if being used as the 
reference point in defining the 
property.
Lott asks SANSCHA lawyers 
to consent to an application to 
the court to amend the terms of 
the order to allow the ex­
propriation to complete and 
compensation discussions to 
commence.
Allan Trann, for SANSCHA, 
has written to his clients 
requesting instruction to consent 
to the amendment ‘‘rather than 
proceed on any further costly 
application.”
Aid. Loyd Burdon Tuesday 
expressed dismay that Sidney 
council was in the process of 
negotiating a financial setlement 
with SANSCHA — ‘‘and now we 
don’t even own the land.” He 
charged ‘‘we’ve been told all 
along the registration has gone 
ahead and been a fail accompli.”
He said an appraisal was 
needed in negotiating for a land 
settlement — SANSCHA is 
asking $480,000 — and doesn’t 
want to see appraisal costs wasted 






Sidney's cubs and scouts, following brief frenzied dash down 
wharf Friday night, were loaded into boats supplied by 











Continued from Page A1 
aboard the 38-foot sloop Wind­
less II.
Skippered by Ronald 
Wickstrom of Canoe Bay, the 
Windless II placed 20th in its 
class and 17th in its division with 
an all local crew.
This year’s race exposed 
boaters to everything from 
clammy fog and sudsing tide 
shifts to 20 knot gusts and heavy, 
tumbling swells:
Sidney sailrriaker Rick 
McBride, who cre\yed with Ken 
Martin and AI Dickenson (of Van 
4Isle^^v M ori * ’Sterling
Shamrock, was interyi^ed after 
the Juan de Fuca race.
He described a night of eerie 
under a brilliant moon " 
followed by two close encounters; : 
vwith Tock^^^ during pea-soup ; 
fog. The 30ffobt sloop placed : ; 
lOth and fifth in class and> 
division respectively.
Local boat builder Bent 
Jespersen didn’t sail in the race 
but one of his custom-made, fleet 
craft did. And the buzz around 
Sidney is that the boat he is 
currently building in his Harbour 
Road workshop may sweep all 
the laurels if entered in next v 
year’s classic race. >
Jespersen’S son Eric; who 
crewed on Indomitable in the 
race this year, has been chosen to 
represent Canada next fail in the 
nation’s challenge for the 
prestigious America’s Cup.
Also involved in this year’s 
Swiftsure was Miles Dighton of 
Total Boat Service, on Beacon. 
He was in charge of boating 
inspection for the entire fleet.
Dr. Jim Morris, fleet captain 
of the fledgling Sidney-North 
Saanich Yach club placed 15th in 
his class and fifth in his division 
aboard his 33-foot sloop 
4 Madeleine. ^4,:
Dr. Ray Robinson of Canoe 
Bay finished 34th in his class and 
ninth in the division Of Koa
Other local results are; ; 4 
Boudicca, a 40-root sloop 
skippered by Larry Lambert, ' 
i placed 50th in its class and 21si in 
division; Sea Star; skippered by?
' William Watson came 76th in its 
class and 39ih in division; The 
Pitt, skippered by Mike Litwin, 
came 3()th in its class and 17th in 
division; Deceiver, skippered by 
U.O. Ramey, results were 
unlisted at presstime,
Stingo, skippered by K.G. 
Harriiibn, came third in its class 
and third in division; Dystocia, 
skippered by Bob Bentham, came 
4 28th in class and 10 in division; 
Lecsomc, skippered by Jack 
Paterson, came 29th in class and 
■:\?::46th'indivisioii.:_4:;‘'\4'4:v'V''4 
Mandalay, skippered by Don 
'Newton,.'came 44ih:in"class..and? 
23td iia division; Draconian, 
skippered by C. Moibcrry, came 
' ,3:Jnd.!n 'Cln!)s'awf l4th )n division,
4 and Pacific Gold, sklppcrled by 
L.E. Mowat, came fifth in Us 
class and fifth in its divisioiu (All 
)i results corrected, but prutest 
variations not available at 
’’presstime.)'
weekend campout. Tom Cronk Photo
Sidney council decided May 24 
not to join the newly structured 
Capital Region Economic 
Development Commission. 
Council received a submission 
May 17 the EDC’s pro team 
chairman, Saanich Mayor Mel 
Couvelier, who explained Sid­
ney’s contribution would be 
$2,000 annually with Victoria 
and Saanich paying some $18,000 
a year.
Esquimau, View Royal, 
Langford, Sooke and Colwood 
have joined the EDC, Oak Bay 
and Metchosin have still to make 
a decision and North Saanich and 
Central Saanich municipalities 
have opted not to join.
Aid. John Calder moved 
Sidney not participate, adding he 
could forsee longterm com­
plications such as delegate ex­
penses —- it would be just a 
glorified chamber of commerce, 
he said.
Aid. Jim Lang said in a year of 
money restraint it was not in the 
town’s interest to take part in the 
EDC and referred to the 
organization as “another 
regional district.” We’re better 
served at this (municipal) level, 
he said.
Calder said the EDC’s idea of 
having mayors sit on the board 
would simply create another type 
of regional district.
relief drivers
An application by Sidney 
Breakwater Developments Ltd. 
for the blanket lease of all
A letter from the ministry was 
tabled at a May 25 Sidney council 
meeting pending a meeting with 
D.J . Napper, treasurer of Sidney 
Breakwater Development Ltd., 
and possibly representatives of 
■'tlie company:.''.w/;
Beacon Avenue, Sidney has been 
made to the ministry of lands,
{Darks .and housing ? but: that 
ministry needs a council
resolution stating the town has no Town administrator Geoff 
objections to the proposal and Logan said Friday council has 
wants the land deleted from its proposed a meeting but no date 
“head” lease. has yet been set.
The Peninsula Community 
Association urgently requires 
summer relief drivers to take the 
elderly and handicapped to 
apqintments, etc. Mileage 
allowance is paid and returns in 
pers ona 1: satis faction great . 
Please call 656-0134 if you can 
helf) the:PCA keep this valuable 
service operational. Unemployed 
students ; who care and . drive 
:carefully, particularly iwelcomed. 
yblunteef ; visitors; :are f also 
.required.
The provincial government has 
come through with money for 
three students under a youth 
employment grant and the 
Saanich Peninsula: chamber of 
commerce booth on 1st street is 
open, with three youngsters 
taking care of visitors from 9 
a.m. to 5 F):m. seven days a week.
But edrne June 20, when the 
Sidney-Anacortes run is tripled 
staff will go on a split shift and 
opening hours will be lO aim. to 8 
p.m., .says chamber manager 
Peter Tredgett.
Although tourism is estimated 
to be down 40 per cent in Vic-
toria, Tredgett remairisdptimistic 
for its impact on the Saanich 
Peninsula this year, now the 
chamber has another booth open 
on the highway; Ferry loadings 
had been reported down, he says, 
but his“gut feeling” after seeing 
a busy Pat Bay Highway Sunday 
was that “maybe this is the turn 
. :of the tide.”4';;y''
Tredgett {laid tribute to Wayne 
Carter, an assistant in the 
tourism ministry who had been 
‘’especially Itclpful” is aiding the 
chamber in its application for the 












newlyweds to be! 0ur eomplete 
guide to plaiming die perlect 
wedding and abrightandliappy 
foture togedier.4y.
Tho following merchants would be pleased to 
';""assistyou;.;'
9773 FIFTH ST.. SIDNEY, B.C, 65S-5S41
^ ......  . ........ ———
nninuifaj /^crta.ti.on ^
FOR A COMPLETE WEDDING PACKAGE 
CALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL PIIOTOGnAPHEn
of'I^»ipfcpnlts''?:"?Jv 4,'.:.
2420 BEACON
MANICURES - PEDICURES— 
- HAIRSTYLING - HAIR REMOVAL -
P8NK KITTEN BEAUTY CENTRE
;t405'Beacon'Ave.?:^’4:'';?'''^-':4'?::'''.'^''.^'':.?'?: ■■4’':''''?^
RUST'S JEWELLERS
HAS REASONABLE PRICES ON 




FOR tOUR TROUSSEAU & LINGERIE
2451 Beacon Ave.
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 
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It came as a shock to local health stores and small egg farmers 
wheiV the Federal department of consumer and corporate affairs 
cracked down recently on the sale of farm eggs from stores, en­
forcing a regulation that all eggs sold retail must be candled and 
graded.
The provincial act is administered federally and dates back to 
the time when B.C. was a big egg producer and used to ship 
millions of eggs to Britain before, during and for five years or so 
after World War II, says Dr. Herb Carlson, director of the 
poultry branch in the provincial agriculture ministry. Apparent­
ly the federal government stepped it and set up the system, 
deeming it Canada’s responsibility to make sure the exported 
eggs were of the highest quality.
Some people may wonder why it’s fine to sell ungraded and 
uncandled eggs directly from, a farm and at the farmer’s road­
side stand but not from a store. There is no valid health reason
— it’s simply a matter of control. “You have to stop 
somewhere,” says Carlson, who points out a move was once 
made to make farms adhere to the same regulation, but it was 
thought too difficult to police.
While health stores likely regard enforcement of the regula­
tions asL petty, bureaucratic interference — after all, they’ve 
been selling uncandled, ungraded eggs for years in their stores
— it’s doubtful if it will d^^^^ supplies. One egg producer
tells us she purchased candling equipment for $12 and we’re told 
the candling and grading process takes little time. Y7ith small 
farmers coming into line, farrh fresh eggs should continue to be 




From the June 1, 1922, is.sue of
The Review
The beach committee has 
settled all outstanding accounts 
and, as arranged, has disbanded. 
It was found of no avail to build 
bathing houses or float, as the 
high tides and storms each winter 
destroyed them. It is hoped at 
some future date some public 
spirited citizen will give a 
waterfront lot for the purpose.
We are sorry to learn the Deep 
Cove motor stage has stopped 
running. It will be missed. 
50YEARSAGO 
From the June 1, 1932, issue of 
The Review
July 1 is going to be a big day 
in North Saanich. The War 
Memorial Park, Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, will see one of the biggest 
programs of events in its history.
Deplores pub strippers
What’s happened to the in­
nocence of the once quiet town of 
Sidney? It’s sad but true, Sidney 
now features strippers at a local 
drinking establishment. Many 
people might have mixed feelings 
about such an issue but I feel it is 
grossly uncalled for and is a poor 
way to attract business.
letters
Such“entertainment” in
Sidney council has turned down a second bid. for a grant by 
Sidney Teen Activity Group (STAG), which operates under the 
auspices of the Peninsula Community Association. And the 
i^lGAstlffers top since the grant y^uld have been shared betweieri 
The two. We feel strongly about these two groups and their value 
to the community and feel bound to say, once again, that coun­
cil has erred in rejecting the.se requests for help.
P The excuse has been niade that council has adcipted a no- 
grants policy in this year of restraint and is determined not to 
malce any exceptions. We think that’s nonsense. Most decisions 
are based on a question of priority. Sidney turned down a re- 
: quest from thd local chamber for a grant but surely a group Of 
businessmen are better able to take care of themselves than 
community organizations who don’t have the resources or fund­
raising capabilities of a chamber and depend almost solely on 
grants.
North Saanich council is noted to be highly conscious Of its 
responsibility to taxpayers butft managed to find $2,000 for 
PCA and STAG. We estimate it would have cost Sidney tax­
payers some 30 cents a year if Sidney cOiincil had made a similar 
;;;grant, ''f; ■' ''■
Sidney not only exploiting sex but 
is also contributing to 
delinquency in a town that 
already has its own share of 
p r o b 1 e m s; T f t h i s s o r t o f 
behaviour continues, Sidney can 
expect more sex-related crimes 
and prostitution.
Sidney is a beautifulf own and ^ 
it: th rives on; tou rism as its maih L 
industry. It would be a shame if 
the only Sidney^ attraction that ’ 
people remembered was adult 
sexual entertainment.
' ; BSair Haggart
2078 Piercy Ave., 
Sidney,,;,
part of the municipality to the 
point that the natural habitat for 
birdes and other marine and 
shore animals is destroyed and 
residents deprived of the joys of 
sharing iife with these other 
members of our uniyerse.
Those who live here, in most 
instances, have come in order to 
enjoy country living away from 
urban pnoise arid ; crowds, : but 
; rnushrqoraiing m 
development and boat 
population is causing another 
kindjbf congestion arid pbllutibri ;L 
(the latter floats up on our shores 
every day already).
world of a seashore left 
unharmed by man is already 
doomed, but I add my protest to 
give stronger voice to objections 
already on record that deserve 
thought and careful con­
sideration.
Once dredged, the flats are 
gone forever. If we stand firm in 
a resolve to limit this unwieldy 
assault on scenic coastal waters, 
enterprising developers may be 
driven to provide more modern 
land storage systems such as 
those! in other parts of the world. 
These should be installed so as to 
function as part of existing 
marina plants?
Hattie R. Gamier 
10655 Blue Heron Road
Saanichton — the local 
platoon of the Canadian Scottish 
is busy preparing for company 
inspection which v/ill be held on 
Salt Spring Island during the 
month of June.
40 YEARS AGO
From the June 3, 1942, issue of
TheReview
Mayne Island went well over 
the top in the Red Cross drive. 
The quota for the island was $150 
and the amount raised was 
$200:50. ;
I wonder what percentage of;
;the dwriefsToT these bbaf^dives ini
U
hy bofUmgi
Re: Proposed boat dock in 
Blue Heron basin
This letter reflects an effort to 
alert friends and neighbours of 
this area —- indeed all who come 
and enjoy just the beauties and 
interesting marine animals here 
-A that a proposed project has 
loomed up which will erode 
seriously these attractions. 1 refer 
to Bob Wright’s latest scheme for 
this small peninsula of con­
structing a 350-boat floating 
dock and breakwater in Blue 
Heron basin — where Capital 
City Yacht Club is already
ilqcatcd;;;,;.'TiA:,;'''''''i:'':',’;.
The fun of boating should not 
cohtinuc to motiopolisc a small
North: Saanich, ; or even , on I the M 
Saanich Peninsula? How many
of therri stopTp apptreciate tidal;
flats, sea life, ! and bven listen to 
the tinyj busy sounds of shore life 
oh the beach at low tide?
This is a seal refuge, too, and 
at quiet times deer may still be 
seen crossing the bay to the 
woods of Nymph Point. 
Occasionally mink, muskrat, and 
otters may be observed. Birds 
T abound. !■;!'
This;inunicipality has assumed 
an inordinately large share of 
marinas and moorage facilities. 
These serve some local residents, 
but much of the clientele 
originates in other parts of the 
greater Victoria area, southern 
Vancouver Island, generally, and 
far beyond. The small coastline 
of this lovely municipality is 
being strained too far as vvc 
become engulfed by boating 
,!,'interests.!;::' ■!!!.!’;;
Business concems arc so 
strong that perhaps this other
mrts
breakwater
l! hope the! breakwater project 
will be successful, mainly;^^ t^^ 
prevent further spoiling of pur 
!;shoreline.!:,!
Two; years ago, a list of, I 
believe, a thousand names was 
presented to North Saanich 
council on behalf of those in­
terested in the preservation of 
bird sanctuary. These people will 
surely support the breakwater 
along with Sidney citizens.
!!!,!',,; J.G.',Stcwart 
10435 Albany Road
Cascara bark is a vitally needed 
drug for use in military and 
civilian hospitals. Cascara trees 
grow wild throughbut western 
British Columbia but especially 
in the lower Fraser country and 
on Vancouver Island. The bark ; 
can be peeled all surnmer while 
the sap is flowing. ;Price is 
cufrehtly so high that 
professional peeler^ can earrt up 
to $4P;per day. Fulf infofmatipn 
regarding vpeeling !rules lean be ; 
bbtained! by TwritingL tb your! 
nearest forest officer.
30 YEARS AGO
From the June 4, issue of The 
Review
! During! the past few weeks 
we’ve que^ibned ! intelligent 
people from; all parts bf B.C! 
Almost 10b per cent they’ve! 
infprnied us that a Liberal 
government will be elected; to 
pffice on June 12. We’re con­
vinced that this forecast will 
prove to be true. (Social Credit 
was to win the election, with the 
CCF a close second, the liberals 
holding only four seats).
Tsehum sellout
Not since the Indians traded 
the peninsula to the HBC for a 
few blankets has there been a 
sellout like the one North Saanich 
council is making to Bob Wright, 
North Saanich (Bosun’s) Marina
owner.
!;,;!?'! Jly!MARY!KlERANS!;;!!'!!-.t';''!
by Nina Bawden 
V(2rUicized: by btir^^!p 
attacked by oiir children, we hold 
biif fire, sclddhi;! fight back!’’ ! 
I!ike! Margaibt! Drubble’s The 
!Mlddlc Ground, tills dazzh^ 
fine-crafted pbrtrait;> bf! one 
EiiglishNyoniaiv ,!•■--!hdf!p^ 
preKciit conipressId into a single 
day!r~ offers a haunting shadow 
play of rueful rcognitibris about 
the rattling complexit ies ofmkldlc 
' age.'r-'LL';
; ! Tltc woman is writer Laura, 
and she'll share this busy 24 
hours with her second husband 
Andrew, father of two of her 
four children, wluji start.s the day 
! standing naked (as truth) before 
' his wardrobe: “What docs a 
respectable Englishman wear to 
play in a tennis match, go to a 
boat race party, visit his son 
in julson, and his fathcidh-luw
on his death bed?” ' ; ^
Blit Atulrew and Laura’s first 
s 10 p -1 h c - g a m e s • playing o f 
Hainpton! Court tennis and 
■coinpatiy'-wifc ciyllilies; — also
the savage games-playing 
in Lmtnr’s lower-class childhood; 
her tortured rclationship vvitli her 
?jc:wbh;,be«i"''' friend ''!Hil(lc‘'wh(ke 
!'!parerits!!vv‘erb;'losl!!!>ti!:. Nazi;! Ger­
many, and Laura’s fear and 
hatred for lier !in ad aunt 
/guardian during the war.
Continued on Fagc AS
Likewise the! next !stop
reunion party Of the old gang 
froin Oxford—:! links up with a 
nobleV romantic spinster / who 
Jiroicclcd Laiira in the past. Tlien 
therc’s'a visit to' her son .lercmy 
jin ! prison, which evokes: other 
prisons: Hilde caged in terminal 
tnadnessi Laura! in! her first 
marriage, a“safe house” which 
turned out tOj be a prison of 
! cicceptioiv, '!^i;-!'! ■■!!''!'■;!:;/;!■'!'
And finallyi with the visit to 
1 an ra’s elderly parent s, there are 
ccliocs of old abandonments — 
Laura abandoning her first 
marriage children, also! perhaps! 
abandoning Hilde— and a new S 
one: back at home her young 
daughter has been ibreed to cope; 
alone with an accident,
All in all, this new novel is one 
of Nina BawdciTs besi:!a tfidniph 
of craft and caring insights,! 
, illumiiuitiiig tlie “smoutli cui veL’ 
of life at middle agC ... when 
one facey hqth ways, :”seeing my
,;!'Ci‘td!ih'5Tiy bcginnipk“!!f-
;:'!WmII(IUr!! Naked; is!!'availablc" 
from eitiuT the Sidney-Noith 
Sahnich or RrcntH'ood branch of 
,!t—'regional library, !,■!;';„!".
Sidney'schools 19SS^>1'0P row, Wt io right, Gordon Wells,:'fed/Garier,'^,
Gerald Clanton, David Stirling, Gordon Trance, Second row, GH Ilml, Don McNeil, Urnce 
Wakcr, Ted Statmer, Boh Stirling, Ron ErancCi Gerald Godfrey, Mosso Baton, pri^^^
Jas, Ramsay, Third fo)iy(sitting) Frances Carlsop (Newberry),'Audrey tevack,Jrene:flM^
■! ing,'/, XkRennie,^Rhyl.Booth,^Maryteyackf'GmtiKhig, GwinBatdwlfi,:Mprgdre(Xlorrey,'' 
:/■■ '?, Carmichael,: Francis ''"Levak,y?':Ratkeri,:Kv'Bdba. Front row, Bruce Wleldahl, Robert
! !!!! ! !' !;;!';''!:!'!!!,/! /!!'/ iMuunfourtfsyMttrlenillHime
Saanich school board decided 
against a temporary/ army hut 
addition to Keating school after 
trustee Sidney Pickles contended, 
“The population of this 
peninsula is growing and it will 
continue to grow steadily. The 
future should not be gummed up 
with army huts.”
20 YEARS AGO
From the May 30, 1962, l.ssiie of 
'The Review-';!'''!'
First major accident at Patricia 
Bay Airport cost the lives of two 
men last week, when a provincial 
govci'nment Anson crashed on 
take-off and burst into flames. 
Killed instantly were assistant ; 
deputy minister of highways! ; 
! b.R. McLeod and district high-/; 
ways engineer A.F.;ProveiizaiiO, !
both of Victoria.
* * *
Ratepayers of Sannieh school / 
district established a record whtn 
only 14 per cent of eligible voters ; 
attended the polls to pass a 
$285,OCk) building by-law.^ ^ ^ ^
''' 10 YEARS AGO '!'-:''
From the May 31, 1972, is.suc of 
The Review:!! !;'!■ , ■
Washington State Ferry system 
announced there would be only 
two direct runs daily between 
Sidney and Anacor tes, with no ; 
ferry stopping at the American 
islands en route, Reason for the ; 
change was to cut down the. 
internal ibhal drug t ni f fie. 
Anything passed front a person 
boarding in/Cnnada to someone ■ 
boarding at one of the islands 
would not be found by customs 
because people travelling from 
one point Iti the U.S: to unoiehr
'■"firenot chbf'Vrd,;' -
RCMP were called to Lands 
End Road and Mostis Point on 
May 2R when tesideiits reinu ied a 
boat had exploded In the channel. 
Thebwher was rekued,
■■!' .A' ■ AMMirnHUKiittii
mifTlitirimiliiTiiffiriiTlffi'ff
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Continued from Page A4
For a few token bucks for 
foreshore leasing, and the glitter 
of a few shoreline baubles, North 
Saanich council (Mayor ex­
cepted) has agreed to allow 
Wright to dredge out the last of 
the mudnats of the Tsehum 
Harbour federal bird sanctuary 
for a 350-boat marina expansion.
This sellout of an ecologically 
priceless natural heritage for one 
man’s profit is also a sellout of 
concerned citizens who through 
petitions, letters, meetings, have, 
against great frustration, tried to 
contain Wright’s damage to the 
land-only area, and even there to 
minimize the damage his housing 
development would do to the 
treed nesting area of coastal 
birds.
We resisted all trade-offs (pro­
paganda-padded) of land con­
cessions for marina expansion 
just to save the most precious 
part — the mudflats.
The battle was won — the
mudflats, a marvellous food web, 
4,000 years evolving and the last 
of the federal Tsehum bird 
sanctuary, were saved; and now, 
the present council has surren­
dered them to Wright.
Once again, unless arrested by 
us. Bob Wright will draw heavily 
from the Bank of Nature, from a 
trust account, in our care, in­
tended for shore birds and 
sealife. The caged birds at 
Sealand make money for Wright; 
the birds at Tsehum stand in the 
way of him making another pile.
This is more than a sellout to 
the birds. The destruction of their 
crucial feeding and resting area 
will vastly increase Wright’s 
property value and income, but 
down the road (literally) it could 
cost the North Saanich taxpayer 
plenty.
The increased traffic from the 
expanded marina pouring in and 
out from McDonald Park Road, 
will inevitably mean a widening 
of this municipal road which.
Museum open, 
needs volunteers
judging from the cost a few years 
ago when it was widened, today 
would cost a few million.
Also, increased traffic means 
increased hazards to our students 
in this multiple-school area. The 
danger of a wind-spurred marina 
fire in the bottle-neck con­
volutions of this harbour will be 
increased; it is already boat- 
choked without 350 more boats.
Wright’s beautiful sculptured 
display does not show the sea- 
slum aspect of an overcrowded 
marina, nor the attendant 
hazards to sealife such as the 
flakings from barnacle-shedding 
under-coating of boats.
The joys of boating go with the 
peninsula, but only a self-serving 
politician would bury a bird 
sanctuary for more berths. There 
will be a public meeting. Perhaps 
Vancouver hockey fans would 
send us their white towels of 
protest. I have one to spare.
G. Lawrie, 
10255 W. Saanich Rd.
Sidney Museum is open again 
for the season and already more 
than 200 people —- including 
visitors from England, Holland 
and the U.S. — have enjoyed 
wandering through the museum.
“They’re always amazed to see 
so many things and are surprised 
at the quality of artifacts and 
photos dating back to the 
1850s,’’ says museum volunteer 
May Lilting. She says anyone 
with lime to volunteer a few 
hours at the museum should call 
and ask for Estelle.
Special t@ci
Peninsula residents of 25 years
or more are invited to attend a 
no-charge special lea sponsored 
by Sidney-North Saanich 
Community Hall Association at 2 
p.m. June 27 in Sanscha Hall. 
For more information call 656- 
4523 Wednesdays 10 a.m. — 
noon or Thursdays 7 - 9 p.m.
only OH rosorves
No one in North Saanich has 
the authority to order anyone off 
a beach below the high water 
mark except on the Indian 
reserves. Aid. Alan Cornford 
suggested at an advisory planning 
commission meeting Thursday.
In a discussion about opening 
up public access to beaches 
around the peninsula, several 
instances were quoted of people 
being told that they were 
trespassing on beaches in front of 
private property. ;
Even people who have 
foreshore leases cannot prohibit
the public from using the beach, 
Cornford said.
Joe Lott reported it would be 
practical to clear a trail giving 
access from Towner Park Road 
to the beach on the north side of 
Patricia Bay via an unopened 
road allowance, as long as the 
rnunicipal crew put in a swit­
chback down the bank.
FiSilEi TSUCICLOKD SALE
1 Day Only, June 19 
SAVE UP TO 20%
BIO SAVmOS
Ovyriers of adjoining property 
had shecis on the right of way, he 
said, but he did not see any need 
to do anything about that, as 
there was still room for a trail.
MARINA COURT, SIDNEY
Dining 676 (Kinsmen) Air Cadet Squadron, 24th annual in­
spection Saturday, Inspecting Officer, Col. J.R. Chisholm 
presents A'C (J. Lindsay with R.T: Hoard Trophy, awarded 
annually to the most outstanding junior cadet.
Cronk,Photo?''
Gommittee agrees f® sigas
North Saanich public works 
committee agreed Thursday to
two signs advertising the 
m u n ic i p a I i t y ’ s ji a r t i ei pa t i o n i n 
Neigiibourltood Watch, Block 
Parent, Marino Watch and 
Business Watch programs.
Const. George Braithwaitc,
crime prevention and community 
relations officer with Sidney 
RCMP detachment, asked that 
the signs be pul up where traffic 
comes off the ferries at Swartz 
' Bay, and at the southern border' 
of the municipality at Pat Bay 
Highway.




'file creature came from Outer ; 
darkness and oozed; its stealthy 
way St might to the heart of the 
dvveHing, shpri-eircuiling its lilc 
force.
Central Saanich police am 
severed',die 3 :a.nir'call Kfn.honii;'' 
oil Mount hlcwton Cross!: Road? 
tind foimd a slug in the fuse box.! 
The intruder was still alivei but ? 







Other sizes available: in kif torm: 
easily assombloft; city survival 
gatrlons:; heavy duly mocloisfplus 
the unhroaknbiefli. lit'custom 
dosigri, -ri'!''.
WAYNE NELS0NC?^^^^;C
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FOR AN "AT YOUR HOME" 
PRESENTATION OF THE
iliift.
*#r Quality car & truck in Canada 
'."‘KfrGaS SaverS'"!
■ Iji ui I- 'J'-'
«flhy T»*ii(tRrft«ii 
S(tl08 RflpraBentahvp
* “ lowest repair average” car 
what a feeling■? car ?:
Rufflper to Bumpor focBtioni ; ‘




Halliiig Autdiiiotlvo Supply Umltod
i!2140B.,Keating'Crossroad,
:SaanlcntonrB,C,.''''"'r.;!
!?;Tel,t 652-3251:: V ■ ft i
CALLTODAY
624 FRANCES - VICTORIA- 388-3516 ®56-5245
Advertised items are available while quantities lest. Free rain checks 11 product sold out except where sale qunniltios are limited.
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I Safeway.
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Prices Effective May 31 - June 6,1982
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For Professional service 
with years of experiences.
Call Now — Marten Holst
O
Block Bros. Realty Ltd.
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downs Optimists still lead
SIDNEY ftflEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535AU OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIH-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA "A" |
ENGLISH
BANGERS 
*1.89 lb. . . . . . .
HOME-MADE


















Mon. to Thurs. & Sat. 9:30 - 5:30 
■ ™=V9:3l)-6
656-3314
Speedway Motors minor 
softball team in the Central 
Saanich Little League executed a 
triple play on Friday in defeating 
Royal Bank. Proud coach is Aid. 
Ron Cullis. League results for the 
week were:
Minors — May 25, Brentwood 
Bay Pharmacy 11, Royal Bank 
10; May 26, Lambrick 
Excavating 13, Pharmacy 3; May 
28, Speedway 11, Royal Bank 8.
Majors — May 26, Hi-View 
Market 11, Pacific Business 
Equipment 8; May 28, Business 
Equipment 29, Thought Shop 12.
Seniors — May 25, Seaboard 
19, Royal Bank 16; May 27, 
Island Farms 22, Precision 
Excavating 19; May 28, Royal 
Bank 15, Seaboard 11; May 29, 
Farms 33, Precision 8.
In big league play. Palm 
Dairies from Central Saanich 
went down to a 43-5 defeat May 
26 at the hands of Vic Van & 
Storage from Gordon Head.
Brentwood Food Giant and 
Aladdin Travel each won two 
games in Central Saanich Little 
league minor division play last 
week, but Evening Optimists 
remain at the topof the standings 
with nine wins and no losses.
Food Giant have also won 
nine, but have one loss. Central 
Saanich Firefighters have a seven 
and two record, while Aladdin 
Travel are seven and four.
Smith’s Super Mart, .lubilee 
Building Supplies and Saanich 
Peninsula Credit Union each 
have three wins. Super Mart has 
lost five games and the others six.
Keating Used Auto f^arts have 
two wins, seven losses and a tic, 
while Brentwood Bay Sporting
Goods trail with one win, seven 
losses and one tie. Scores in last 
w'eek’s game were:
May 25, Aladdin 22, Sporting 
Goods 11; May 26, Optomists 6, 
Credit Union 4; Fire Fighters 22, 
Auto Parts 18; May 27, Food 
Giant 8, Jubilee 5; May 28, 
Credit Union 20, Sporting Goods 
13; May ,29, Food Giant 14, 
Smith’s 7; Sporting Goods 17, 
Fire Fighters 12; Aladdin 17, 
Jubilee 16.
Coaches and managers in the 
major division elected Brentwood 
Inn coach Glen Adam to coach 
the all-star team representing the 
league at the end of the season, 
l-lis manager is Daryl Pettinger. 
Scores in the majors were:
May 25, Pacific Homes 8, 
Wakeman & Trimble 7; May 27, 
Brentwood Inn 10, Pacific 
Homes 8; May 28, Wakeman & 
Trimble 10, Supermart 9; May 
29, Brentwood Inn 15, Pacific 
Homes 2; Wakeman & Trimble 6, 
Supermart 5.
Mike Taekema hit a home run 
for Supermart in the Friday 
game, but it wasn’t enough.
Tee Ball scores were: May 25, 
Seaboard 15, Alliance 
Engineering 11; May 26, Village 
Toy and Hobby 15, Brentwood 
Esso 14; May 27, Dura Con­
struction 16, Lions 12; May 28, 
Toy and Hobby 20, Fay’s 
Cleaners 19; May 29, Dura 20, 
Seaboard 13.
Tight races the rule
“WE SEEM TO BE OUT OF FLEA COLLARS"
Beacon Plaza,
2317 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Tight races are the rule in 
Sidney Little league with tw'o 
weeks to go in the schedule.
In the majors Steelers led Aces 
by one game as of May 29, but 
Aces had a game in hand. Mets 
were only half a game ahead of 
Totems in the minor division, 
and Shrimps, Kings and Giants 
were a half game farther back .
In tee-ball, with three weeks to 
go. Tigers led Cougars and 
Hawks by a half game,with
Ravens another half game 
behind.
Aces, who were reported to 
have won two games from Braves 
last week, actually lost one of 
them. They gained ground May 
27 by beating Steelers 4-3. In 
other games, Steelers beat Lions 
19-0 on May 25, Eagles beat 
Braves 17-0 on May 26 and 
Braves downed Pender 25-6 on 
May 29.
Three of four minor league
games were decided by a single 
run, with Shrimps getting two 
one-run victories and Royals 
suffering two one-run defeats. 
Scores were:
May 25, Shrimps 16, Royals 
15; May 26, Kings 12, Bombers 3; 
May 27, Totems 12, Royals 11; 
May 29, Shrimps 6, Giants 5.
Tee Ball scores — May 25, 
Hawks 17, Panthers 6; May 26, 
Cougars 15, Ravens 9; May 28, 




SKATING OR SWIMMING FOR THE FAMILY 
only $2.50
(max. 5 family members including; 
; : y at least :! adult).
Panorama Leisure Centre
Seventy-six members of 
Ardmore Golf Club played in the 
spring cup two-ball tournament 
on May 24. \
Winners were Jean 
Rowbottom and Joe Flint, with 
Mary Loveless and Bob Dunlop 
second and Daphne Parkes and 
Marv McGuinty third.
Following the competition. 
rherhbers erijoyetJ a barbecue 
supper in the new extension to the 
clubhouse.
Errors spoiled a sensational 
debut for Doug Walker, pitching 
his first men’s softball start for 
Prairie Inn Friday. He will go 
down on the record as the losing 
pitcher in a 3-2 game, in spite of . 
holding Hotel Sidney to only one 
hit. Wayne Jones w'as the v/inner 
with a four-hitter.;
vPrairieTnn held :a 2-1 lead in ;: 
the bottom :bf the fifth inning;
then three errors let in two runs. 
In the top of the seventh Prairie 
Inn left the tying run stranded on 
third base. Doug Walker hit two 
for three for the losers.
Hotel also won Wednesday, 
defeating Cordova Bay juniors 
13-5. The juniors knocked out 
Gavin Bland in the fifth inning 
and were leading 5-4, untiL 
Wayne THanhah hit a two-ruh 
.. homer.' ' T;:
Wayne Jones got the win. 
Charlie Cunningham gave up six 
hits in a losing cause, with two 
each to Tony Graham and Russ 
Eison.
On May 25 Gary Styles 
handcuffed Prairie Inn with two- 
hit pitching, while Joe Kubinec 
and Rick Hawkins hit home runs, 
):to give Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
aT 0-0. win. ^
WENDY.LAING'r,; 
vParkland’s junior and senior 
rugby teams sewed up their 
season with a successful tour to 
Ottawa last month. The trip was 
a continuation of the; Open 
House Canada Exchange with 
Bell high school from Ottawa and 
Parkland.
When Bell visited the peninsula 
in late April, Parkland organized 
an entertaining stay and salmon 
buffet lunch and trips to Vic- 
tdria’s sights were arranged.
Before long the countdown for 
bur Panthers had begun. With 
coaches Don Burgess and Paul
Coupland'they departed Mby 15; 
The agenda in Ottawa was a far 
cry from just rugby games. Our : 
capital has much to offer, as the 
squads soon found out.
Panthers opened rugby play 
May 16 with juniors and seniors 
crushing Colonel By school 32-0 
and 29-0 respectively. The 
following two days were spent 
exploring various historical air 
collections, Ottawa River, and 
the National Museum of Science 
and Technology.
On the latter museum coach 
Burgess commented, “1 had to go 
back there three times and drag,
them out, they were so thrilled. ; 
The teams have proved you can’t 
stereotype rugby, players — tliey 
enjoyed the cultural attractions 
as much as their time on the
field.
Continuing incredible play 
they blasted Confederation high 
.school 14-Oand 12-6 May 18.
Parliament and National V 
Museum 0f Man and the Natural 
Sciences were the next sights 
visited, plus free time for 
shopping.;
Day of confrontation between 
the two exchange schools was 
May 20. Parkland polished off
Bell high with the defeat by our 
juniors 15-0 and another crush by 
the seniors 16-7.
A ceremonial banquet was then 
held at Twin Elm Rugby Park 
and the tour wound up with a 
relaxed barbeque May 21. Both 
schools pronounced the exchange 
a wonderful idea.
For the young men, the trip 
was also a positive note for 
unification. As Jamie Rhodes, 
senior team captain remarked, 
“The tour was a beneficial 
cultural exchange between east 
and west.’’
BUDGET RENT-A- CAR 
ANNOUNCES NEW
IN SIDNEY!
COME.IN AND 6AY. “HELLO’'
,2360 BlIBCOn AwenUB,.... . v. . v J,
5 RENTING CABS AND TRUCKS AT GREAT RATES.
BUDGET and DOWNTOWN SIDNEY AUTO SALES with ; f








On the Saanich 
Peninsula.Y.;.'
, Rely, 'on Iho exporienoed,; prolussiohal 
: help of BILL ^ MOSHER, ci :reai; estate;' 





NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING :
Noiice is horeby flivon lhal all persons who deem Iheniselvos to be alfocted by .' 
the pioposed amondrnont lo tho Zoning Bylaw No, 3-15,1969, will bo allordod 
an oppoiiuniiy lo bo,hoard on ihe mailers contained therein botoro the Council . 
of the Town p! Sidney at a. Public Hearing to bC; held in the Councii Chambers, :, 
Town Hall, 'Ph-IO Sidney Avoniio, Sidney, B.C; on Monday, .lime 7lh. 1982, at ” 
7:30'p,m,,^i:'''.f;,',T
A copy Ol the propostulbylaw may bo inspoctorl at the Town Hall, Sidney, B.G: ,; 
irein Mundiiy to,Hiday between the hours of 8:.30 a.m, and4:30 p.m. ; ,
l iui oKeci ol tins bylaw will be to anmnd Iho Zoning Bylaw as follows:’ ;
BYLAW'NO, 750'-'-" ' T.
lepoals ey^lsting Zoning Bylaw 345, and provldos a itew Zoning Bylaw .to give 
guiater clariiy 10 and remove cortalri restrictions (rorif varldus.yones, No pro- 
"pcflylii bclnfl'fWontftl. .f ^
Dated at Sidney, |J,C.This I9lh day ol May, 1982, ; : i : .
;'.„T 'TG.S.'Ldgan, A','04:s.,'.p,''Aam,,:,C,.M,C,‘' i
.Town Administrator
■■ 'I
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PENINSULA DANCE SCHOOL
Presents the Biblical Ballet
“(PNoahs <^rk 99
SANSCHA HALL, SIDNEY, B.C, 
JUNE 18-19, 1982 
7:30 p.m.
Adults: $4.00 Children & O.A.P. $2.50
Sponsored by Sidney Days Festival Society
Isn’t it great to be remembered 
— especially when the gift has a ^ 
p e r s p n a 1 t o u c h.: L a s t wee k 
Charlie Maynard came into the i 
PCA office ‘with several: of his 
own sorigs . which have been:;; 
published
Pony Boy Blues, which he 
presented to the horhemaker staff 
dn appreicatidh fbr all they do fob"
; him.
While on the topic; o 
homemakers, this excellent home 
support service assists not only 
the elderly, but also families: in : 
time of crisis (sick mother, etc.). 
Co-ordinator Sybil Gaunt is 
always happy to discu.ss what 
services are available. The 
number to call is 656-0134.
Meanwhile, there are niore ’ 
homemakers anxious to work 
than homes to : service. These 
trained, capable people who are 
held in such high esteem by those 
they serve make all the difference 
between individuals being in­
stitutionalized and being able to 
remain in their own surroun­
dings. Think of the tax dollar 
saving!
Have you noticed there are two 
new spots to rest while shopping 
in downtown Sidney? They are in 
front df the post office and 
McLeods and were placed there 
for the convenience of the elderly 
and the young, but they are being 
t hank fully used by eit izens o f all 
■ages'.'
Thanks to Ted Clarke for 
helping PG.A meet this expressed 
need from seniors who like to 
walk; to town for their bit of 
shoppiitg but do iteed :a spot to 
rest every few blocks,
Good start 
for Piranhas
It was the beginning of the 
“summer wet look’’ asmembers 
of Saanich Peninsula Summer 
Swim Club got off to a good start 
by placing second in the first 
meet of the season.: Some 50 
swimmers attended the event in 
Port Alberni and coach : and =
• trainer Alv ; Porter;'-^ : he’s; 
pleased ; .with:: Piranhast : per-
( formance so early in the season: b
::Best : iridividual - performance 
carne from John Bentham in thes 
boys 11 - 12'/2, placing fir.st in 
four events. Teammate Kathy 
Scott, girls 9 b lOVi,? picked';up 
three firsts and one second "Terry : 
Dean, boy^ 13:-14Yi,:took first 
place honors in two eyents and : 
placed second in another.
Craig Bentham, boys 8 :and: i 
under, took three first places and 
one second While Ann Barnes, 
girls 1 f - 12 ',/? , came fir.st in two 
events and second in another 
two,''
: Th i s \veck en d t he s\\i m c 1 u b i s 
hosting: its first meet, the Royal 
Bank .lunior Olympics Swim 
Meet. Bank rcprcscntaiives' will 
be at .Crystal pool to present 
winners with ribbons. Some 288 





Association for Children and 
‘vStlulis with Lcttrning Disabilities 
plans an open meeting — 8 p.m, 
June 7 at Ccrti ral Saanich l.ions 
. 1 lajl, 6994 Ihist Saanich hoad. 
'..Informal:: parciit;// discussion,:





TO SUN. JUNE 6
Home of SilPEI^ savings!
In Downtown Sidney ..
Across from Sidney Hotel w'
i STORE HOURS:;.
DAIU/ 8:30 - 6:00 ^
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 _
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30 I
—-i
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
*2.l
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NECKS & BACKS lb 28^
I® rbperfry:::Own
• ^ Deep Cove and, Kasiern Cove school. ‘ Agenda /iiicUidcs:
:! Properly : Owners’ : Association elect ion / b I’ o f f icers an d 
will hold its 34ih ammal genera) discussion of proposedmarina 
meeting 7:30 p.in. JitnC:8 atvSt. :deveiopiiieiit. For inlbfmation 
.lohn’s United Church, West call 656-1678,





































































1 BARRI CRISCO SRNKA INSTANT TEA TIME FRAY BENTO \//;':,:/'''Hf.LIB
1 MOZZARELLA
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Pat Pettett (left), 2225 Malaview, was May winner of Sidney 
Dollar Days draw. Staffer Valerie Kent presents $100 cheque 
at Review office.
Coniinued from Page Al
Light Meals at 6002 West 
Saanich Road, had a similar 
but slightly different ex­
perience with the inspector. 
Three weeks ago he entered 
her store and informed her she 
couldn’t sell eggs unless they 
were candled and graded, she 
:'''says.;'; .^rv"'"
Blit Mallard was aiigry. 
She’d been told by Magee all 
: health stores were being visited :
' ljut when she phoned around 
" later she found this wasn’t so.
• When she protested, saying 
she had been discriminated 
; ; against. Mallard says she was 
told there weren’t enough 
inspectors. But soon after 
health stores began receiving 
wisits from the department, she 
adds.
Mallard says her egg 
business is large but she would 
likely have to cancel most of it 
because she only has one 
producer who candles eggs.
• ;; And she said the jnspectoptold 
her she should not be using 
farm eggs in the food she 
cooks in her cafe and “should 
ljuy them from the super- 
"'market.:’
■ She was baffled when she 
heard Magee had been back to 
the Sidney store and “made a 
: compromise.’’ They could sell 
eggs off “flats . providing 
customers filled the egg 
■ cartons,':hesaid
.'Blit Magee was wrong; His 
Cole, district 
manager for consumer 
products, told The Review the 
Relphs still couldn’t sell their 
eggs unless they were graded. 
And by graded Cole means the 
eggs must be washed, in­
spected for cracks, weighed to 
see which, size category they 
arc and then candled, 
i Cole says the federnr agency 
administers inspection here 
because B.C, has nd stan­
dards. The federal act stales 
‘ ungraded eggs may: be sold at
^ ^ ^
: the Egg Marketing; board
allows 300 to 500 chickens for 
; this small-type bperntion, Cole 
explains—r: but at all other 
of sale; and that in- 
stores, eggs must be
Why? Cole says there has 
never been any legislation that 
shys you can’t sell what yoii
grow but if farmers want to 
enter the commercial side and 
sell eggs in stores then they 
must abide by the regulations. 
And that means proper 
grading.
He says candling equipment 
costs only $35 and says it 
doesn’t take long to grade 
eggs. “I can grade six cases an 
hour,’’ he says, adding there 
are 360 eggs to a case.
Cole denies there had been a 
sudden crackdown on health 
stores. His ; department in­
spects stores regularly, he says. 
“Then we ran info a store with 
a lot of eggs (Ungraded) and 
decided to do all. stores and 
? ' give the names to: Agriculture 
Canada.’’
Cole is concerned with two 
issues. First, that all eggs sold i 
in stores be graded and that all 
egg cartons be new. He implies 
there could be something
- Used carton bup dOesri’f back 
" that up; with information and 
insists it’s not a health issue.
‘U won’t; : get ;into a 
discussion of hygiene and 
health. . . all cartons should 
''be new.’’.'', -
He says eggsmay be sold off 
flats, providing they’re 
;graded, as long as the 
customer physically puts the 
V eggs in a carton and hot the 
storekeeper. Why? “The 
; difference is they’re 
(storekeepers) not pre­
packaging ahead of time.’’
Cole says he doesn’t make 
the laws, just administers them 
and suggests if store owners 
want to apply to the provincial 
government and “get an 
exemption, that’s fine,’’
One egg producer, Mrs. Leo 
Friss, 6666 West Saanich 
Road, wasn’t candling but has 
now purchased an egg candler 
and will go ahead producing 
some 45 - 50 dozen eggs each 
week for Viteway in Saanich 
Centre. BiU she commcnls the 
weighing scales should be in 
metric -- and they’re not 
obtainable —• so she’s using 
: imperial measures, ; !
And she has a good tip for 
other producers pufehasing 
egg: candlcrsf She says the 
equipments costs pnljj' $12 
from B.C. Farm Equipment in 
, f Langley but $45 from a 
Victoria store.
Royal Canadian Sea Cadets 
Corps Admiral Budge celebrated 
its 13th year with annual in­
spection on Sunday at corps 
quarters on Willingdon Road 
adjacent to Patricia Bay Airport.
Reviewing officer Commander 
C.H. Baker, commanding officer 
naval engineering unit Pacific, 
congratulated corps commander 
Lieut. (N) Wayne Kell and his 
officers for a well turned-out 
group of young men and women.
Annual awards were presented 
at the closing ceremony to the 
following cadets:
Petty officer first class Robin 
Cooke, cadet of the year; 
Leading cadet Barb Little, 
seamanship award; petty officer 
second class Shawn Moody, 
parade training award; chief 
petty officer first class Chris 
M c L o u g h 1 i n , scholastic 
achievement award; ordinary 
cadet Brian Easton, new entry 
award; petty officer second class 
John Caffery, leading cadet Gord 
Uren, leading cadet Steve 
Vandenbelt and able cadet Brian 
Easton, perfect attendance.
After the inspection the 
reviewing officer toured displays 
of the classroom work of the 
cadets, including survival, rope 
work, pilotage, sailing, range and
jackstay transfer. Parents and 
friends were invited to see 
displays and ask questions.
Special Attachments 
For Special Jobs ...
• DEMOLITION HAMMER
• BUCKETS e BACKHOE
• BOX SCRAPER • YORK 
RAKE . EARTH AUGER
• TREE TRANSPLANTER
» PALLET FORK
The Corporation of the 
District of Central Saanich
Road Sweeping 
Tender
The Corporation is considering contract sweeping and accordingly invites your 
tender to sweep on a demand basis.
Tender details are availabie at the Municipal Hall, 1903 Mt. Newton Cross 
Road, Saanichton, B.C.
The iowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
Closing date is June 11, 1982 at 3:00 PM.
G.L. ROGERS
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC SERVICES
14% JUNE ONLY I 5 FINANCING I I AVAILABLE | |
OAC 5 s
S s OLD COUNTRY RENTALS | = 
11 1818 ISLAND HWY ||




- COMPLETE AUTO REPAIRS -
Trammission 





Free Road Test & Estimates
6765Kirkpatnck-- 
“ in the Keating ihdustriafParkL^^ 
jv ; (across from Butler Bros; GfaveLPit)
AdSm S CRANBRa)K, B,C. RED DEER, ALTA,
■ ^ DUNCAN, B.C, REVELSTOKE, B.C.
Kylanii golden, b c Sidney, b c
IVIdHI I INUVIK, N,W,T. SPARWOOD, B.C.
LJ : i'NVERMERE, B.C, VANCOUVER, B.C.
r1 I n C n 0V KIMBERLEY, B.C, VICTORIA, B.C,
& Co . CERTIFIED GENERAL ACeOUNTANTS 
2412D Beacon Avenue • 6S6-5551 ;
i ;Sidncy/B.C.''
Dennis H. Uine, C.G.A., Managing Partner
WITH F(DURTEEN OFFICES THROUGHOUT 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, ALBERTA AND THE ! 
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, WE CAN OFFER i 
A WIDE RANGE OF PROFESSIONAL 
ACCOUNTING SERVICES. ;
■;:„' • Auditing
• FINANCIAL STATEMENT PrtESENTATIpN
• COMPUTER ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS




- ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
• BOOKKEEPINGiV'L:■
SYSTEMS ANAlYSli'":':';:,''V'':.'''’:'''
' • MANAG|:MENT advisory SERVICES
• INVENTORY CONTROL PROCEDURES
• RECEIVERSHIPS'::
“ SPECIALIZEDJNCOME 
; •, BUSINESS valuations: '









LIVE EHlEmmmEm NlQIiTlY 
In the Lounge SS641L7S
SEVENTIETH YEAR, Number 22 Wednesday, June 2, 1982 ESTABLISHED 1912 25 CENTS
Strawberry festival plans warm up
Plans for the Brentwood Bay Strawberry Festival on June 26 
are expanding rapidly.
The Central Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club has gone one 
better on the suggestion that members put on a car wash. Instead 
they have arranged to obtain carnival booths from the Victoria 
club and will put on a “penny carnival” for young children on 
the grounds by the Cub Hall, with a fishpond, ring toss.
The merchants meanwhile have added two activities to the 
program. They will sponsor a colouring contest for children and 
a “strawberry smile” contest for young ladies of 60 and over.
Friends and relatives are asked to enter smiling pictures of 
their nominees with any merchant. Details have not all been 
worked out, but pictures will be displayed so that the public can 
vote for the best smiles, and finalists will be invited to appear at
the dance in the evening where prizes will be presented.
Street musicians, professional or otherwise, are being invited 
to perform at shopping plazas on festival day, and local farmers 
are being asked to put up stalls and sell strawberries.
For the merchants themselves, and their staff members, 150 
red hats with a strawberry festival insignia will be ordered to 
advertise the festival.
- - - ^ , in Centennial Park Sun­
day. Left, Lisa A llison, 10, and Paula Rockett, B, who was wearing her mother *s grad dress.
■ v;;::,,'Pe^ie-Rowand.'Photo':
: By JOHN GREEN :
A year ago Jim Gilbert wrote 
an article expressing deep con­
cern over depletion of shrimp and 
prawn populations in Saanich 
Inlet caused by just two years of 
commercial exploitation, after it 
was learned regulations for­
bidding commercial fishing in the 
inlet did not protect shellfish.
What is the situation a year 
later? The prawns, Gilbert says, 
arefinished.
He cites the fact that in an area 
where he used to get 40 or 50 
prawns in every trap, this spring 
he made two sets with 11 traps 
and got a total of five prawns, 
which he put back.
For further evidence, the: five 
commercial prawn boats that 
cam^ into the inlet in rnid-April, 
when closure for Uhe spawning 
season ended, found nothing to 
catch and left again.
And the upwelling of shrimp 
and prawn larvae that; used to be 
seen in tVie iiilet several times each 
wiriter did hot take place this,yean 
for the second year in a row. This 
not Only demonstrated there- were 
ho adul ts left to spawn, it' also 
meant there was no food for the 
immature coho that normally 
winter in the inlet — and for the
second year in a row there has 
been no recreational “blueback” 
fishery.
A great run of grilse came into 
the inlet last fall, following the 
young herring, he said, but when 
the herring disappear the salmon 
must winter on a diet of prawn 
larvae.
This year, Gilbert says, most of 
the salmon will have starved to 
death.
Federal fisheries biologists who 
manage shellfish stocks know 
nothing about salmonids, he 
comments.
He suggests the philosophy of 
the biologists is to fish any stock 
“until it is in trouble”, then pull 
back. This approach wiped out 
all five resident herring stocks in 
Saanich Inlet years ago, in the 
early ‘60s, he saysi and now it has 
permitted d?cw4tion of ; the 
prawns.
Commercial fishermen use 
larger drid better ; prawri traps 
than recreational fisherman, 
Gilbert says, and when fishing 
’ was at: its peak there were as 
mairiy a^^^^ d .000 to 1,5^ 
mercial traps in use.
Hd knows of, one instance 
where a,single boat caught a 1 Yi 
tons of prawns ih l l days.
Bciwlf
moves
Central Saanich council, 
meeting in committee May 24, 
decided to advertise for tenders 
for street sweeping in the 
municipality.
In the meantime use of the 
present sweeper will be kept to a 
minimum “in the interest of 
operator health and safety.”
Public works committee 
chairman Dick Sharpe spoke in 
favor of purchasing a second 
hand machine, more modern 
than the present one, that is
available at a net cost of $37,000.
Aid. George McFarlane said 
several contractors had expressed 
interest in doing the sweeping, 
and that he was not satisfied 
council had been given the full 
cost of operating its own 
sweeper. '
from contractors.
Clerk Fred Durrand cautioned 
that at Revelstoke the council had 
tried contracting out snow 
removal and found that it did not 
work out well.
Aid. Trevor Jones estimated 
municipal cost, including: 
maintenance and depreciation, at 
close to $40 an hour, and 
rccomriiehdcd getting quotes
There was no discu.ssion as to 
whether roads with gravel 
shoulders should be swept at all. 
Motion to call for tenders was 
made by Mayor Dave Hill.
The health hazard to the 
operator in using the old machine
was from dust entering the cab, 
but there was also mention that 
the machine throws rocks in a 
dangerous fashion.
In other committee business:
•Council decided to reject all 
three bids received for demolition 
of the old public works building. 
All the bidders wanted to be paid 
for doing the job, in spite of the 
10x14 fir beams and other 
material that could bc salvaged.
Original decision was to turn it 
over to the fire department to
burn for training purposes, but 
later council members reacted 
enthusiastically to a suggestion 
from recreation director Tim 
Richards that it be offered to 
Central Saanich Lions to see if 
they would like to dismantle it.
•Charge for emergency 
dispatch service to Sidney and
North Saanich was discussed and 
it was agreed a 12 per cent in­
crease should be sought to allow 
for increasing costs.
A proposal for a development 
permit for Sam Bawlf’s Tod Inlet 
Estates was received by Central 
Saanich Wednesday but it may be 
some time before council will be 
dealing with it. V -
Including maps and schedules: 
and engineering plans, the 
proposal naakes a - book more 
than three inches thick, according 
to municipal planner Gay;; 
IWhe^ler. Copies have gohetb the; 
municipal solicitor and to 
members of the negotiating 
Copiniittee,^ Mayor pave Hill and; 
Aid. George MacFarlane, for 
detailed study.
wheeler said after looking oyer 
the proposal it was his opinion 
there were matters contained in it 
the committee would waht to 
discuss with Bawlf.
When the negotiating com­
mittee and Bawlf have reached 
agreement the result will be taken 
/to council.;;'’:';;^
The subdivision and zoning 
committee last week approved 
the wording for a bylaw that 
would rezone part of the property 
fOr a golf course. Council must 
hold a public hearing on the 
change before it can be finally 
approved. :
The committee was told part of 
the Bawlf proposal was a park 
along both banks of Tod Creek 
which would be deeded to the 
municipality—- including some 
land south of the rnunicipal 
boundary.
A request for land for a 
bowling green and clubhouse was 
presented to Central Saanich 
council May 25 by a delegation 
from the newly-formed Central 
Saanich Lawn Bowling Club.
Bill Mason, the club’s 
chairhian, told the parks and 
recreation committee more than 
80 people had joined the club, 
which was officially formed on 
March 16.' ,/■
They would need an area at 
least 40 yards square for the 
actual playing surface, plus a 
five-foot strip surrounding it, 
and space for a clubhouse, Three- 
fifths of an acre would be suT 
ficient, while 1.3 acres would 
pidvidc looiu foi a second gieeu 
,, atalaterdate.';’/;,'
The club would need assurance 
that the land was available before 
seeking other forms of assistance, 
Mitson said, Once the cotv
; Struction of the facilities was paid; 
for the club’s dues would be 
sufficient to pay maintenance 
costs.
Committee chairman Ron 
Cullis pointed out there were 
several other group,s vvanting land 
in the park sy.stcm assigned for 
their particular activity, and all / 
had been told they would have to 
wait until council worked out a 
recreation muster plan. Within the 
-comingyear.',,"'/
He suggesicd the lawn bowling 
request be coiKsidcrcd along with 
the oihci.s, and the te.st of the 
commit Ice agreed.
Aid. Dick Sharpe estimated a 
4U by 24-1001 clubliousc, ns 
suggested by Mason, plus the 
green would cost about $100,000 
if the club could arrange lo have 
secondary school students build 
the clubhouse as a project.
Brentwood Romrians, Dennis Mrtekson, left, and Terry Parr 
(back row) and right, Central Saanich police chief Bob Miles, 
made citizenship and safety awards Friday to (left to right) 
Keith Kehler, 14, Bob Alexander, and Carolyn pye, 11, The 
two youngkers are described as helpful,
examples to fellow students, while AlexandeFfecently ad­
ministered artificial respiration to a child who had stopped 
breathing and had situation well In hand when amhulanee 
and paramedics arrivedr The awards are made every month
*. Remitle Rawand l^ltaio
. ,: ;l : :
I- ;
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
PUiLICJIOTICE
Heritage Designation By-law No. 338
The District of North Saanich intends to designate the building known as Holy 
Trinity Church, the land on which the building stands and one metre of land 
surrounding the building as a municipal heritage site, pursuant to Section 11 of 
the Heritage Conservation Act, Chapter 165, R.S.B.C. 1979, by finally adopting 
“Heritage Designation By-law No. 1 (1982) No. 338“ at a Meeting of Council 
to be held on MONDAY, June 7, 1982, at 7:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers, 
North Saanich Municipal Hall, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C.
The owner and occupier of said land may object to the heritage designation by 
delivering written notice of the grounds of such objection to the office of the 
Municipal Clerk not later than Thursday, June 3, 1982 at 4:30 p.m. or by ad­
dressing Council at the aforementioned meeting.
E.A. GREEN 
MUNICIPALCLERK
, Although experts disagree 
'@pon the exact time period a 
parent has to indoctrinate a child, 
there is consen' 's that it is 
basically around i ’ age of nine 
or 11 years of age. Beyond that 
point what parents arc doing is 
honing and sharpening those 
traits and attitudes the child has 
already assimilatee .and learned 
from his parents, p 'ers and 
others.
By these ages the child has 
learned what behaviours are 
“profitable” and “not 
profitable”; what they can and 
cannot manipulate. By these ages 
the child has also learned who 
they can manipulae best for their 
own advantage and their timing 
can be immensely accurate.
It is for this reason that 1 
strongly advocate the following 
two proposals:
e That all individuals who get
married have a course in 
marriage and cohabitation. 
Couples should have more than a 
glimpse of what the partner 
thinks and what to expect from 
the other.
There should be discussion in 
depth on topics such as: What 
qualities and characteristics in a 
mate are most important to you 
and why? What are you prepared 
to give up to a union? What are 
you not prepared to give up in 
partnership and why? What are 
you prepared to overlook in a 
partner? How many children 
would the partner like? What are 
your ideas about discipline? Is 
discipline going to be a shared 
responsibility?
f>That all prospective parents 
have a course in child learning. It 
seems unfortunate that most 
parents do with their own 
children what was done with
them as children. For some 
parents this is fine but in the 
majority when you ask adults if 
they had a happy childhood and 
if they like the child-rearing 
practises of their parents the 
answer is in the negative.
All too often when courses 
such as these are offered in a 
community the people who at­
tend them are not really the 
people who need them. How one 
gets through to people and makes 
them realize the significance of 
what they are currently doing has 
been and will probably remain a 
problem for many years to come.
All too often individuals and 
couples come to have a problem 
corrected not for preventative 
reasons with the expectation that 
the problem can be straightened 
out in an hour or two. A problem 
that has taken often many years 
to develop and is well-rooted is
unlikely to be solved in an hour 
or two.
Unlike many things un­
dertaken by people such as tennis 
or golf, which do not really 
matter except to the individual 
whether they are good at it or 
not, communal life is more like 
driving a car, flying a plane, or 
deep sea diving — one would not 
think of trying it without lessons 
and an awareness of all the 
pitfalls.
Do you have a problem, are you 
concerned with the state of your mar­
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly column. 
Write: George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P.O. Box 2070, V8L 3S3.
The place for
businessmen 
or office staff 
to enjoy a
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10134 McDonald Part ffd.
Sidney 656-7714
Everyone’s feet will be jum­
ping to the beat of Ashley Sound 
tonight, as Parkland enjoys its 
annual undergrad dance. Three 
traditional ingredients will be on 
hand: a superb smorgasbord 
; steak dinner, great music and the 
makings for a fantastic evening.
•Two groups of travellers 
returned home with impressive 
success stories, recently.
The senior and junior rugby 
teams enjoyed a fabulous visit to 
Ottawa. Not only did both teams 
: win every game they played, but 
also explored mariy; cultural 
attractions (miiseuihs, historical 
sights; and; the: Houses Of 
Parliament.)
Grassroot’s play The Songs We 
a smash hit on its tour 
’ Up-lsland and as usual the pne^^^^ 
night performance at Parkland 
(May 22) jwas stuperidousv"with ; 





Sidney Days FestivaT Society 
has many events scheduled for 
the July 1 celebrations -— pan­
cake break fast, parade, si dewal k 
sale on Beacon, entertainment 
and a tea garden. At Sanscha 
there’ll be a beer garden, stage 
show, bingo, and displays by 
firefighters as well as diving and 
boat ing off Sidney wharf.
The society is also sponsoring 
the Peninsula Dance School’s 
biblical ballet—- Noahs Ark—- 
June 18 and 19. f
unDM
council held its first official 
meeting May 27. From the 
sounds of all the great ideas 
expressed we’ 11 hopefully add 
many new pages to the ‘’good- 
times scrapbook” for Parkland 
next year.
®A tour of the Canadian 
Forces Base in Esquimau was 
held May 31 with attending 
Panthers finding - it highly ih- 
Teresting.'- V- '
• “ C o n t ac t ” f e at u r e d t h e 
adventurous CR 12 clask in this 
month’s newspaper issue. I’ll 
have details on the group’s in­
credible wilderness expedition of 
f he N itnat Triangle next week. f
•A group of Parkland students 
in co-operation with the Saanich 
; Emergency Program, will be 
—^ a simulated airplane 
disaster in the first two weeks of 
June. This ;realistic operation 
aides The emergency systems of 
the area in case of an actual air 
'disaster.
•An up-coming attraction this 
surnmer is a two-day field hockey 
clinic at our school. It will be held 
Aug. 26-27, fee $10. Register at 
any junior or senior secondary 
'''school.
•With only twor weeks left in 
the school year, students are 
looking excitedly towards 
summer, but first must sit their 
dreaded filial exams (June 16- 
:'-22)!!;"
Sports brief. . . We’re off to 
the B.G. Senior Track and Field 
Ghampionships. Michelle 
Williams, KendttI Lutz, Dawn 
Shepard and Megan Socilncr all 




the next ten units at Edgeware Place, to satisfy our banker!
for Sidney Pesldepts to get a quallty^^^^^h^
i
MANY FORMS OF FINANCING 
AVAIIABLE INCLUDING 
'‘ZERO'V or ‘'NO INTEnEST”.
example:
il 85,000 ' Sale price
6,3.750-..'balance: 
divided by 60monthly payments








SloomoK hos boon proven to do a superior cleoning jolb over corpol 
cleaning rnochiriospf our majotl comp^lirors. Our 6 jets gonho dirt other 
mochloos con't roarh, Cloon your carpets and upholstery the oary, 





6 p.m. - 8 p.m. I. - Fri. and 1 - 4 p.m. Sal. & Sunday
F. COLWELL- 592-9828
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By SARAH BONNER 
Green indoor-outdoor car­
peting was rolled out for our 
graduating class: last 
ni ght. W hat a: s pectacul ar event I ^ ^ 
Over 140 students were dressed 
more grandly/ than during any 
other school event. Cathy 
delivered a fine Valedictorian 
speech while the main address 
was given by teacher George 
Kelly whose speech was very 
appropriate and warmly received.
After ceremonies students 
headed for the Crystal Gardens 
for their after-grad where they 
danced to the music of Tyrro. A 
series of less formal events such 
as barbecues, beach parties and a 
champagne breakfast rounded 
off this memorable weekend. All 
staff were extremely pleased to 
see most grade 12s back at school 
Monday.
•Top congratulations to Lori 
Crowe who won the 2(X)-metrc 
run at the Vancouver Island track 
meet. Lori will travel to Van­
couver this weekend to compete 
in the B.C. Highschbol Track 
Championships. This televised 
event will bring together 800 of 
B.C.’s most elite athletes.
•Last Ft iday StclIy’s hosted the 
Sooke-Saanich track meet at 
Clarcmbiii. This event brought 
together over 150 athletes from 
grades 8 to 10 from 10 schools,; 
Stelly's was pleased to enter 25 
students in the meet. : y /
•Sicily's is pleased to announce / 
that Tanyti Powell is pur next; / 
school prime rninistcr. Her 
cabinet of Russell Tribe (ae- 
livittes co-ordinator), Dan GIrnrtI 
(athletic co-ordinator) and Chris 
Biirrow (sccrctary/treasurcr) arc 
a 1 r ead y b u sy pi a n n i ng e v cn t s f o r 
next year,:'' c' \
•Last Wednesday night 140 
grade Hfi and staff got together 
for stlie annual staf^sludcnl 
banquet. Then? were a varieiy of 
skits performed by teachers and 
students. Student Don Dofman 
gave an entertainiiig imitation 
of Wayne Hiinler, *bur executive 
as.sistani, anti P.E. icadhcr, Peler 
, Mason looked ;;painftiily amused 
as Ray Francis and other sluclcnt.s 
recreate scenes front the boys’
;' 'chnngingToom'v'
All in all, this is probably the 
busiest and most exciting week 
foi everyone at .Siclly’.s (b happen 
this year. Once again, 
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' T?’IB 'S OG AN i HEROES :
-S VANCtHJVER - ■ ■ A
TiJ&^^'.qxheMUPPETS: - 
$ 0 TICTAC DOUGH A 
® Q You ASKED FOR IT 
liT © barney MILLER 
® © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:S5lSQWORlX)OFTHESEA 
SdSS ® G® O TEE GREATEST AMER- 
: ICAN HBU> A hi^-rSTtkisg Tftai gei>?ra! 
impleiuests 3 plan lo eliminate the ten top 
sctentiuc tnsiais in ifie coBstrv. tR)
® Q (g O REAL PE30PLE Featured a 
slCatlioIic: priest who ts also a vaudevillian; 
a trick-Kwit poo! player, a surfing dog; a 
ntan who rents taaks (R?
® O C3S NEW SPECIAL "Ots- Friends 
Toe Genr.aiB’' BiH Mt^-crs reports on the 
7 pet^le atid government of West Germany,
their attitudes toward the United States, 
.America's military presence there, the 
growing peace movement and the plight of 
Berlin.
.® O MEDIA PROBES ‘ The Future” 
Futurist Peter Schwartz explores the 
effects of new media forms on the way we 
l:ve. work and play, p 
It} ffi MOVIE “The Fighting
69th’AC1940, Drama) James Cagney, Pat 
O'Brien. The 69tii Regiment of World War 
; 1 is helped by Father Duffy who inspire 
courage in a particularly sensitive recruit. 
jD © MOVIE * * ii '' A Small Town In 
Texas A(i9*6. Drama) Timothy Bottoms, j 
' .Susan George. A bitter ex-con returns to 
his home lown to reclaim his son and the 
woman he ioves from the corrupt, redneck 
sheriff who seat him awav.
8:40® O tee FLYING WING: WHAT 
HAPPENED TO rn Clete Roberts hosts a 
iook at the controversial scuttling of the 
. Northrop bomber designed to replace the 
3'8-29:-
S:W ® £3 THE FALL GUY Howie takes on 
an apparently simple case which somehow 
iarals Colt in jail and entangles the two in 
deadly international intrigue. (Part 1) (H)
5! 0 THE FACTS OF UFE Tootie gets 
.he pan !v the school play that Natalie 
'vanied. (Hi ' . -
£-0 LAWRENCE WELK 
xi O movie *■'*• "Pleasure Palace"
1980. Drama) Omar SharifAVictoria prin- 
.A man mtematiohaiiv known for his 
"anibiing .and romantic ronouests finds his 
f-nutatipn at stake ;n b<!th areas. (Ri
|}0NUHSE:
5 © LOVt, BO.aT
O movie ".lulia " jl97I',
irainae-i.ine Fa'-noa, ’vrme.s.iia Redgi-ave. 
Vi-Uer Liijan Heilman :S drawn i.nto the 
a-am inru i of ■.varume res's'-vnce efioris 
rhen her closest childhood friend seeks 
erhcip-'
fca 0 ® © TWO RONNIES 
T © J.AZZ DE MONTREUX 
5) O TEACHERS ONLY Diana puts 
usido her aersonai feeiings and fights to 
avf. Broij'As fob, which j,s being threap 
-•ned bvbudeetarv cutbacks., 
lOT-O @ O THE NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
3} © LE TEMPS PASSE 
X* O ® 0 DYNASTY .Alexis schemes 
to rekindle her relatioriship with Blake, 
■and Krystle's nubile niece unexpectedly 
arrives for an indefinite stay. (R)
5) 0 QUINCY The owner of a horse 
ranch where disabled youngsters gel rid­
ing therapy is found dead, and Quincy 
suspects murder. (R)
® © FLAMINGO ROAD Wealthy 
Michael Tyrone comes to Truro and uses 
his girlfriend, who is Sam's ex-wife, in a
plot to gain valuable land that Sam also 
desires. (R) A T r / r
:g3)fflNEWS .
03) CB ON THE BUSES 
iB) ® man about THE HOUSE a
10:30 ® © TELEJOURNAL
A ©©NEWS :
ODQJ TOM JONES
11:00 ® © PARADIS LATIN “La Petite . 
.^vSirene”;
^ A 0 ® © ® e NEWS
® O ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
ted CO BENNY HILL i 
02 CS DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
02 ©SPORTSPAGE A V i
n:05@aNEWS
11:20 ® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
A. :-.®0NEWS 
11:25 @ 0 BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
® 0 TONIGHT HosL Johnny Carson: ; 
Guests: Dionne Warwick, Charles Nelson 
'' Reillyi . ■ -.-- 7;^
©OCDCSEUP 
OffiRATPATROL A A A 
QD © MOVIE ★ ★ "The Seduction Of : 
Miss Leona" (1980,7 Drama) Lynn 
Redgrave. Anthony Zerbe. A reclusive col­
lege teacher falls in love with; the married 
maintenance man who has been repairing^ 
herhouse-(R) : v;
11:35 ® O SUPERSTAR PROFILE 7^
11:45 ® O MOVIE;*ti* "Letters From y 
Frank" (1979, Drama) Art Carney, Mau- .; 
reen Stapleton. A newspaper executive , 
forced into retirement because of his age 7 
. moves 1.0 the .Northwest and- launches a,
, 7 new carter-(R) ' - '7 a/.. , ,!
11:55 ® O MOVIE ***>? "My Darling A 
: Clementine ' iiS-R). Western) Henry Fonda,, ;
- Linda Darnell. .Vkineer ialis inlove w'iih;:; 
the infatnou? Doc Holliday whose bitter- ; 
ness and aicoholism serve to alienate her, 7 7 
12:00® © CINEMA * * Ve "La Femme da A 
-Bouianger’A 19.'!8- Drame) Raimu, Ginctte..
7, - Lecierc, Sii femme parlie avec tin berger, y 
7 un boulanger de Provence; refuse dial-; 
lumer le four: . ; : ; - - A 77 7 7
® O love boat Gopher is fired, a 7 
married, man travelling with his mistress: 7; 
runs into his neighbors, and a salesman is ' 
ordered by his boss to tvoo a stubborn 
woman.lRj:
(EEfflTOOCLUB
@3) © RICH MAN, POOR MAN: BOOK I
Rudy Jordache (Peter Strauss) loses : his A 
girlfriend and a scholarship; Tom (Nick 
I Nolte) falls deeply in love.
12:05 ® O M01TO ** V2 '‘Birds Of Prey” 
(1972, Drama) David Janssen, Ralph Meek- 
'er. A ■ .
® 0 MOVIE **W “Goodnight, My 




7 7:8/STEVE K. WALZ
TV stars beat heat, 
switch to flicks
Schneider ("Dukes of 
Hazzard") playing oppo­
site Kirk Douglas in “Eddie 
Macon's Run"; Joan Col­
lins (“Dynasty”) back 
home in England for
- Although most of -Holly- - 
/wbod'SiJV acting commu- 
vnityHs'-On ;hiatus until late 
Lfulyr:::(when most, of :theA 
productibn A houses i, crank . 
blip pgain in time.for the-fall y 
"Videb 'season), .somp:; big-1 
' name stars are .7 earning
7:extrbvbucks by emoting in 
::fro’nt of the rpovie cameras.^ 
Most ol these actors ,
; hb'/e y ei t her:; est a b 1 ished a: 
themselves yas; television 7 
commodities because oh 
; their high ; “Q'" ratings (a ,
7imethody used yby industry .
sources to test their marke- 7 
tability)77oriare making the 
Jump- into . films; to see. if
they can add; new life to 
7 their careers. 7 
., At the top of .the list is 
“Magnum P.i.'s’’ giamour- 
boy Tom Seileck. He's now 
in Yugoslavia, wrapping up 
production on “High Road 
to China,"; . an . action- 
adventure thriller set in the 
1930s. . Seileck . plays a 
. daredevil pilot on a danger­
ous mission. His girlfriend is 
played by Bess Armstrong, 
who also starred in “On 
Our Own,” a late-’70s 
CBS-TV series.
Others before the camer­
as in various parts of the 
globe include John
Erin Gray ("Silver 
Spoons”) opposite Kenny 
Rogers in “Six Pack," a 
love story set in the South; 
and Michael Pare (“Great­
est American Hero”) in 
“Eddie and the Cruisers," a 
rock ’n’ roll flick.
SATURDAY
(CBS) SATURDAY NiGHT MOVIE
“GEORGIA PEACHES” (1982) A friendly trio find life is less than
peachy when they get involved searching for a dangerous criminal.
> 0^-- t . -
W 9,-. ■
During the next few 
months, these video head­
liners will be featured m 
wloely releasee big-screen 
adventures that are sure to 
do well a! the box-office 
during rhe summer — 
Craig T. Neisen 1 “Chicago
dory”) in Steven Soiei-
Tom Seileck
“Nutcracker”; Judd Hirsch 
(“Taxi") in “Without a 
Trace," a suspense thriller; 
Ron Silver ("Bakers 
Dozen”) in “Love Sick," a 
comedy set in New York;
berg's “Poltergeist'’' Ricar­
do Montalban (‘'Fantasy 
Island") and William 
Shatner (“T.J, Hooker") m 
"Star Trek II — The Wrath 
of Khan”; and Robin Wil­
liams (“Mork and Mindy”) 
in the offbeat “World 
According to Garp,” based 
on John Irving’s best-sell­
ing novel.
Terri Nunn (left), Dirk Benedict and Tanya Tucker star as 
friends enlisted by U.S. Treasury agents to work undercover 
in the TV movie “Georgia Peaches,” airing Saturday, June 
12 on “The CBS Saturday Night Movies.”
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: ®ePiatQIVOTT i -'' - 
: ; itT- ® LAVESiSE A SELSY StXXm-
9AHT -m,;. 7.:-yy.: .7.:7: V.: :. v.
A S©MW^v':
;? 7 gt®s«:s-|jre7 .W;y-V7y7
«:"0 [3; © HXjGEWOOGE
’ ?> O P-M.'Magazine a (rw-p that
aeir-T b«w«^vc-s eaier ihs tfib'markci:. 3 
';«A. at sfe c-oHajSA* -o! tfee TactHna. Var-. 
- rv>ars SralEe
. : fyQBCSINESRCTQRTA ■ 
Jl©B<®NEWHAaT 
g©HERirSLUCY 
O' © WHAT WILL THEY TOINK OF
; :NErn"' - -
7-CS ® S 22 HAZS.WOOD
® © TaLEJOCRXALHBGIONAL 
£ O P-M. JK^TEWE^
® 0 ENIISTAINMEST TONIGHT 
®OTOSJKFFESS«^
. 7 Ts 0 JOKERS WEB- 7
15 O HABPES VALLEY A way pif- 
7 SnsasIwaT lijrectw casts SteUa is tie rcle 
a Vik’mg priscss in Flraa Reiliy s cJiar-
itvislav.tHl A. ___
®’0'1£«2»EIL / t^HER RSFOHT 
;nj®K»A>S*B7 ■ 
s © BOaANS HEIfflES
- S@TAJ®0CVEa 7 A
233® S AND MKDY Upset by
Mark's aaeaitss tc many, ii-soa ttirte tae 
; cnaa fttan isle a deg. iR>
® © THJ5HXIKNAL 
A::®0THSIEI?PEISA 
®©Tg:TACD«xaa A 
'? ■ ® O LiVBITEFFafef^ a parfv witL
tsmalcoLc-iiC drinks: sleepnig positions to 
relieve back pains; toys buih for dcrabili-
- tv suieerlaisHisnterriHiC;
AT SYOU ASKH) FOR IT 
; ® O XJTTLEST HOKJ After an snno- 
7 man (Stephen ■Yosjng:> As accused of 
7 7 caiissne :i ;boatftig accident. Hobo tries to' 
bneg the real coiprit to justice tBi p 
AtJ © BARNEY MILLER 
Tf © MARY TYLER MOORE 
135 ® O WORLD OF THE SSA 
5:05 ®5 @ MOVE * ■* 'The Hard Pan 
? 7 Begits " 71914. Dramal Dsmasiiy Rhodes.
.Nancv Belte Failer. Jn.st as he feels that 
7 y success arrf fame are aboat to beckon, a 
middle-aged (couctry-westem: singers 
Sopes are dashed when he returns to the
- ?aostilitvcfhtshomelown-iR-z;
® ©‘ LES GRANDS FILMS ♦ -ns
sent Grands ces Petits" t !379. Otinedie! 
Calheriae Deaeove. : Oaode Braswir. 7 
7 Apres y ia daspantios mysteneuse: fun 
jiiv-enteor..s3 tille pDcrsuit les expSTiences - 
de son pereritafc nn protnoteur nnmobilier 
denselira la vseifie tnaison et s«i labcra- 
toire:::-.,? ,'7'’ : '7 7 7^ - 7A -"A- 'y y
A® e?MC«K AND MINDYyUpset by 
; VIorks ictenitca to many. Orson turns the 
errant Ortan sBlo a dog-<R';
A-?® 0 te8i*ers go out w
Tstnke dtiring rehearsal for a sioo! pro- 
:<fe!Cti«i6f Othe!!o.fRi7 A
- ® © FAME Itie: tesefesrs go «tt. sra 
A ysirika dnrisg rrfjcarsal tor a scbocl pit>-
77 ydoaioaoIAftiielloFfBl a£ t 
T ® S ® © 3SAGSDM, Pi Magnsin 7 
T? ioiScdy to rescue a daifiAl7ia dis-
lress.(R) ' ■
® G SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siske! host an informative look 
at what's new at the movies.
33) © MOVE ■* "Gold Of The Amazon 
Women" (1979, Adventure) Bo Svenson, 
.kmta Ektog. While searching for trea­
sure in the jungles of South America, two 
adventurers stumble onto a primitive soci­
ety of statuesque white women.
g © MOVIE ★*H "At The Earth’s 
Core'’ (1376. Science-Fiction) Doug 
McClure, Peter Cushing. -A group of 
explorers penetralK Earth to its center 
, where they discover a region inhabited by 
- prehistoric creatures.
SiSO @ O BOSOM BUDDIES (R) g 
fcSi® O MANIMAI5 A chimp that 
smokes cigarettes and a bird whose ward­
robe includes a custom-made Pied Piper 
outfit are among the exotic animals fea- 
lured in this film about city animals and 
the people who love them.
9:W ® O BARNEY MILLER An old man 
cittempls suicide so that his cousin can col­
lect the insurance, and a cardiac resuscita- 
lion instructor goes berserk in a depart­
ment store iRsi^
£1 0 ® 0 DIFFTENT STROKES 
Arnold prepares for his first nighttime 
.: fate- cRIC A
§7 © HART TO HART .A man who holds, 
.'rinaihan responsible for his sister’s death 
ihrows a chemical inlr. the Harl.s’ pool 
.vhicfi cau.ies .lonat'nan to go blind. ;R) d 
TOSIMON&SIMON ’
'|i SD MOVE ■*•♦ 7 Portrait Of .An 
: .Ascort" <'I9S0, Drama') .Susan :ARSpach, 
Fonv BiH A divorced svoman irting to 
make end.s meet takes a job with a profes- 
? : -ional dating service.
9:10 ® Q MUSIC OF MAN 
9;J0i® 0 TAXI Lome panics when he 
'earns that his mother is planning to 
-emarry. iR|
® 0 GIMME A BREAK Katie persuades 
Julie to take the college entrance exarni- 
: -ationfor her. (R)
5 O LIVE IT UP Featured: a party with 
non-alcoholic driaks; sleeping positions to 
f .-elieve back pains; tiys built for durabili- 
iv; singer Ian Hunter. (R) Q 
^itkCO ® 0 THE NA-nONAL / JOUTINAL 
®©PILEOUFACE 
A" 5020/20 ’
® 0 ® 0 HELL STREET BLUES Cap- 
lain Fnrillo offers to turn in his badge, and 
an all-night poker game makes Joe decide 
to deal with Lucy in a different manner.
“A.iR):'-.--
® 0 ®a KTKJTS LANDING 
33)© NEWS ' ?: ' ’ ; :7 ^': ?
®©aNTHEBlSES _____
10:15 ® © AN EVSONG WITH THE ROY­
AL BALLET The music of Scott Joplin is
highlighted in "Elite Syncopations” per- : 
formed by the Royal Ballet in July 1978 at 
Covent Garden’s Royal Opera House.
10:30 ® © LAPRADE POP, POP ET POP 
• , -®© NEWS 7 -
11:00® © ANGOISSES **’/i“Un Coup 7 
Monte" (Drame) Christopher George, 
Richard Todd. Un homme est arrete pour 
le meurtre de sa femme trouvee etranglee ? 
a leur domicile. 7"
®0® 0® ® NEWS : 7 
® 0 ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS I 
(D) ffl BENNY HILL 
(33 © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
(flQSPORTSPAGE 
n;O5®0NEWS
11:20 ® © VANOIUVER ISLAND NEWS 
" (SONEWS:,
1135 ® O BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 ® O ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
® 0 TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson: 
Guest; Dana Hilt.
. ' ® Q CLOSE-UP
® 0 CHARLES M. SCHULZ;; : TO 
RE34EMBER Charles M. Schulz, creator 
of the famou.s comic strip: “Peanuts.l’ 
discusses his life experiences, and their/ 
relationshiptohiswork.:
777;:{T]) ® RAT PATROL ; 7 ,.?,, /I;??;,' -
® (B MOVTE **’2 "The yOrissom 
Gang" (1971. Drama) Kim Darby. Tony 7 
Musante. Based on a novel by James Had- 
7 iev Chase. A psychopathic kidnapper, falls 
in love with his beautiful, wealthy victim, 
11:45 @ @ QUINCY Quincy discovers that 
7 97 victims of a jetliner crash in the ocean? 
died of hypothermia. ' V
11:55 ® 0 MINDEH Terry is taken aback 
: when .Arthur gives him his latest assign;
ment - to repossess a raging bull. ? ?
12:00 ® 0 VEGA3 Dan .searches for a coun­
terfeiter who has flooded the strip with'? 
phonv chips and framed Dan for murder j 
■(R) ■
7.'..^ (T]Dffi700CLUB .’
@ ® RICH MAN, POOR MAN: BOOK I 
Tom Jordache (Nick Nolte) is jailed Ifor 7 
statutory rape and Rudy (Peter Straus.s)‘? 
decides lo date His boss’s daughter for 
7: business reasons. :
12:05® © MOVIE “Walkabout”
(1971. Adventure) Jenny .Agutter, David,
. :.:..Gu!p!lil.' :7:,?.7y?..? 7:';::y?:-7:..:
® © MOVIE * ★ ‘ik "Stagecoach" (1966,
Western) Ann-Margret. Bing Crosby?: ? v 7 :7,
12:30® Q LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID : 
LETTERMAN Guests: Allen Ginsberg, Sid < 7
12:55 ® © MOVIE * * * ’‘The City” (1976, 
Mystery) Robert Forster. Jimmy Dean. ,y 
® O MCMILLAN i WIFE Mac witness­
es a murder in a hospital but can’t find any 
evidence fo back up what hesavv. (RF y y ?
ly.j- y
; 2:00 ® © DE KOONING ON DE KOON-
? ?1NG Film clips and interviews with Wil­
lem de Kooning— one of America’s most 
important Hying artists-and his wife pro- 
7 vide a special insight into the 78:year-old 
abstract expressionist’s life and work.
y DAYTIME SPORTB 
: 6:00® ©SPORTS PAGE (R)
.F772;:
DAYTIME MOVIES
;00® ® ** “Young Graduates” (1971, 
Drama) Patricia Wymer, Steven Stewart. 
A teen-ager discovers the truth about her 
carefree life. ?/
:S0 ® ffi * * I'Le Cave se Rebiffe’’ (1961, 
Comedie) Jean Cabin, Bernard Blier. Des 
escrocs engagent un artiste de la gravure 
et un expert en fausse monnaie pour 
? monter une affaire.
:00 ® 0 * * "F. Scott Fitzgerald In Hol-
Ivwdod'i (1976, Drama) Jason Miller, Tues­
day Weld. The rise, fail and return of the 
brilliant jazz age novelist is portrayed, 
(i),© ** "Lady Ice’;:(1973, Mystery)
Donald Sutherland, Jennifer O'Neill. An 
insurance investigator trails a group of 
jewel thieves through Miami and Nassau. 
(jjFQ) ■*: *'// "Loose Change” (Part 3) 
?{i978; Drama) Cristina Raines, Season 
Hubiey. Three co-eds. wrestle with chang­
ing sexual mores .-imidsl an atmosphere of 
political upheaval on a California campus 
during the/eos, ,?’ :. ,:
® 0 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
® © THE JEFFERSONS 
® 0 JOIOER’S WILD 
® o ONE DAY AT A TIME Ann finally 
steps: in to help Julie and Max deal with 
their marital problems. (Part 2)
® © MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT
(O ® (S) © m»a*s»h
® @ VANCOUVER Featured: A sneak 
preview of a new movie with the T. Birds. 
7:30® ® The FACTS OF LIFE A finan­
cial misfortune drives Mrs. Garrett to the 
brink of emotional collapse. (R)
® © TELEJOURNAL 
(1) O THE MUPPETS 
©©■nCTAC DOUGH 
® O ® © FAST COMPANY Guests: 
Rene Simard, Orson Bean, Ben Wicks. Jim 
Stafford, Kim Cattrall, Maureen Murphy, 
Rick Ducommun, Juliet Prowse. (R)
® 0 YOU ASKED FOR IT 
(n) ® BARNEY MILLER 
OD © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ® O WORLD OF THE SEA 
8:00 ® @ SCTV TELEVISION .NETWORK 
® © VENDREDI20H 
® 0 BENSON Benson is mugged and a 
daffy woman wanders into the mansion 
and up to the governor, prompting the 
security chief to take drastic measures. (R)
FRIDAY EVENING JUNE 4,1982
7:00^ 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
Grand Band Facts Of Life SCTV Television Network Dallas CBC News-Journal
XT) Regional Telejournal VendredI
Maitres Et Valets | Reperes | Laprade
® PM Northwest The Muppets Benson A Living ABC Movie: "The Front”
Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Rainbow Girl Chicago Story McClain's Law
Jeflersons Fast Company The Cousteau Odyssey CTV Movie: "The Front”
(Z) Joker’s Wild Asked For It The Dukes Of Hazzard
Dallas 1 Falcon Crest
(B) Day At Time Fast Company The Dukes Of Hazzard CTV Movie: "The Front"
d) MacNeil WId. Of Sea Wash. Week Wall Street More Of That Great American Gospe Sound
(D) M.A.S.H, Barney Miller Movie: "The Million Dollar Rip-Ofl" News
GD M,A.S.H. Mary T. Moore Movie: "Kind Hearts And Coronets" On The Buses News
(S) Vancouver Movie: "Concrete Cowboys"
EVENING: :
TOO ® 0 CBC EVENING NEWS:
® © L’INCROYABLE HULK 
;? 7®0 ABCNEWS :.
’? ® @ NBCNEWS
: ®®®0NEWS
-®@CBSNEWS 7
7 77® O DICK CAVETT Guest: Steven Spiel-
:/:.berF(Part 2)(R) ' 7:
i-(Dj ® LAVERNE & SHIRLEY & COM-
7'7,?PANY::"-T'-:7 7?.;'
:“ aD ©M*A*s*H , .7 :: .
(U) a THAT’S LIFE ?
6:30 ® 0 ® 0 NEWS 
;? ® & P.M. MAGAZINE A tour of the 
:4 Queen Elizabeth 11; a 14-year-old boy who 
writes an advice column for teen-agers.
: ® O BUSINESS REPORT 
(D) © BOB NEWHART 
©©HERE’S LUCY
? 7 (0) © WHAT WILL THEY miNK OF 
7':-NEXT!?I?-7^/::':.-?:. : 77? ■ . :•
7:00 ® 0 WONDERFUL GRAND BAND 
® © TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® 0 P.M. NORTHWEST
© 0 RAINBOW GIRL A sometime sing­
er and prodticlion assistant on a local TV 
show decides to hold a phony auction to 
raise money to send her mother back 10 
Lithuania.
® O THE COUSTEAU ODYSSEY 
"Calypso's Search For Atlantis” Philippe 
Cousteau attempts to unravel the mystery 
of Atlantis in the Bahamas, while Captain 
Jacques Cousteau focuses on Crete in the 
Aegean Sea. (Part 1) (Rj 
® ® ® 0 THE DUKES OF HAZZARD 
Boss Hogg and his rotten nephew Hughie 
plot to clo.se Cooler’s garage, which is.on 
the site of Hogg’s proposed condominium, 
(R)
® 0 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW
03 ® MOVIE *■*'// “The Million Dollar 
Rip-Off” (1976. Adventure) Freddie Prinze, 
Allen Garfield. An electronics genius plots 
a multi-million dollar payroll heist using 
his gang of four women.
(11) © MOVIE "Kind Hearts And
Coronets” (1949, Comedy) Alec Guinness, 
Dennis Price. Denied his birthright 
because his mother married below her sta­
tion, a devilish young man cleverly mur­
ders the eccentric relatives who stand 
between him and the.family dukedom.
8:30 ® © HORS SEREE - MAITRES ET 
VALETS "Le Tcmoin" Suite a .son week­
end a Somerby. Edouard est icmoin dan.? 
une cause de divorce.
® O MAKING A LIVING Dot. in ihe 
hospital for minor .surgery, gets landed 
with a wacky roommate, and the wai­
tresses irv lo end a f)3-vear-c!d feud 
75) O CHICAGO STORY Lou agrees to 
handle the case of a man accused of mur­
dering a vicious criminal whom Lou nad 
gotten olf on a lecnnicalitv.
8:35 ® 0 WALL STREET WEEK Ts The 
Time Right To Buy:' Guest: Robert .1 
Farrell, chief market analyst. .Merrill 
Lvneh. Pierce. Fenner and Smith.
9:00 ® © (Tj 0 DALLAS The Ewings 
iearn of a plan ol Jock's which dramatical­
ly affects their relationships and the iulure 
of Ewing Oil. (R)
® O ® 0 ® O movie
"The Front" IT976. Comedy) Woody Allen. 
Zero Mostel. During the i950s McCarthy 
era. a scheming bungler fronts for several 
blacklisted writers.
fU?! a MOVIE "Concrete
Cow'Doys" (1979. Drama) Jerry Reed. Tom 
Seileck. Two men from .Montana making 
their way to Nashville aboard a freight 
tram, find themselves embroiled in an 
intricate blackmail scheme.
9:10® O MORE OF THAT GREAT 
AMERICAN GOSPEL SOUND Tennessee 
Ernie Ford and Della Reese team up for a 
celebration of traditional and gospel music 
from Nashville's Grand Ole Opry, featur­
ing performances fay Andrae Crouch, 
Grandpa Jones, Ramona and the Happy 
Goodman Family.
9:30 (i) © REPERES 
10-00 (2) 0 the NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
rs'j Q MCCLAIN’S LAW McClain and 
Gates agree lo investigate charges that 
police in a neighboring to'wn are routinely 
lirutaiizing suspects (R)
.£ S3 FALCON CREST Faced with a 
$50,000 tax bill and short of cash. Cha.se 
.iltPinpt.s to pre--Scll his grapes before har­
vest,! it;
13 ffl NEWS 
>2 © ON THE BUSES 
10:30 i 3 © LAPRADE, POP. POP ET POP 
127 CD NEWS
11:00 s Jy © CirCEMA y* iv *>2 "Devine qiii 
Vient Diner':'" (1967. Comedie) .Sidney Poi- 
lier, Spencer Tracy. Revenue de vacances 
a Hawai, une jeunc fille pre.sente un nieue- 
cin de race noire a ses parents avec I'in- 
lention de I'epouser.
'4: Q (5j O ® 0 news 
® © ® Q CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
fV]? ® BENNY HILL 
'iD © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
31 a SPORTS PAGE 
11:05® ©NEWS
® O MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
Flickers" Totally preoccupied with set­
ting up his own filmmaking business. Arnie 
Cole can't understand his bride's cold 
reception on their delayed wedding night. 
fPart 2)g
U:20 ® O VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS
.''571 F\ Ntrws
11:2T® 0 BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 ® O ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
® O TONIGHT Guest host: Joan Rivers. 
Guest: Steve Guttenberg.
®0 CLOSE-UP
(D) ffl RAT PATROL 
(12) © MOVIE ■*-***i "The I.ast Wave' 
(1978, .Mysteryi Richard Chamberlain. 
David Gulpilii. .A lawyer must bring 10 
light the ancient customs and tribal prac- 
tice.s of a primitive society when an abo­
rigine is accused of murder. (R)
11:45® O MOVIE **'2 "The Gumbali 
Hally" (1976. .Adventure) Mich.iel Sarrazin. 
Tim Meintire. A bizarre combination of 
apparently sane citizens embark on a w iiri 
t oasl-to-coast auto race. (Ki 
11;55®] 0 MOVIE "Juarez" Il9.'i9
Biography) Paul Mum. Bette Davis The 
renowned leader crusades for the release 
t.f .Mexico from Prince Maximilians 
French domination,
12:00 (3j Q FRIDAYS Host. Jamie Lee 
Curtis. Guest: Garland Jeffries. !K)
CLD 451 SOLID GOLD
1T3) © MOVIE "Ruthless" (1948.
Drama) Zachary Scott. Diana Lynn. .An 
ambitious businessman forsakes his family 
and happine.ss for success.
12:05® Q MOVIE **• "Hard Times' 
(1975, Drama) Charles Bronson. Jame.s 
Coburn.
® O MOVIE ★* "Twin Detei'lives: 
(1976. Mystery) Jim and John Hager. Lilli­
an Gish.
® 0 IMAGES OF INDIANS "How Hol­
lywood Wins The West' Clips from 1) W 
Griffith's "America ' and McLaglen's "Sol­
dier Blue" are included in this examina­
tion of the film industry s one-sided por­
trayal of manifest deslinv,
12:30© © LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
LETTERMAN
SATURDAY EVENING JUNES, 1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(T) Archie Bunker Happy Days Hotel Movie: ‘T Was Monty's Double''
This Land
(Ti Jazz Bagatelle Noir Sur Blanc D'Hier A Oemain
Telejournal
Lawrence Welk To Be Announced Love Boat
Fantasy Island
Entertainment This Week Harper Valley One Of Boys Barbara Mandrell & Sisters NBC Reports
(S) Benson Circus Movie: "Someone Is Watching Me”
Children On The Run
m Donahue Walt Disney CBS Movie: "The Mating Season”
m Benson Circus CTV Movie: “Off Your Rocker”
Children On The Run
Here Come The Puppets All Creatures Great & Small Movie: “The Pride Of The Yankees"
(H) M.A.S.H. Barney Miller Movie: “Whatever Happened To Baby Jane?” Movie
(15) The Avengers Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "The Mind Of Mister Soames"
dD Star Trek Mildred Dear Father Love Boat Fantasy Island
SATURDAY
5:00® O WIDE world’OF SPORK 
Renaldo Snipes vs. Tim Witherspoon in a 
10-round heavyweight bout (from Las 
Vegas, Nev.); International Gymnastics 
Championships (from Rome, Italy).
® @ KLINGER AND COMPANY
® O wrra OSSIE and ruby "How i
Got Ovah” Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee are 
joined by Billy Preston and the Communi­
ty First Baptist Church Choir of Dallas in 
this musical tribute to poet Carolyn M. 
Rodgers, g- ' :
(0) $D INCREDIBLE HULK 
(B) @ WESmiN REVIEW 
5-J0®®NEWS 
® ® EYE ON THE NORTHWEST 
® a VICTORY GARDEN 
OD ® GLOBAL WEEKEND
EVENING
6:00® 0 NBC NEWS 
®0®0NEWS 
©OCBSNEWS
(® O IRELAND: A TELEVISION HIS­
TORY.,
O ® STAR TREK
QD © WEEK’S END
dD a WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF
NEXT!
6:M ® ® ® Si NEWS 
® 0 KING 5 MAGAZINE 
®0NOWPLAYING 
®©SUNCOUimiY 
03 ©PHIK PANTHER 
03 a WORLD ALIVE
7:00® @ ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie suggests that Harry buy Murray’s 
share of the business. (R)
® @0 JAZZ DE MONTREUX
®e8 LAWRENCE WELK _____ _
@ 0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK 
® ® (® O BENSON Benson’s former 
girlfriend comes to town, intent on rekin­
dling a romance that died twenty years 
earlier. (R) g
® 0 DONAHUE “James D. Watson: The 
DNA Story”
® O HERE (X)ME THE PUPPETTS Jim 
Henson and Kermit the Frog cohost this 
special taped at the International Pup­
petry Festival in Washington, D.C. featur­
ing puppet troupes from around the world
and well-known American puppets.
(n)ffiM»A*S*H 
03 ©THE AVENGERS 
03 a STAR TREK
7:S0 @ S3 HAPPY DAYS Joanie’s home 
movies recap the summer of 1962. (Part 1) 
(R)g
® a BAGATELLE
® ® ® © CIRCUS Cal Dodd and Sher- 
isse Laurence welcome the aeriai-trapeze- 
bound Jupiters, knife and tomahawk 
thrower Paul LaCross, balancer Lee Ste­
vens and Hub Hubbel’s “wonder horse” 
Oke. (R)
03 a BARNEY MILLER 
8:00 ® ® WEST ROCK HOTEL 
(3) g| ’TODAY’S FBI Ben, his agents and a 
scientist who has been asked to sell top- 
secret information combine efforts to cap­
ture a spy. (R)
® 0 HARPER VALLEY While under 
hypnosis to lose weight. Flora overhears a 
conversation about Stella that convinces 
her to become Stella’s best friend. (R)
(® 0 MOVIE * * * "Someone Is Watch­
ing Me” (1978, Mystery) Lauren Hutton, 
David Birney. A female television news 
director is tormented by a mysterious man 
who seems to be stalking her every move, 
(S @ WALT DISNEY “The Treasure Of 
San Bosco Reef” A teen-ager stumbles 
upon a murder while visiting his uncle, 
who is overseeing a salvage operation in 
- Italy. (Parti)
® © MOVIE **‘-2 “Off Your Rocke,-” 
(19'80, Comedy) Red Buttons, Milton Berle. 
The residents' of a home for retired per­
sons band together to fight a plan to sell 
their beloved dwelling. C- 
113 © MOVIE *** “Whatever Hap­
pened To Baby Jane?” (19o2, Suspense) 
Bette Davis, Joan Crawford. Two sisters, 
both former film stars, live a bizarre exis­
tence in a terror-ridden house.,
03 © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
03 © GEORGE AND MILDRED
8:10 ® 0 ALL CREATURES GREAT AND 
SMALLH
8:30 @ ® MOVIE "I Was Monty s
Double” (1959, Drama) John Mills, Cecil 
Parker. An actor becomes invaluable to 
the war effort in North Africa when he 
successfully poses as General Montgom-. 
ery.
®©NOmSUR BLANC 
® 0 ONE OF THE BOYS Jonathan has 
a bizarre dream about his mothers rela­
tionship with Oliver. (R) ___
03 © FATHER, DEAR FATHER
8:00 ® ® 03) © LOVE BOAT Doc is reun­
ited with his brother, two ex-vaudevillians
with a secret pretend they are other pas­
sengers, and a schoolteacher meets an off­
color novelist. (R) g ' _____ _
® 0 BARBARA MANDRELL AND THE 
MANDRELL SISTERS Guests: Danny 
Thomas, Gail Davies. (R)
® 0 MOVIE “The Mating Sea­
son” (1980, Comedy) Lucie Arnaz, Lau­
rence Luckenbill. Two very different peo­
ple spending time at a bird watching 
retreat meet and fall in love. (R)
03 © MOVIE * ★ * “The Mind Of Mister
Soames” (1970, Drama) Terence SUmp, 
Robert Vaughn. When a man emerges 
from a lifelong state of suspended anima­
tion. he struggles to survive in an adult 
world with the mind of an infant.
9:10 ® ® MOVIE *** “The Pride Of The 
Yankees” (1942, Biography) Gary Cooper, 
Teresa Wright. Baseball star Lou Gehrig 
overcomes the odds to become a legend in 
the game.
8:30 CS © lyillER A DEMAIN
10:00® O 03 a FANTASY ISLAND A 
real estate salesperson is transformed into 
a glamorous 1890s belle, and a taciturn 
man attempts to recapture the peaceful 
times of his boyhood. (R) g 
© 0 NBC REPORTS "America In 
Search Of Itself” John Chancellor looks at 
the social and political factors which con­
tributed to Ronald Reagan’s victory in the
1980 presidential election. ____
® ® ® © CHILDREN ON “THE RUN 
Johnny Mann hosU a documentary about








;30 ® O THIS LAND (Return) Hospnarra- V 
tor-musician Don Francks presents ; an 
overview of the growth of Canada .s yari- , 
bus regions. ^ 'y s '
(3) @3 LE TELEJOURNAL ./■
NOUVELLES DU SPORT 
03 © MOVIE “Escort WeC (ISaS. ,,
Western) Victor Mature, Eiaine Stewart; , 
An ex-Confederate soldier and his young 
daughter encounter the survivors of an 
Indian massacre, part of a cavalry unity 
that had refused them protection.
;00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL
® 0 ® 0 ® ® news
® © ® © CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
03 © SUGAR RAY LEONARD’S GOLD­
EN GLOVES Kansas City vs. Rocky Moun­
tain ^ .J
03 © THE FORUM PRESENTS Guest:
' Mavnard Ferguson.
•05 (I) © LA POLITIQUE FEDERALE t
:15 ® © CINEMA A'A “La Chasse au 
Diplome” (1973, Drame) Timothy Bottoms, 
Lindsay Wagner. A Tuniversite Harvard, 
un etudiant, fortement impressionne par ^ 
un professeur autoritaire. passera brillam- y 
ment ses examens malgre les sarcasmes , 
dece dernier.
®@ABCNEWS
:20 ® 0 NEWS ("Provincial Affairs" will 
precede the news.) - ^
® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
®©NEWS.
;S0® ® MOVIE “Asylum” (1972,
Horror) Peter Cushing, Richard Todd. A ; 
doctor learns the bizarre and disturbing 
case histories of several patients while yis- r 
iting an asylum.
® 0 SCTV NETWORK Guests: Daryl 
Hall and John Oates.
(7) 0 MOVIE *■*14 “Impasse" (1969, 
Adventure) Burt Reynolds, Anne Francis.. ^ 
An American and his four-man team r 
search for $3; million in gold supposedly 
hidden on Malinta Hill. y : y 
;50 @ © MOVIE ***14 “All About ? 
Eve” (1950, Comedy) Bette Davis, Anne y 
Baxter. A star-struck giri manipulates and 
connives her way to stardom. , 
l:OO(0®NEWS
® MOVIE ** ”J.C.” (1970) Joanna 
Moore, BiU McGaha.
03 © MOVIE ** “Night Song” (1947,: 
Drama) Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon. A 
blind piano player is injected with self- 
confidence through the efforts of a wealthy : 
friend. ,y
1:05 ® © MOVIE * * * * "Sunday, 
Bloody Sunday” (1971, Drama) Glenda 
Jackson, Peter Finch.
® © MOVIE **'/4 "The Eagle Has , 
Landed” (1977, Adventure) Michael Caine,; 

































9:00 Q.OA 10:00 I 10:30
M.A.S.H j C' aiiepji i CSC
Teie-Seiec'aon: "Grands Romans • ttetff
Baseball
I BettOtWssT
Little House On The Prairie






N8C Mcvfe "SistH. Sister’
CTV Movie
M.AS.H House CaSs | LouGrafit
CTV Movie
Sylvia Fine Kaye's Mu^ Cogedir Tor^tg
Movie: "Hedda” News
CteTlK Bases j News
ttevie: “1, Waureei"
SUNDAY EVENING JUNE3 6,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(D Beachcombers Hangin’ In Sons And Lovers The National Dream Quarterly Report
CD Chez Denise Les Beaux Dimanches Dimanches Tel Quel Telejournal
(D ABC Movie: "Cro ,sed Swords” ABC Movie; "King Of The Gypsies”
CD Father Murphy CHIPS NBC Movie: "Fast Charlie, The Moonbeam Rider”
CD Thrill ‘ 1 Littlest Hobo Real People Quincy W5
CD 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Tony Awards
(8) The Dukes Of Hazzard CHIPS Quincy W5
(D Commanders j Previews The Gentle Killers Masterpiece Theatre America
(Ti) Solid Gold Beaver Probe Contact jeOM.P.H. Issues 700 Club
m Streets 01 San Francisco Movie; "The Art Of Love” 60 Minutes
dD 60 Minutes Father Murphy Movie: "Coniessions Ot A Lady Cop”
SUNDAY
5:00 @0 CBC NEWS 
® © SECOND REGARD 
® o NEWS 
@ 0 MEET’THE PRESS 
® O ® 0 UNTAMED FRONTIER 
® O NATIONAL HOME ELECTRONIC 
SERVICE CENTER 
(0) ffl SPACE: 1999 
03 ffl BATTLESTAR GALACTICA 
03 ©SOCCER
5:30 @ 0 TITANS Patrick Watson “inter­
views” Queen Elizabeth I (portrayed by 
Frances Hyland), who talks about the rela­
tion between her power and her anti-mar­
riage stance.___
®0 ABC NEWS 
©©©©NEWS 
® O ® 0 WEBSTER 
® 0 SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY
evening
6 00® 0 WALT DISNEY “The Treasure 
Of San Bosco Reef” A teen-ager stumbles 
upon a murder while visiting his uncle, 
who is overseeing a salvage operation in 
Italy. (Part 1)
fj) ffl LESOMBdETDE VERSAILLES 
®Q TOWN MEETING 
©0NBCNEWS 
®0®©NEWS
®0 CBS NEWS 
03 ffl STAR TREK 
03®M*A*S'>H 
6:30 ® ffl GENIES EN HERBE 
® 0 HOW COME?
® O ® 0 FOR THE RECORD 
(D 0 NEWS
® O THE COMMANDERS
03 © CAROL BURNETT AND
vTOTTrisrrvQ
03 © LAURIER’S PEOPLE 
7:00® 0 THE BEACHCOMBERS After 
flunking his university entrance exams. 
Hughie becomes even more upset when his 
millionaire-businessman uncle arrives for 
a visit, (R)
® ffl CHEZ DENISE "La Sainl-Valen- 
tin” Christian cherche Fame soeur qui lui a 
envoye un valentin anonyme.
® O MOVIE ** "Crossed Swords” 
(1978, Adventure) Oliver Reed, Raquel 
Welch. Based on “The Prince And The 
Pauper” by Mark Twain. Two young Eng­
lishmen become involved in regal imperso­
nation and romance during the 16th centu-
® © FA’THER MURPHY Murphy 
encourages Will Adams lo accept an offer 
of adoption from a wealthy widow. (R) g 
(5) 0 THRILL OF A LfFETOaE Fea­
tured: a youngster guests on "The Littlest
I IU4JU , Cl TV-11 tiv-1
a car; a couple flies into the skies aboard a 
vintage bi-plane; Sherisse Laurence per­
forms a novice songwriter’s tune. (R) Q 
(T) 0 03 © 60 MINUTES 
® 0 THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Daisy 
must tell an adoring Clclus that she only 
wooed him lo help Bo and Luke escape 
from Hogg’s latest frame-up,
(Q) ffl SOLID GOLD 
03 ffl STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:30® 0 HANGIN’ IN (Return) Mike 
(David Eisner) counsels a beautiful girl 
while Kate (Lally Cadeau) tries to help a 
father feel comfortable with his son’s 
career choice. (R) g
(3) ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES ‘Faut 
Voir Ca”
® © UTTLEST HOBO A young female 
pilot (Rosemary Dunsmore) finds her life 
endangered by saboteurs trying to put her 
courier service out of business. (R) g 
Ci) 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskel review some films that 
nearly everybody missed the first time 
around including "Fingers,” “Gates Of 
Heaven” and "The Onion Field.” (R)
8:00 ® 0 SONS AND LOVERS (Premiere) 
Based on the story by D.H, Lawrence. In 
the colorless coalfield country of England, 
Gertrude Morel (Eileen Atkins) starts to 
become discontented with her husband 
(Tom Bell) and her life as the mother of 
three children.
® 0 ® © CHIPS Steve is mysterious­
ly chased and harassed by criminals whose
stolen car he recovered, and Jon falls for a 
country-western singer. (R) .
©0 REAL PEXIPLE Featured: a wom­
an who photographs male centerfolds; a 
seemingly sourceless ray of light; a color­
ful chess player; a swinging laundromat 
with live music. (R) ■"
® ® ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie suggests that Harry buy Murray’s 
share of the business. (R)
03 ffl LEAVEITTOBEAVER 
03 © MOVIE *** “The Art Of Love" 
(1965, Comedy) James Garner, Elke 
Sommer. Two buddies decide to fake sui­
cide in order to further their artistic 
careers.
03 ffl FATHER MURPHY Murphy 
encourages Will Adams to accept an offer 
of adoption from a wealthy widow. (R) Q 
8:05 ® O THE GENTLE KILLERS Dutch 
scientists refute the traditional notion of 
the “killer” whale by capturing and 
domesticating a young female, to deter­
mine its nature and intelligence.
8:30 Ci) ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Le 
Cauchemar Climalise”
® © ONE DAY AT A TIME Ann finally 
steps in to help Julie and Max deal with 
their marital problems. (Part 2) (R)
03 ffl PROBE
9:00 @ 0 THE NATIONAL DREAM
(Return) "The Great Long Land" In 1871, 
Sir John A. Macdonald announces the 
planned construction of a railway to the 
Pacific coast, which may bring British 
Columbia into Confederation and strength­
en Canadian sovereignly throughout the
entire country. (R)g 
© ©TELQUEL
® o MOVIE * * “King Of The Gypsies” 
(1978, Drama) Eric Roberts, Shelley 
Winters. A gypsy who is in line to become 
king of his clan starts dating an outsider.
(I) © MOVIE * *V2 “Fast Charlie, The 
Moonbeam Rider” (1979, Adventure) 
David Carradine, Brenda Vaccaro. A 
World War I veteran in need of cash enters, 
a no-hoTds-barred transcontinental motor- 
cyclerace.
(6) © ® O QUINCY The owner of a 
horse ranch where disabled youngsters get 
riding therapy is found dead, and Quincy 
suspects murder. (R)
® @ TONY AWARDS The 36th annual 
presentation of the Antoinette Perry 
Awards honoring excellence in the theater 
will be telecast from the Imperial Theater 
in New York City.
03 ffl CONTACT
03 © MOVIE ** “Confessions Of A
Lady Cop" (1980, Drama) Karen Black, 
Don Murray. A career police woman is. 
brought to the brink of a nervous break­
down by a friend’s suicide, the end of a 
romance and an intensive manhunt.
9:10® 0 MASTERPIECE THEATM
; “Flickers” Arnie gains respect for his wife ,
when she pitches in to help convert an old 
warehouse into a movie studio, (Part 3) g : 
9:30 (0 ® GO M.P.H.
10:00® 0 QUARTERLY REPORT “The 
Electronic Web” Peter Mansbridge exam- 
ines the threats to individual privacy posed 
by the technological developments of such;
advanced equipment as the computer, g 
v . ®© ®©W5
03 ffl ISSUES IN DEPTH ; “
03©6OMINUTES
1015 ® O ALISTAIR COOKE’S AMERICA 
10:30 ® © LE ’TELEJOURNAL / SPORT- 
“DIMANCHE v
03® 700CLUB :: ; “
11:00® 0 THE NATIONAL (“Nation^ ;.
Business” will follow "The National.’) ;
®0©©CS©^ffiws;;;
® o ® O CTV NATIONAL NEWS: i . ^ 
03 © ON THE BUSES :
03 © GLOBAL NEWSWEEK - ;a :
11:05 ® ffl CINE-CLUB * * ‘^“Umberto” , a 
i (1951, Drame) Carlo Battisliy MariajPia 't; 
Casilo. A la suite de difficultes. un vieux i, ;. 
retraite tente de se suicider avec son chien ; 
cn se jelant devant un train; a ; a ,
11:15 ® O ABC NEWS
11:20 @ © ® © NEWS a “ .: a;a aa
I® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
11:30 ® 0 MOVIE * * "Death Sentence" a a ;
: (1974, Suspense) Cioris Leachmanj Lau-: a;
rence Luckinbill. A juror in a murder case a 
realizes that it is her husband, not the man . . 
on trial, who is the killer: a . a a, ; ■
(I) © MOVIE **‘4a‘Mayerling’'(1969,.; 
Romance) Omar Sharif, Catherine.; ;■ 
Deneuve: Austria’s Crown Prince, is 
involved in a love; affair which ends; in a ,, 
tragedy, a ' , ■ a; a
' ©gSCBSNEWS
@3 © MOVIE *** “Richard IH” ( 1955, 
Drama) Laurence Olivier, John; Gielgud, “a
Based on Shakespeare’s play. The mal- , 
formed Duke of Gloucester uses deceit and a 
murder to climb his way ; to the English . ; : 
throne.
11:45 ® 0 ALL IN ’THE FAMILY a a a^ 
11:50® 0 MOVIE ***““AiBella^or;-;:;
Adano" (1945, Drama) John Hodiak, Ge!ne “;
Tierney. An American occupation officer .
in Italy wins-the ioyc of the ;tpwnspeopleaa
when he replaces the bell in their church.
12:00 03 ffl NEWS 
03 ©ODDCOUPLE
12:05 ® © MOVIE ;*** “HeyaI'm Aliye, 
a (1975, Adventure) Edward ; Asnera Sally aa 
' ■! Struthers. ■ ’' - ■ ; a-.aa:;’;;.;;:-;: ,; ;::;',,;aaa;a
® © MOVIE **,>/4 “Modesty Blaise a ;a 
“(1966. Adventure) MonicaiVitti,^'Terence,;;; 
Stamp.
12:15 CD © MOVIE **V4“Hang;;Em High”; ;;
a a (1968, Western) Clint Eastwood; Inger Ste-a^a
7:00 ®@ B.C. ADVENTURE 
©ffl TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
“ ® 0 P.M. NORTHWEST 
® © ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
® © THE JEFFERSONS 
®0 JOKER’S WILD 
® 0 ONE OP ’THE BOYS Jonathan has 
a bizarre dream about his mother’s rela- 
; . tionship with Oliver. (R)
® 0 MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
: 03fflM*A»s*H :
03 © HOGAN’S HEROES 
©©VANCOUVER 
7:30 ® 0 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
® ffl TELEJOURNAL 
(3) ©THE MUPPETS 
®@’nc TAC DOUGH 
(3) 0 ® 0 BIZARRE Featured: a vUit 
to a chiropractor; the newest designs in 
lingerie; TV network censors at work; 
comedian Howie Mandel. (R)
® @ YOU ASKED FOR IT 
03 ffl BARNEY MILLER 
03 © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ® 0 WORLD OF'THE SEA 
8:00 ® 0 ® ® PRIVA’TE ^JAMIN 
Private Winter is refused admittance to a 
special combat unit on the basis of her sex. 
■ "(R) a “a ;-.a .
® ffl BIZARRE, BIZARRE 
® © BEST OF THE WEST An old boy-
TUESDAY EVENING
friend of Elvira’s tries to win her back
from Sam. _ _,,,
® @ ® e LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE Nancy Oleson uses a new sm- 
dent’s weight problem and his adoration 
for her to turn him into her slave. (R) g
® O HOUSE CALLS A young football 
player who needs to have a leg ampuUted 
refusK to have the surgery and threatens 
to commit suicide. (R) _
® © PAPER CHASE “The Man In The 
Chair” After ingraUating himself with fel­
low students, a paraplegic student turns 
out to be a master at manipulating others 
in order to get what he wants.
03 ffl MOVIE ***** “Hedda” (1975. 
Drama) Glenda Jackson, ’Timothy W«t 
Based on the play by Henrik Ibsen. Hedda 
Gabler marries’ for money but then 
becomes frustrated for want of love.
03 ® MOVIE **H “Kidnapped” (1971. 
Adventure) Michael Came, ’IVevor How­
ard. Based on the classic by Robert Louis 
Stevenson. A young boy is abducted and 
sent to sea as part of his wicked uneie's 
plan to claim his inheriUnce. . „
8:M ® 0 ® 0 WKRP IN aNCINNATI 
Arthur Carlson is reonited with his hot- 
blooded former recepUonist, and the sta­
tion receives a bomb threat from a lerror- 
- ist organization. (Part 1) (R)
ITS ffl TELBSmSenON ** *“GraiKls 
Kmaas. DetroiC (1978. Rack
Hudson, Lee Remick-Son prejel rej^par
le comita de S3 ttsapagai^ B3 tdhrrcnear
ofastice envisage de soumettre sa demli-,
.; sioc-; ; '
® Q BASEBALL Regmaal coverage ol 
Oakland A's at Chicago White Sax; St Lou­
is Cardinals at Siontreal
® O THRILL OF A UFETBiS Fea­
tured: a man lives the life of fiction^ 
superspY Jaiscs BesKi; eliferiy eoapte 
travels to the Arctic; a 14-ye»-old 
becomes a beacbcoodjer; a British woman 
meets her Canadian pen pat (R) g
9:60® 0 ® © H*A*S«H Hawkeyepeas 
a perscoat letter us President Truman 
d^cribing the Korean War. (R)
® © B40VIS “Sstcr, Sster” (Premiere,
Drama) ttahann CanoU, Cph.
The coveting values of three esmtastioas 
sisters living in a small NorUi Cardina 
town lead to a crisis that re-«»ES old fam- 
ilvwounds-
d) o ® © sKJviE
(O) © MOVIE * * "L Maureen (l9/o. 
Drama) CoUeea Ccilins. Brian Damude A 
woman strikes out m her own ^ter her 
husband is involved in a freak accident 
MS® O SYLVIA FINE KAYETS MlSt 
CAL COMEDY TCFOGHT H A star-studd­
ed cast including Danny Kaye, Eocme 
FrankUn, Jack Lemmon 7 and Lynn 
Redgrave re-creates some of the magical
moments in American theater with sce:^s
from -Sooth Pacific.” “Flnian*s Rainbow.” 
“Sweet Charity" and -Lady In The Dark."
.- r:is -a?© FH.rSi7 PAazcBXUsziGB .
Konm calls \\ ,:
U'i h'jre 'Pif Ti-Tg-ery .ane liireaier'S' -
lS;i» ® 0 THE.N'A’nONAW JOUEN.AL 
‘ CD S UQC GR-ANT. Ri^i'cavers tte c.isa- 
■ “j' a convicie- murderer who won't appeal 
-■ .ner death sentence.-Rr 
■'03® HEWS . ...,7,.;;.,= :.
.: ©fflON’IHEBUSES
lihSeajfflFEMMED’ACJOURiyHUI
;'.ILOe ® Q SSj a ® O NEWS. -: - .. ..
® O ® O CTV NATHHfAL 
® Q CINEMA BjC. ■ Bamboo. Liots And
- DragoBs" Ab investigative lock at the 
sources of intfirg«*ratianal cMsfiict with-
^ in Vancouver. British Colombia's C3tina- 
town.
dSfflBENNYHIIi 
@ © DOCTOR IN THE KHSE 
03 © 3><®1S PAI$ 
ll^@@NEaS
11:M ® O VMTOOCVERiaAKDKEWS 
®ONEWS
11:K@© BARNEY MILLS ___
ILK® © LESCSEMES raL'EXn,€»
f ES fgSlNTFRES AKNSS IS JJ- 
BCSSSAD CratvaiBCG de I’exj^eare d'aa 
complol visant a le detnare. JJ. Bssseaa
- slnstalle es Angfcterre mas r^?»nKra 2
.: Paris. ., ■ ' : .
® O ASKEWS SiGEBllNE 
® S tee best CARSHI Guests: 
Tony RandaU, Melissa Masefaesta-, BiB 
i:" Uniirsao4!H) >
®aCL06&PP -
® o SNEAK PREVIEWS Ifege- E3>«t 
aai Gene Sisiel review sanK filtis that 
neariy everybody siissed Brst time 
artaasd i iiaduding ~FiBgs%“ “Gates <H 
Heaves” and “The Onioa F^t” (R)
g3fflEATPAT^
03 © QL'INCy sarcises for a
child nsolesta’ who maidered a 9-year-cSd 
- ' etL : “
1L45(D Q QUINCY An airfine s^ardess
whowasrsanaiSjcaBTiaveivedwilaa nar- .
crAicssfficK-is found slaig- 
Ii-ss® 0 leiVTE *** “Raihfcow”(1S7S. 
Eiograpby) Andrea McArsHe, Piper Laurie,
A strug^ng vaBdevilfe-; Interns’. 
GarUsd, adiieves fame for
her starring role is "The W sard Of Oz-
12:60® 0 MOVIE **“The Twisr (1975. 
Comedy) Bn^e Dem, Ana-Siargret An 
Ameri^ writer 2«i his Fres^ wife sus­
pect each ottssr of infideliiy.
(niffl?e6CUJB ^
® © HHS MAN. POCS MAS: BOOK 1
Tom (Nick KaSte) 3std Rudy (Peter Strauss)' 
JonJache hauls lor Ibar par«ts' ai^aov- 



















































CBS Movie: "Blindid By raelknt”
Taxi j Hanky Took j HaftTsHa-t
American Playhouse
Baseball: Seattle At Texas Cont'd I Movie: ’’Panic On The 5 22'
Hogan's Heroes j Mary T. Moore j Movte: “Two Rode Together
Vancouver ! Love Boa:
News
On The Bases ; j News
sarfcafaJteidfriSSstefS
7:00® 0 UP AT OURS “ :
(T) ffl telejournal REGIONAL 
® O P.M. NORTHWEST 
; “ I®® entertainment TONIGHT 
. ® © THE JEFFERSONS 
“ ® ® JOKER’S WILD
; “ “ (I) 0 ;) CAUGHT IN THE ACT Guest: 
ShariUlrich (R) - _
■ W © MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
03 © HOGAN’S HEROES 
03 0J VANCOUVER
“ 7:30 ® 0 BARNEY MILLER An old man 
attempts suicide so that his cousin can cx)l- 
lect the insurance, and a cardiac resuscita­
tion instructor goes berserk in a depart­
ment store. (R)g “
® ffl TELEJOURNAL 
® © THE muppets 
©Sne TAC DOUGH 
® ® ® O STARS ON ICE Guests; 
Jamie-Lynn Kitching. Dianna Flynn. Rob- 
i ert Knapp, Geri Petchel. (R)
® 0 YOU ASKED FOR IT 
03 © MARY TYLER MOORE 
&7:S5 ® © WORLD OF THE SEA
8:00 ®“@ NATURE OF THINGS David 
Suzuki highlights steps being taken to co*"' 
bat rabies in Ontario, an "Island Of Coral 
that provides a home for some of the 
world’s most) unique creatures; and the 
advantages and hazards of microwave 
“;;:v;; :ovenS:(R)“ ; ’ ; '
® ffl LES GIEOUETTES 
;®0 HAPPY DAYS Joanie s home mc - - 
ies recap the summer of 1952. (Part 2) (iti
® © BRETT MAVERICK Wounded gun­
slinger Billy the Kid, followed by a lo.-.g- 
time enemy, comes to Sweetwaler lo recu- 
nerate at Maverick's ranch-(Ri 
: ® O ® Q FALCON CREST Lam e
must choose between ignoring Angie’s mis-^ 
sion and facing her wraih. or helping h.s 
badlv injured cousin Cole, (R)
® O UNIVERSE Walter Cronkue 
repdrts on various occurrences and phe­
nomena in the world of science.
® O danger UXB -Cast Iron KiUer 
Brian and his men are skepUcal of a pro­
fessor who is exDerimenUng with a new 
method of extracting the explosive from, 
bombs. (Pan 4) (R)g . “
03 © MOVIE *** “Two Rode TogtfJs- 
er” (1961, Western) Jams Stewart, toh- 
ard Widmark. A pair of adventurous me.n^ 
attempt to rescue a group of people who 
-were captured bv Indians.
830® ©QUINCY'
(4) O LAVERNE & SHIRLEV Lav«T.e
and Shirley's trip down memory lane m 
- their high school days starts s battle that 
leaves one of them with a broken Jaw. {R)
® ©TOBEANNCJUNCED “ “
“sf © MO%TE ** Panic On The 5 22 '
fl9"4- Drarnal Lynda Day Geyrge, Lsn- .
refice a.. ^ .
“V muter iratn ciub.carii held ai bay by three
ill O TEREE:S;C03dPANY;. 
(. ’ Terri assumes that Jack is danng t.he wife
of Janet's fcijss. and Janet believes Wat a
: : ; doctor IS setting cp a love nest for Terri,..
“ ®0 FIJkSaNGO ROAD Samjrarta
befriends a Cuban gjri, and Ssenfi
attempts to cover up a secret that rtoid 
destrovUieWeidGofsroily. (H):
® O ® O taxi Louie panics he 
; learns that his mother js planning id 
remarrwiRig . 1.'
® © MOVIE **'^r ”B!iBd&i By The 
iJght" f 1380“ Drama) Kristy: McNichet, 
James Vincent McNTchot A ager
leaves his family and home; to fpTlow a 
” quasi-reiigious group. (R) ; : v s “ “ - ;
03SJLOVBBOAT
9-aV® O AMESaCAN PLaY^CSE
"Oppenhetmer” After; the fimt successfal 
'test expU^ion is New Mexico,^^ars are;, 
finalized fa-lhe sseof tire atomic feomt on 
HirMhima and Nagasaki (Part 5-Q ;
i 9:36 ® 0 ® O TOO CLOS FOR CSSSr ^ 
PORT Muriel invites a skid row bum hc^ 
for Thanksgiving dinner: (R> “ “
“ fP ffl PSEMiaRE PAGE “a
® o ® o HONKY ItB® Bansfus’; 
Ronnie Hawkiis wdeemts ^rbi .Benton . 
and the Good Brothers. (R)
19*0 f510 TEE NATIONAL /JOL^HNAL o;
® O ® © hast to hart a man
wfBJ bolds Jonathan rasp£»^hSe Sor fessis-
ler's death rhross a cfeeiraol Edo tire 
Harts' pool which causes Jssathan ta go 
: “blind-(R)g i -.5."
-^ 0 FLAMISGO HOAD Weaab/
‘ Midiael TvnHse conres to Tniro and sees 
Us girlfnend. who is Sam's ex-t^e. in a 
plotgain valuable las*! that i»am aisa
desires (R) _
0 FLAMDtGO Sam CixTUs
a Caban giri, and Sheriff Sem^e 
attempts to cover up a secret csKif 
destroy the Weldon family- iH) 
©©‘ON'raEBOSS ;
03 6D BARBARA MANDRE5X ANDTHK 
MANDRELL SEXaiS Gasts; Dansy
Tbomas; Gail Davies »R:» ____
10:15$ Q I REGRET NOraiMI A
nanl film hiegraphy of r reach sasger 
EaithPiaflspresenied-
10:30 ® ffl RENCXFSTRES 
t! CD IX©NEWS
ll:i»® ffl cinema *• Vv Ire taeur 
■- F'cid ’ ;15~5. Dramei Claude Hayer^Nlsria 
... iibont- Reimse dune depresswS rer- 
■ ■ ■- verse ere ttese semnse specialisee dacs 
La garde d-eifants, e-st ergapeir .
' ; gar une famisk- nca--. pour wur iiis. -. . .
SfflBENNVHlLL ; ' — . “
15 © DOCTOR IN TEE HOCSE
txpSPORTSPAGE “ “.;:^“ ;r ; ;
nSisGVAN&UVEH ISLAND NEWF (
’ . '"sJONEWS ' . -■
11)^ B BARNEYMHXSi
113e^sOAa:NBWSNIGSTIiN^ ,
‘ fyTQ DECISION •82 The resmts of the 
" - Jiine 3 primary decuois taking yOace is a 
large number of states, wpi be repi^eu.
- Kofser Mucl<i _ _
03fflRATFAT«>L ^
; 15. © waVtB * * * “Suppose They uav e
' A War -Am! Nobo^ Caroe'” (1578, Come-
dvi E-nan Keith. Tony Curtis The cold war
bethzS& 
town rums hot'when soldrers biarow a 
tank and wage a eamit: war against the 
; town's private army.
lL-4Si$ O EIGHIEE2* TCBS MI^ 
m A t»iE NIGHT STAND The XS79 
premiere conc^x tour of the Detrort Sym- 
phfxsy f^esua tbroogjh 23 European cit- 
“ tes is captsired in tins csirema verite-style 
.- docHmenlarv.iR) - . .(
U;45 ® O ALiCE ABce gets in the
" tniddle whsa she tries to ^ing two mar- 
ris-d friends back together. (R) “ : ;
1135 ® @ MOVIE * * w "Rose £R Wass- 
isgUH! Square * (1039. Masreal) Al JaboOf
“ Alice Faye A isvely iemate singer tries to
“ retbaia optimistic ta«:g>s te" afc®ive fces- 
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LADIES' WEAR
By HELEN LANG
Jenifir Theis, a grade eight 
student at North Saanich middle 
school, has won third prize in the 
Junior Life Sciences division of 
the Canada Wide Science Fair 
held at Trent University in, 
Toronto May 17 to 22.
Her project, called “Eye 
Appeal” was a study of bacteria 
growth in eye makeup. She 
qualified to enter when her 
project was judged third best
overall at the Vancouver Island 
Regional Science Fair.
Financial assistance from the 
regional fair was supplemented 
by grants from the school and 
from Saanich Teachers’ 
Association and the Brentwood 
Rotary Club to make possible her 
trip to Toronto.
For winning in the national 
competition she received a bronze 
medallion and a cheque for $150.
@1
&
Today not quite so much about 
bugs and fungus, although I find 
the topic almost irresistible . . . 
there is such a variety, almost all 
of them vvith such strange bad 
habits that they become a real 
challenge. Did you realize that 
female aphids bear living young 
almost every day of their lives, 
and they don’t even need a 
husband to carry on with. Its a 
long story (and you are probably 
too young to hear how this is 
accomplished anyway) but that is 
why there are always so many 
aphids.
Lets start off positively, and 
hope for the best!
Time now to put out your 
tuberous begonias, and what a 
price they are this year! I hope 
you started off your own tubers.
A dandy soil mix for begonias is a 
combination of one-third peat 
moss, one-third potting soil, and 
one-third sand. If sand is hard to 
come by (and remember you 
aren’t supposed to use sand from 
the beach) substitute either perlite 
or vermiculite.
A tablespoon of bonemeal at 
planting time will provide k 
steady food supply over the 
summer, although you will have 
superior plants if you also feed 
them every couple of weeks with 
fish fertilizer diluted according to 
directions on the bottle. Some 
people use 20-20-20, but this is •
: liable to prornote ; top much leaf I 
growth at the expense of dots oh 
flowers.
Later on in the season you can 
f encourage ■ inore flowers by usi ng ■ 
a product called Sturdy or one 
called Mor-Bloom, but you 
aren’t supposed to use these 
fertilizers until; your (plants arO 
fully grown.
T used to follow a rigid routine 
of feeding the fuchsias every two : 
weeks ... the first of the month I 
used fish fertilizer, and the 
middle of the month 20-20-20. I 
became a complete bore on the 
subject. People began to avoid 
me and if I actually managed to 
pin someone, in a few moments 
their eyes began to water/ their 
mouths to work, and some of 
them developed a distinct twitch 
as they tried to inch away,'
Finally someone put me firmly 
in my place by displaying some
'■ ''X .
It probably wasn’t Robin 
Hood, but someone shot two 
arrows into the door of a small 
truck parked at 8217 l ochside in 
Central Saanich on Sunday.
Otic arrow pctici rated the 
door, and was left there. Police 
said it was a st andaVd sort of• 
target arrow, and at present they 
have no suspects.
Birthday ted
Pythian Sisters of Sidney are 
all set for a birthday tea to be 
held V2-4 p.m. June 5 at thc^ 
Knights of Pythias hall, 4ih 
Street, Penny ' socitll table, bake 
sale, door prize, adtnission $1. 
All welcome.
truly fantastic fuchsias, and 
saying shortly “All 1 ever used is 
a tablespoon of 6-8-6 around 
each plant every couple of weeks, 
scratched in with a fork, and 
watered.” Ouch!
Time, too, to put out your 
cucumber and squashplants and 
plant your tomatoes and peppers. 
To some of you this will seem 
terribly late, but even now the 
nights remain cooler than nor­
mal, and nothing except lettuce 
and spinach seems to be doing 
very much growing.
If your taste runs to 
pelargoniums, also known as 
Martha Washington geraniums, 
or even pansy geraniums, this is 
the time to plant them outside. 
They love a sunny location and 
not too much water and are 
absolutely gorgeous all summer 
long.
For those of you who have 
room for delphiniums, and have 
difficulty getting them to remain 
standing when they’re six feet 
tall, a hint from a friend ofmine 
who had extra tomato hoops ... 
those sort of cage things you buy 
at a garden centre to keep your 
plants off the ground. She put 
these hoops around the 
delphiniums when the plants were 
quite small, and now they are 
growing, strongly inside their 
■Cages^ .v'i';,; - V'V"'' ^
Jf you are growing staking 
tomatoes (the kind called “in­
determinate” ... because no- 
; one can determine how tall they 
are going to get) do put the stakes 
in when you plant the tomatoes, 
or if they are already in the 
garden without stakes do drive 
: yoiir stakes into the ground about 
I; four inches away from the plants, 
sq you don’t injure the roots. - ^ ^
This week we planted t\yo 
varieties of cornv You can put 
corn in any time now and expect 
it to gerrninate. I did pre-sprout it 
in the usual plastic bag with 
damp toilet paper on top of the 
water heater, so in four days it 
was up. We planted Sunnyvee 
which ripens in 65 days, and 
Peaches and Cream which takes 
82 days, so we should have a 
continuous supply.
Anyone who has ever put the 
big pot on to boil, fun out to the 
garden and picked half a dozen 
ears, run back in (shucking corn 
on the way and plopped it into 
the boiling water for four 
minutes (while you get out the 
butter, salt and pepper, and a big 
bib), will understand why we 
devote more garden space than 
'•VQ rtvould to growing corn! Bliss!
:{'';::Fq|se':alarm'
babysitting two 
children six and 10 years old 
phoned Central Saanich police 
early Sunday niorning to say that 
they; \vci^^
camper where J hey were sup-, 
posed toDe slecping.
I’blice found them; com­
fortably settled in the ovcr-thc- 
ciib bed of the camper, which'the 
babysitter could not see from the 
door,'\'','-''
HYPNOTISM/WEIGHT
Hypnotism offers an allernative to never ending diets. This is an opportunity 
to change, to be slim & slender, to stop overeating & to improve your self- 
image. Imagine what it would be like to be slim & slender — always —. 
That is what you will learn during your course. Your Certified Master Hyp­
notist and Instructor will hypnotize you, give you hypnotic & post hypnotic 
suggestions, teach you to meditate, lose weight, relax, and feel better.
Register Now! Enrollment Limited.
Phone: 384-1413
Course Starts: Each Tuesday
Time: 7 P.M, 1st week 8 P.M. each week after
Place: 202-2610 Douglas St.
Presented by: The Alandel School of Hypnosis Inc.
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.jn., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall. 4ih Street, Sidney,
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
ii;e C£ir€.
Grief knows no time . . . sunrise or sunset 
the pain of loss comes at last to each of us.
assistance in a time of sorrow, remember 






— Interested in knowing more about security investments, but don’t want to 
take a scheduled course?
Intrerested in e.xploring ways oi increasing income and reducing or deferr­
ing taxes?
-- interested in having the mysteries of the economy,explained to you? ,
If the answer to any or all of the above questions is “YES”, and you are 
prepared to sponsor a group of at least five people, then, as a public service 
with no charge and no obligation, Pitfield Mackay Ross Limited will be pleased 
to have one of its representatives address your group in the comfort of your 
home,
Cali: Stephen Taylor at 388-5411 for details
Telex 065-24419 Telephone (604) 388-5411 ,
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new lo 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursday of the month in the 
Lion’s Hall, East Saanich Road, 
2 to 4 p.m. A planned program is 
offered.
For the convenience of donors
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
and 4343 Tyndall Road.
The Ladies’ Barbershop 
Chorus meets every Monday for 




The Church By The Lake ' iii ANGLICAN
: ELK LAKE , M BRENTWOOD’'
CORSBAUNITY ■ righteous men is better , RARISH OHURCH
over
Greengiade
Elementary School III 
2151 Lannon Way 
Sunday
!9;45;a;rri5i . Teachi





5363 Pat Bay Hwy. 
Sunday
9:30 a.m.
Taijiily Church iSchqnl 
10.30 a.m.
Rev. Wayne Stretch 
7 30 p.m 
with Douglas St. 
at EiV, Lake
Rev, J.C.A. Barton 
652-3676




B fentwood Bay 





I We need to hear JesLis’ words from that Upper Room more; 
I than ever betore— “Behold, the hourcometh . -vi that you shall 
|: leave; me alone; ;and yet;i am not alone,; because the Father is; J; with me.” (St. John 16:32)
Communion li LEFT ALONE. The experience of sometimes crushing; 
s ^ i| loneliness is something many have shared, it has many forms. 
School ' For some it may be separation from loved ones, by geography or






19:30 a;:;n);;;LiSaturday Study;;||| 
1 i:00 a.m:‘ Worship; |||| 




7726 W:- Saanich Road
death. iLmay be tha^^^ ot the young person, stan:
yo'.i- " M <^iog up for a principle, and then finding himseit left alone by
Rev. Alistair p. Petrie ||# peers. It may be the loneliness of the unhappily married ... or




;§| 9925 5th Street
||§;Sidney, ;: ||i ’
iiill Sunday ; JH .
: i|^| 10,00 |||
-Saturday Mass III-1 i :0(],a.in:; Morning Worship |||,





7008 yv. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
ALL ARE WELCOME.
Pastor M,A, Atwood 
656-7970
ST. ELIZABETH’S i 
CHURCH
10030 Third St.. Sidney 
Sunday Mass
Pastoi Tom Gardner 








,; . .,/ Evening; III 
Fellowship: III!
10:00 am, 
li lT:30a:m; :Sunday Mass;
you flip flisiiiPd ol a *(’ir,nmp ai
15t.;i\.ncirewls: :■ || ■:'
fVnglicon ChtMTch
nno-rlor'iwniiiww' i'i'iin:"
8:00 a, 111 
9:30 a.m




; l"ucharist i' 6843 Centiai Saaircii Fid, ;-,: '
Mommn
Swvicfj (Suriday ,/ 9:30 we bieak bread (Communion)
c;,-hnni::Mn,b.„,v„ 1F00 tnomlng seivice ;.; “v:;, SchooL'Nutseiv)
11:0,0 a.;mi . ■■;, Choral:IIIffidw leam RoMi Aton msa?6i)9i;, ilp
i-. - Eucharist (Nuf-Sfiiy '' OibriMin-.i/i/ n.iyd
■ -f '■ I ’Yh-'" Riw (656'‘l7„<i,ii ,D-'ivici Wiiinai ,-




8:00 a;m, . Holy
; ;Eucharisi III
,10,00 a,Hi, F . ............. Holy liFll!
,Euchai1st,FGafleo Hour |||
. 'F;: WBdno,sday |||
' L ■-: » j.i, Id, . ,.Holy
fiKiiaiist [j
The Rev. D, Mollns, S.S.C. 
'Rector:-
. : , 656-3223 F ’;:ii




7:30 p.m, -Bible Study and 
Prayer Meeting
Pastor V. Nordstrom
; A Friendly Family Church 










Slolly's SocoBiJary School 
1627 Stelly 's Cross Rd.
ip:3Cia,m;,. -: : ,.Wotship
'F;. : ; 'SoiviceaiHi
:'; ,F Sunday Sthoni























inhumanity,’ where it can begin to seem to have the upper;hanci, F
; However it ebmes,; it confronts:;us vvithFsomet^^^ weFcannot 
learn too early in lifei lhaLthere is ai LONELlNESS that is lN-: 
HERENT in the Way GOD MADE US. It is the toneliness ot hearts 
made for union with Him, a loneliness that only God can satisfy. 
Consider Alexander Solszenitsyn:;He came to' understand the 
presence of God in prison. After seven years of the worst kind of 
experience imaginable and cancer surgery on rotting straw, he 
learned to ‘hear’ there, to hear God in that world of silence.
; In the end, the ultimate cure tor loneliness is to dp with it what 
Jesus did with His. He has shared the depths ot bur loneliness 
— deserted, denied, rejected. He even spoke to'the disciples 
who were to leave Him alone, foretelling their desertion and scat­
tering in tear. He know what it was to be left alone. But note that 
it says, several times, that He “went into the hills and prayed'-’. 
He went oft apart, alone, for replenishment. The Rev, George 
Johnstone has said that we need “learn at the feet of Jesus how 
to turn our loneliness into a sacrament of spiritual replenish­
ment.” We need especially follow His lead, if our loneliness is 
one of seeming loss of our Lord’s presence. 'IF GOD DOESN'T 
SEEM CLOSE ANYMORE, WHO MOVEDT' You need persevere in 
prayer, seeking His presence. Then, He cpmes with The peace 
which the world cannot; give Tie comes with: the knowledge tor 
Ean)i!v,Hour;p us ofwietdry over all, through the Cross'“-.evbii.victorypver oi^^^^^^
despair.; He comes with the assurance thai,,bven
III
KiiijSl'
t.vtmmg^ervice 11 jp the mictst Of seeming;desertion and alohe;'ness (even blinded;
iiII to His presence), there is a deeper truth ItvHis Avords
Studies:,.-;i
I" ' Tho,IEMtl TBf .,Your SB»rch:ior:l|i 
» FriAHiity Rhurch i
PA,bi:T!';'';;;'F;:;|
ncv.jociNcnicton- F'r,;,F||
' - 479-6237„.„;-^;'..:, 'FF:'i
the Masonic Hall, corner of 
Mount Baker and 4th Streets. It’s 
not necessary to read music. 
Come in and listen, no 
obligation. For more information 
call 656-6392.
You can help. The Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] clubhouse, located at 
2304 Oakville St., Sidney, is an 
activity centre for young people 
aged 13 to 18 years. Most ac­
tivities are free and all teens are 
welcome lo participate.
Clubhouse hours are 7 to 9:30 
p.m. Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday. The afternoons of 
these three weekdays (3 to 5:30 
p.m.) are also scheduled to be 
open for those persons needing 
assistance in preparing Tor 
employment searches. The 
clubhouse is open 7 lo 10 p.m. 
Friday and Saturdays as well as 
from noon to 4 p.m. Sundays. 
Wednesday evening, 7 to 9 p.m., 
are gym nights at Sidney 
elementary school.
More information is available 
by calling 656-0134 (office hours) 
or 656-6713 (clubhouse ours).
The Peninsula Christian 
Women’s After Five Club plans a 
dinner 7 - 9 p.m. .lune 7 at 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall, 
9697 - 4th Street, Sidney.
The Si John Ambulance 
combined division No. 637 needs 
qualified first aid persOns Un 
Sidney and Central Saanich To 
help form an emergency group 
for the area. Continue your skills 
and learn new ones. Meeting start 
8 p.m. sharp Thursdays at Moose 
Hall in Saanichton.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
— canned beans, fruit,
: vegetabels, tuna, honey, 
macaroni and cheese, soups, 
rolled oats and rice are all 
; helpful. For pickup call 382- 
■:,!',321;3.:T:::.';';;:;;;|:;F;,FV',,'; 
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration; for fall, ; 1982, arid 
; offering pfograrriS:! for three arid 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Green Tag items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift; stores ; 
during June. Stores are located at 
71F5 West Saariich Road, 
Breritwood Ba.y and 9775 - 2nd;; 
Street^ Sidney.
A Grand Court Luncheon, 
Order of Amaranth, will be held 
11:30 a.m: - 2:30 p.m. June 12 at 
Mount Newton Masonic Hall. 
Excel 1 en t cu i .s in e, co sf, $3.3 5. P1 u s 
sale of home baking, a No. 9 
table, treasure trove and several 
draws, including a door prize. 
Proceeds go to Grand Court of 
B.C. and to the special project 
this year — pediatric and 
rheurnotoiogy research. 
Everyone welcome.
The last meeting before the fall 
for members of the Old Age 
Pen.sioners’ Organization, 
branch 25, Sidney, will be held at 
1:30 p.m. June 3 at Silver 
Threads Centc, 10030 Resthaven 
; Drive, Please bring sandwiches; 
cookies, cic, for she OAPC) 50th 
an n i v c rsa ry 1 c;t fp 110\vi n g t h c 
meeting. New members and 
'.yisitorsweicomeT;;;
Sidney-North Saanich Yacht 
Club plans an auction to raise 
money for its ; jiiiiior sailing 
; pro gram (iiarting 4 p.m. June 5 at
Si, An(trovi/'s,;Si
■ ‘Chfistlnn LitO'Sijrvicos'’- i|i|| CANADA - ’ jS. Pi
10 00 a m: \.F;Christian skiniv » norih sanich
Fducntior. ,REV. R, HORI PR/in '
11,00 a,inAnnointed ' i OfL 656-3213" Res,; G5G-1030 ii |h:;00p,m, Biblo Minmtry
'■ 'Wednesdny:' ''■' ' I
j Mt) Of) a.inF; FCqmn'iunioti iF;
''Siindjiy' .
‘ ' 11 00 A,m' F MfliiinL
ST. STEPHEN'S 'F'










■/'■'.F'/thURSPAY, ’ I, Fj|||
iLOD p.ni;;, ,:bT-IIci Study ,1'
' Fieactiing the Chrjsi-Lile 
; in OhansimAtic Fullness,'; :




1036-1 McDonald Pflik Rd












nv:; ’ fajOilv Sotvicoiipl-.; 










aoV' ktl’idoossF Hint I 
' sl.i W to OfiV lOllOwF :
I'anii \ ' “'f'Atur<>,;;(ot- too,i.lr»'.4,
; '-'F'ijtir.,vri'ii F, FuDiLiv fiTnow;'':'-' 'F'": ■''' -
Selipol at Sgtiii., EieiuenMiy , , ...kljetino deCiroiiet
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H.Ad»ni»
, , ,p,F£ 0H;&52.'2713-,,Res..47T2635 -
SHADY CREEK ’';'tl;
*“■**•(;,': ' r,i»o f.m’ dii*n(ch an,^
r'ao: d 45 'a m ■ F--:: gprvif'a'P'''L'
BREMTW0fll“”'!:''
V- -' Bminteh ''' P#
rmiiwtHieKAPTUt chukch
m9 Mill) Rd„ tMniy. e.C. 
TliUit N J. Hklflltn
Two Mornina Services
aaO-a.ni. -f'auiily'WC'i-'iiiii
“ ilwbi ', and ,Sunday Schobi 
11-00 a rn Snyond awvict,!






- Bil>» SlwciyAnU ,,2
11 i4':i 'fii F':'''Fam(ly gprvica W
;and Sunday'SclwlM' i.ir.'
(side): Road; next to > Bbsnn’si 
lylarinc. Goods rind services of; 
-'special;;;-iiucrcsf ;,-to-';-,sailors ;; arid'-; 
landsmen. All wclcdnie,
I he yictorin Society of Artists 
will present f an exhibition of 
paintings in oils, acrylics, pastels 
and watcrcolors June 14 - 10 in 
the lower mall, Marbour Square, 
riOOGos'crnmcnt,
Silver Threads
Sidney Silver THreads centre ai 
10030 Restliaven Drive is open 9 , 
-'a.m.;-, 4 jun,-'w'cekdays, 7;;-^ 9'; '
; f' p.m;' 'evenings ^ and ;;1 .4 ; p.m,
F Saturday and Stmday, lainchci 
fleas,:;-;'coffees',-;^'cards,";',library. 
Irilliards, wide variety craif 
classes, recreational activiiics, 
laiiguages, trips, and more.
If yon arc 60 or belter, Silver 
II,ii- Tliic.ids A'-sH-ilil like to, Itcai fiotri , 
; yon; Plegse call 656-'5537, 
';;,-",Coniing';Ffevcms:-;f,June;,':4 
f vplumeer npreciation icn at 1;.10 
p.m.; June lO —- mystery iiip; 
'..'jiine lO’F-F-'rose s'how.













Bright attractive 1500 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom no step home (crav.'l space 
— not a slab) on an easy care lot 
close to Sidney. Master bedroom en- 
suite. Tastefully decoratd. Dining 
room large enough for full suite. Dou­
ble carport. S109.000.
ARDMORE
If easy care gardening and seclusion 
are among your priorities then this 
well established Ardmore property is 
for you. (Cannot be seen from the 
road.) Let us show you this delightful 
property with a 2-bedroom no step 
home and you too will enjoy the tran­
quil surroundings.$145,000.
COLONIAL
Well planned 4 bedroom (plus den) 
family home set on 1 acre in thei 
Lands End area of Sidney vyith rights 
to extra common property. Main floor 
consists of L-shaped living room ,& 
bar & dining room with plant window; 
large cabinet kitchen with family room , 
attached, utility room, 2 piece bath, 
sewing area and storage area.. Sunny 
patio off the family room. Greenhouse 
&:storage shed are behind a double 
attached:garage.,$189,000.: V
INVESTMENT
Older home on. SO’xlQO’ Jot in 
Close'to conveniences.'$55,000.













Spacious one bfKtroom unit overlook­
ing Tsehum Haiboui and nearby 
marinas. New carpeting, thermopane 
windows, laigo/halcony. Building has 
many amenities includmt] cnnlrolled 




Only two years oltH, ->''0)eautitullv 
iviaintained and priced below' today’s 
_ toplacenteni valuer, Large living fooni 
* artia, bright kitchen, three bedropms 
and a large utility .room. Electric hoat i^ 
Thrirrnopanft winrlrrwsLl.evfil iotli ■ V 
"■".■'WOW 0,N1.Y'-'"T'-'T’"■.,^i,"Tv 





SUMMERRATE VIII.A0E 2 B H irnit 
in couhtiy ciub wiin uwimmmq pno! 
file. As BOW $78,000 MLS,: I T
..."FOR RENT
Over 3300' sq :,lt. comnierciai cou' 
creio block building plus 50 x i?0 
..blacktop parking .
Karel Drosi!













Real Estate 1 1 Real Estate I^Aobiie Help 1 Work







Compaie Value on this 3 tiedrooni. 3 
bcitliicoin unit o* appioximalely 1150 
sqiiaie teel, 1 lie kitchen lias the new 
modern style almond European 
cabinels and the living loom has a 
masonary heatllaloi iueplace Fully 
landscaped lot. Enquire now about 
the possibility ot a low down payment 
to qualified puichasers. ot this 
strata duplex was sold the first 
weekend it was on the market. Don't 
be disappointed MLS
■■WHEELESTATE”. The WHEELESTATE 
PEOPLE, Harbel Holdings Ltd. Mobile 
Home listings and sales. Kamloops 112- 






Family home consisting oi over 2000 
square feet plus a full basement. 
There are great views from most ot 
the rooms. Over 1/3 acre fully land­
scaped. This may be the best value in 
Dean Park today, MLS. Call 





This 11 suite rooming house; is only a 
block from the. waterfront and across 
the street trom a park with tennis 
courts etc. Very seldom is there a 
vacancy and easy to.operate! Vendor, 
may consider, a small trade .of his 
equity. .Asking;$159.000;00.1 MLS. :;,
633 Pandora 386-4633
SERVICED LOTS
I wo liad .iCi" Inis m Ss-Lliided Diicp 
Cove me;- t,indeui!Ounii survices, 
cul-de-sac picivoci load. Gieal w.itei 
view, ovm Saanich mini. Financing 
available Lisled $55 UOi). i 
S65TJ00.00,
1978 MANCO 14 FOOT x 70 foot 2- 
bedroom, excellent condition, carpeted, 
china cabinet: fridge, stove, w.'d Pd 
rent - 580.00, Pet allowed. Location 
Hope, Lismore Park Asking$2.7,900.00. 
O.B.O. Phonell2-869-2841. na-21
DESIGN YOURSELF A NEW WAY OF 
LIFE. Full time/part time. Realize your 
ambitions through the Shaklee op­
portunity, Bonus program, bonus car. 
travel. For information, reply to Box 
“M”. c.'OSidney Review. P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney. V8L3S5. 5554-25
ROTOTILLING, BLADING, post tioles, 
etc. Reliable, experienced. proiniU 
service. Excellent rates. Also ciualiiy 
firewood. 652-3802, evenings best 
5277-24






Four Liodrooms. two b.attirooms 
linished 'non: ' corne; lot, iOFy 
frjnce’d, double carpoit, ■iamte ' 
sundeck, good assumeabie rnoi- 
tgage Listed 5117.500,00 
656-7117 BILL MOSHER 386-4633
AVON





80' WATERFRONT.beach, beautiful 3 
BR cedar ranch home, $139,000. 642- 
4958. 5503-23
IDEAL RETIREMENT HOME, close to all 
amenities. Large bedrooms, bright 
kitchen and living quartets. 9887 
Bessredge Place. Sidney-656-7392.
.5 5 4 5 -23 ’ ; V
WE WILL TRAIN YOU, help place you, 
certify you, in four different beauty 
fields. Sculptured fingernails, body 
wraps, body waxing, and many different 
exciting ways for you to own and operate 
your own business. Jon B Studios, phone 
112-463-5025 - 112-463-5757 or
evenings 112-462-7774. na-22
HOUSECLEANING HELP REQUIRED 3-
4 hours per week. Deep Cove area. 656- 
4427. p-22
WELL MAINTAINED 4 bedroom house 
for sale. Large lot. finished rec room, I Vz, 
bathrooms, master bedroom, many more 
features.662-2827. / 5521-23
TAXI DRIVER NEEDED. Full or part 
time. Sidney area. Beacon Taxi, 656- 
5588 or 656-9178 after 6 p.m. Ask tor 
Dan., ' ■. - 23:
Church Service.s 
Real Estate for Sale 
Real Estate for Rent 




















has, a good.: mix (of t ena nts; with sonte, 
commercial and' some , doctors/and 
dentists. The gross ot approx/ 
$53;000.00!: could/;;Be;:increasecl :a,s: 
sonte;/ot:: thei/leasesy^ 
renewal/ Priced below replacement;at 
$556,000:00 MLS: ,;For:'enquiries; on 
either of the above, please call ,
Larry Olson/ / r / / 656^050 
:/ i/'-'/"'/;' ■"■ .■,:'.";:,'/'Or/'/;/:',';'./'/:
Gerry Finnigan 656-5876
or Ofice number 386-6164
QUALITY HOME YOU CAN AFFORD.
Complete: factory pre-fabricated 
packaged homes. Factory built modular 
homes; Summit Manufactured Homes, 
6630 144 Street, Surrey, B.C/V3W 5R5. 
Phone 112-594-5477/ evenings 594- 
, 4580 . // Dealers enquiries welcome. 
Brochures available. / na-22
ADVERTISING SALES DIRECTOR for 3
paper group or community newspapers 
in Edmonton area. Phone H. Bowes 
(403)986-2271 Lewduc, Alberta, na-22
REPOSSESSION 40 ACRES OAKANGAN 
VALLEY/PRIME FARM LAND, water, 
view, ; $4 ,600-00. back, payments. ( 
iblaance.:$18,400.00 at $263.00; month/, 
12% interest/Cal I Bob Ellern (2(06/112-/ 
67:6-9494 prT50:9) 112-,486,-287:5/ na/lZ !
TIME TO SPARE? Supplement your 
income. We have full/part-time 
openings. Call 294-1512 or write House 
of Fuller, 367 7 Hoskins Read, North 
Vancouver,:B.G; V7K2N9. / /:na-22
60 Janitor Services
62 Musical Instruction
63 Musical Instruments 
65 Painting
'67'.//Grafts."',
70 Plumbing and Heating 
75 Secretarial Service 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs /
Equipment For Salt: 
Audobody Repairs 
Recreation Vcliicles 









137 Wood Heating 
140 Groceries, Meat
and Produce
142 Furniture for Rent
143 Beauty Salons
144 Pets and Livestock 









190 Cards of Thanks 
195 Obituaries 
200 In Memoriam 
205 Legal Notices
252 FENCED ACRES,/ 2 /parcefs;:; 
buildihgs//,/timb:er,/:;Suk'unkaX/ fliYer'. 
/frontage// Apprbxintateiy /120:/broken;/ 
: New// highwayT south : of /Gheftw'yrid// 
/ $210,00 0 .0 0.: ha If ;at 12% Phone "112 -/ 
:.546-61.24/■ :;■/ .■/. /;'■; .//;ii':na-'21'
10 ACRE MOBILE PARK, modsern 3 
..bedroom/home: 1000 foot Noi O?; High"
: wa y trb nt a ge, n ea r CI i nt on $ 6 9.5 0 0.0 0 /






2481 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, B C. 
656-3951
DRIVE BY:
10013 - THIRD ST., Sidney
Watcriroht pioperiy. Only 3 blocks lo 
Beacon Ave. 3 hodi00m, living room, 
(fining lonm, sfone fueplace, sun 
porch.' hatcohy. double! garage..and 
much more,, V7e ,have jitsi rcjctiiced tli(! 
a.skinq n(ir:i' (rmn rino ‘ tn
$iqh,0(J0/:- : ;
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking,:maid service, Avaifable. weekly. 
Sandown Motel. 652-1551: / 4124 tf
SHARED ACCOMMODATIONS in family 
home.: Own, room, separate entrance. 
656-7943 evenings. 5369-26
SIDNEY F'RbFESSiONAF^FLnrDTNG, 
office space, for rent; reasonable/ suit
medical, accountant, lav;yer, 'etc ' 658- 
:y_68__, _ : :::: 5328-22:
SIDNEY, flew condominium, (fidge,, 
stove, dishwasher, fireplace, drapes.
Adults only,, no pets Relerences and 
lease required 1 and 2 bedroom units,: 
$525 $700 per month BSCvICBf/ 5488-
2 3
/ ROBERTS BAY SEAVIEW 
Allraclivo 3 bedroom home, oustom 
built 6 years ago. Extra bedroom and 
lamily room down Asking price 
$129,000
'■'/"..'//(/STT,.900 ://'/■:':''
Wilt put'chi'i/i! this brj/iiitijui:: ?/ljqi; 
comJq. located :'6fily.,/3" biheks. drnni 
Beacon 'Ave • DirsLiwasher/’stove ."ind 
;1rldge'irrclii(led;:E!tsvalDr/§wiiipool// 
sarn'M; •■ wniTmhop and qcirieAnon// 
pius'a!()hKleiv/;po!:''. '■ '/■.’■'.:/■■
':bR/';',’:/' :/.:/■.■/.■'■::,;
One; hedioom flelure suiie /compL 
renovated lii 198I /Marina qn/yout 
door'stepc f/lev.itoi -. rjames room -. 
Vv^orkssLinp arid mom
NEW SXS DUPLEX. 3 bedrooms, $500 
per irinnlh Wo pels rdiB 6089 or 656'
1534'..:, ' n .5,5,?4,.:'23
,f"SIDE /'omEX r'aviTlabie"j u rie'T:1'
GOOD FINANCING
,fhisZhwlroonthfJUst/)s located,pear 
shops"- buses arii'scttoois; The'lfilat 
i)ru:o:is:$83,01M),'/ki',tltig riidltpAfje 
ol $4(),?a0'/at:'10% inlfitesf /wiiii
p'mt’s of $388 (K) twpims'nopi: 83'
KA1 JACOBSEN
05B-0911 666-22B7
Pemberton Holmes (Sidnoy) ltd.
bedrooms. $550 p(!r iiioii1h./Peiriborlbrr 
I lofmes {Siclnov? l.ld: :Ofru.e 656,09II, 
■rc!;;656,-2257y. ■■;■'■, ; -y 22;:
ROOM F'OR rent iiuloiTiloi fabrf) iiot.iirj,/ 
/good local ion, f)56-38f)9, : /(,5564 •22;
' drapes,: tiot water //cable IV.' stove, 





/residential, area,, Slellys ,XXjRq./i/asI”; 
SaanlclL,: Single pei son,/ lighi (.cooking / 
: References required. Vl'tiO'per month:/ 
C52.0243; •: 55«3'23
■;■ r""sTDl" 1/R'-""/;;:;/':
mediately 3 bedi(»,ms,/) '•'? bathr^, quiet 
lesidontial Tfear 'icbcv'Is ,$6(.i0 pm ontiv 
72l-25?'T a1ter6 p rn : : ' 5628:23
::::':/://by::prepaylng.:/;:
Write out your ad, mail or bring to The Review with payment, and Save 1 00
addilional insertions requbted with the initial order; and requiring 







YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS




COUPLE WOULD LIKE To rent 2
b(jdro(3m: turmsised tiamo for i.w,rn,mer 
months in Sidnnv (,ii sMi iriunding aH'.v 
Calf403 7B6 8047/' , ,5335/ 
26-
WCArYOlJNG to put down
roots in The peninsula 'Do you"have 
sprfifithing Ik,VCan iitlotdf Older is firvo, ^ 
No realtor s'plea/r) ■ .Calf Or une, 652;? 514 
nl1or6''30'TVrtT... ''■■■ ■ ■/■ ■ 55',’2.f26
aged/womanC'Airaiimeiil ’ to: fiubTet.irr, 






I insicrilons ot 







,5585:231002'i'" " ./ ;
GARDInIR/ITANDYMAN wmjld''iike 




H' ., :'i :,1 (ii,y
|; •:!








'Nnrne ■' .''/;■„:/'' ■;,. ':/■■' ,:■ ,■■:
Addres's Card No,/.i''./,
.'Code //,:.m/'nh."/... KxpirvOalp''-',,/■'(' ■'■ "
START AD ,:,:,'/;■://, (datoT^
MaU or Bring to: SIDNEY REVIEW CUSSIFIEDS, S031 Thifd 81. P.O, Box 2070. Sidnoy. D.C, VBL JBa
IMI lll.)i HHIIMN IHI Hiil tWHft MNI WW IttOI WHI Mtt MHI IHtt MW MW Afitt MMK iWi MW MtM WW "IWI MR 'RM RRR MR IWi tNRR j'fRli* RM MR Iffftfl MR ffl
7, '■>/'
B8 THE REVIEW Wednesday, June 2, 1982
PiNINSyLl^ DIRiCTOif
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
ADAMS, MANN CERTIFIED




THIS SPACE COULP BE YOUBS FOB ONLY ®40 A lyiONTH
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you better 
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
Bo Quaile Painting *
10134 MacDonald Park Rd., * l-C.B-C. Claims




on the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
r^pe and labor!







2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or libreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­














•T Bonded & Insured
Wi ridowsF Idor s::Car pet s 










, Long-Time Sidney Builder; 
Renovate & Save! FREE ESTIMATES
Call 656-4915
Now specializing in Finishing Carpen­
try, Cabinets and Built-Ins, Rumpus 
Rooms, Repairs, Additions, Custom- 
made Window Shutters.
— NO JOB TO SMALL —
KEVIN CURRAN
Carpenter & loiner
Quality Work — Free Estimates
Renovation^, additions, tinishing 
carpentry & Custom furniture. 
Relerences available.
656-7370
/ Cornplele Building Service. Commercial and Residential, 







































Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also — excellent crews 




Excellent condition. 80,000 miles. 
New clutch, tires, brakes rebuilt, new 
shocks, etc. $5,300. 642-3780 after 
6:30 p.m.
PINlNSyLA BmiCTOIIY















Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652- 
4035. 37-tf
SPRING CROFT CARPENTRY SER- 
VICES. Renovatipns and repairs, 
basement alterations, finishing car­
pentry. Nojobtoosmall.656-3460.
5 4 09=26
PROFESSIONALS. Too busy for cooking, 
cleaning, shopping, typing, driving or 
anything. LET ME HELP. Lesley, 652- 
9994. 5470-23
WOOD OR FIBREGLASS boat repairs or 
alterations, cabinets, furniture repairs, 
reasonable rates, free estimates. 656- 
5157. , 5513-23
RESPONSIBLE CARING MOTHER will 
babysit in my home, Sidney area. 656- 
6620. tfn
FENCES BRUSHED OUT, trees felled or 
topped. Power line easements cleared. 
Call David Latimer, 656-2355. 5527-23 
D & D General Contractors and Con­
crete. 'Quality finishing, sundecks, 
patios, sidewalks, driveways. Free 
estimates. Don Jackson, 656-9607. 
547.8-23
NURSE WILL DO BABYSITTING. My 
home. Your hours. Weekends or shift 
work OK. Excellent conditions and care 
provided. 656-0477 atter O p.m. :' P:23 
WILL BABYSIT in my home. Mon.-Fri. 
^Deep Cove area: 656-9418.1 5584-23
COMPLETE BOOKKEEPING SERVICE 
; including payroll. 656-1042^: : p-237
DYNAMIC ' DUO.T Experienced couple 
■ interested in doing painting, gardening,
■ carpentry, housework, spring cleaning. 
656-6620 or6l567437. p-25
WILL DO HOUSEKEEPING. 5-6 hours 
i' one day a' Week: Preferably Central, 
Saanich. Own transportation; 652-2456;
p.2t
CARPENTERv HANDYMAN; Home 
repairs, sundecks, hauling and: gar­
dening. Reasonable. 652-0690; y p-23 ■
1981 DATSUN 4x4 truck with canopy. 
Good condition. $7,400.65 6-169 0 5155- 
RT$22
CAB FOR '68 Ford p/u. Many 360 Ford
Engine parts; 13" 5-hole rims and tires. 
652-4088. 5358-RTS26
1977 FIAT 128. Excellent condition, 30-
35 M.P.G. city, front wheel drive, 
standard radials, AM/FM radio, new 
brakes, 53,000 miles. 656-4214 . 5520- 
2J■
1977 BUICK LESABRE. Air cond., PS,
PB, power windows, tilt steering. Good 
condition. 652-0218 after 6 p.m. 5498- 
2 3
TOYOTA ENTHUSIASTS! For 20R
engine 1975 thru 1980 Cannon manifold 
with 2 weber 45 DCOE carbs, complete 
inci red line cast aluminum air cleaners 
KN elements, spare jets and tuning 
manual. Less than 5,000 miles. Cost 
over $900, sell $500. Call 652-9588 
between 5-7 p.m. 5546-23
1978 HONDA CB125 motorcycle. Only
800 miles. Mint condition. $750. 656- 
1293. 5574-22
78 GRAND LEMANS, white/red; mags;
A/C; real sharp. Excellent condition. 
Sell, trade or small pickup. 656-7630. 
MUST SELL, 1969 Ford S.W. Engine
good condition, new battery. 1700 or 
best offer. 652-3089 . 5556-22
78 FORD FAIRMONT Station Wagon.
Excellent shape, $4,700. or best offer. 
656-3413. p-23
SWAP: 1974 DODGE 500 with 14 ft. Box
& tipping hoist. Excellent condition, 
suitable for light hauling. Sale or trade 
on lumber or property. 656-1427. p-22
MOVING. MUST SELL heavy duty auto
ramps. $25. Tires, BR 60-13, 78-14,78- 
15, $10 each. Tape player speakers. 
656-0477 after 12 noon. P-23
150 FORD TRUCKS AND CARS 
DISPOSAL SALE priced at wholesale. 
1980, 1981, 1982. Don't buy any truck 
or car until you chick this out. Call Ron 
Ridley or Barry Laird 112-392-4455 
Lake City Ford (Dealer 5606) na-22
Thorne - Lennon Electric fl976j Lfd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industria! / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE


























Septic Tank Installation 
Back Filling 
Trenching





: Excavating Ltd.; y
Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe V7ork.;.
SEPTIC
FIELDS








• plowing, cultivating 


























Ploughing, yLevelling, pence; 




COMPLETE BOOKKEEPING, financial 
statements, etc. LAtyour business or my 
residence. Reasonable rates. Bill 
Buimel, B, Admin. MCI. 656-4339; 5569-
25^'.;'
NEW ADVERTISING. Utilize your win­
dows. Exceptionally low cost. Change 
your messages anytime. Sample with 
information $3,00. (Refundable). 
Window Doc's 199N Leonard Street, 
Regina, Saskatchewan, S4N5X5. na-22
TRAVEL TRAILER, 15 ft., sleeps 4, self 
contained 2-way, $1,250! Should be 
seentojudge! 652-5767 afterS p.m.
;5 5 38'-22,:y. ,
1973 - 22 FT. WINNEBEGO. Fridge, 
stove, furnace. $14,000,656-6287; 23
1976 13 FT, TRiLIUM TRAlLE^like
new, 3 way fridge, stove, furnace and 
: port-a-potti room; $3,250. 656!-4277 
after 6 p.m. on weekdays, 5586-22 
76 ^ CENTUmOfrT™”cG^SS^
MOTORHOME. Excellent condition, 
furnace, air conditioning, 29,000 miles. 
New brakes, new exhaust system. Dble 
bed, 3/4 bed, frig, propane stove/oven, 
4 pce.bath. Open tooffers 656-4015. p-
'23,,;. .
JAniTOHS^LlSpViOE









VIOLIN LESSONS. Classical, Bluegrass, 
Count ry or Jazz; ,65 2-98 74. 5407 -RTS30
ELWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
Concielb Diivoways:; yCbnaoUiWalcipioofing'-y !■ ' Sidowalks; 
ylFisl! Ponds!':' y !:! Onai'iy Tiles y/y: ! y y : : Homo Rcnovallons
656:38Bi; for Free! Estimate ;
.SHERWOOD’S ' 'Gqvefiuiwni boHilied .Hephincjan .
' TV"iLzV'DiO' ' ■'n*''"'”' ''if.' rf.'-r y...' ”r*P.
y )i(k)i(;',Maint«n.ariCft and .Rniwiis ';! .656-4.11.7
Till. SItITr.'...'.''yV yy Kewinng,“t‘iectrjc^';.
■'.'i;:EPiCTiMCiAN''',.. '„ ^,healiri<j'rq;jaif!>, "'.ry'P'No Job'loo'Srnair'.'
y appliance■■.; ■ S56«5604'
.! (connedlonh.'
- ■ fiuItJsfnjti ■« ■ .• '  . .............. !----------------------------- - -----------—-  
SEAMSTRESS to sew childrens clothing. 
Quick, oxcellonl workmanship, Fit, stylo 
and cost to suit every need, 656-0477
aftere,".- : ',p-23'.
Egyipment
:' For Sale t ..
1963 GMO 4 TON septic pump truck, 4 
Speed transmission with 2 speed rear 
axle, Goed running condition 12,200,00, 
Phone n2 980-9978 altorC p.m. na-22; 
FOMsfRfSufellSVlHrCLE SALE .
JUNE 19th 2 p.m. Prince George, Pick­
ups, 4 *'4's, cars, vans, grader'.Call 112- ' 
74 7 1894,:! 112;Sl92-2633 for Thy 
formation, joe V7ark Auctions. Quesriel, 
PC na-22'''
made only 800 bales, 19,000.00 HAY- 
TOX 1EODER, like now.; $1.000,00. 
Conctdci. trade EH tractor,.nrcrvct, rjT,tt,.,. 
Of squ a r 0 bat er, Phone 112 8 9 7 - 2,7 81, . 
'nfl'-2 I"! ' ■
. WAJAX iSuferWcf ffj^RH5T6j^WEr5
.'■new V'5ed!4!i0’r!!ISO’s Prentir 400 600'" 
Orotf 40 Johrt Doere Crown 3000 Ckill 
.-'Jack' !,n2-5244469,! fjHar^;':ll2-853"- 
0581 attrurO 00 p.m, na-22
22 FT.- SANGSTER, Hardtop, new ati 
camper top,; inboard/outboard recent 
complete yf Chrysler engine rebuild .yy ! 
F.W.C,, radio, depth soundser, power : 
trim tabs, spot light, anchor,; bow rail, 
lifeJackets, flares, head.l propane'stove,
SS sink! and much: more. New;bottom .! 
paint, spring overhaul attd tune!up,,One 
owner. Oak Bay Marina iTtooiage in­
cluded. Perfect running ordcM'. $8,500! 
,592-9^'^ .T^.!■!!!.'!; ■:!^, ''!.''"^55^ !",;
TFTv SABOT.. MaFo(iiny"d"ccMtTdTi y!
white paint. Very good condition, Red 
atTd white sail. $350. 652-4 307 after 3 
;p,nt;'">y-'./y: , „'.:!/■i>23!
j:6V bXiWeFdER, "C'“Tconce,' 1700 ’ 
hours on Isuzu diesel, Sounders, C.B, 
Very able and well-rpaintained vessrsl.' 
$17,900,656-5558. p-24
SiTfOOT THUNDERBiRD SL60P.’ now
norlh sails (Main, 2-Gonoas 2- 
Spii'inakers) new cushions throughout,! 
near new 9,9 HP, Evinrude electric start 
and allornulor; Itove atrd many extr.as.
$ 10,500,00 tirm. Phono n?.-949-6403 
:overiin['s."' ■ ., 'na-22;;
cylinder gas engine bobtailed, recon- 
ditionfkJ. Excellent tuntting order. One 
season Winfranty I2;421.00. (460 V-B gas 
!.,,bas«! engines. Replacement^ lor Mer- 
Cruiser, O.M.C., Volvo; etc. New lull 
factory warranty $2,275.oq„ 180 H P!,
; LTurbo !!6!' "'Cylinder,die.sol,''.,. boblarlcd', 
' "Completely remanufactured;y As novy; 6' 
months warranty,$ 7.980.00. 121 liP, 6 
cyliniior Oiosul,,, bubtailcd, curriplcicV 
tcmar\u1aclured. As hew 6 months 
warranty $5,993,00 . 80 H.P.;4 cylinder 
-y diesel! bobtailed,! Recoridilioriod;y;Two! 
■seasons ussm la,600,,0u,. Ail Kv>-i couitU 
models (cmcept 4 OO). Special pr ices Borg 
Warner/Walters' Gea.rs."; Also new Ford'! 
;',und John'! Deere niarinr? onglt'er 
. "availab'fe! ' .An prices''!errimfed' f-eve'-'' 
Industrial! Engines Limltodi 8975;Oak 
Street.! Vancouver, lie. iV6P ,408/ 
Phonell2-26fi-412C ' na-at"
INEXPENSIVE, RELIABLE, PERSONAL 
SERVICE FOR THE SAANICH 
PENINSULA & GREATER VICTORIA
'.,:":!i':.G:RA?^TS':!::"'"';r;;:,.
SMALLvMOTGRSj
10134 McDonald Park Road
Repairs to l.awnmowers,
' (Chains Motorcycles, etc,
Husqvarna^^^;
P":y-;'656-7714:;'“'T.S:
; Shop;)ojnory & Rdnavation Work.
/;DENIS^BECHtHpLD;''','':Busi 656.6721'' 
Cut,tQm Woodwarkinii Res. 656*6639
RAVEN RECREATION VEHICLES LTD
4099 TUXEOO VICTORIA
•vr,rj cONvt.fiSiOtJS ' 
fMVIlAl. Ofl ' ■:/'
• t.U&IOM UDiirtiNC, '
.10% i,M;,iy(Hiij'l ,wj (lAiisCO
VAN nor,IS ...
".MPis n raisscsifs,. „'! 
' iHV Pf f'AltlS ». SIPVICC
«VAN WHincHAint iPis 
'; f, irniVIMi AlCiS
479*3178
SIDNEY GLASS
Maiine, Auto A Safety Gta&s 
""Window,Gla,ss -"'Mirrors ; 
V/indshields InstallBUl
insurance Claims Promptly Handled
6564313
10U4 McOftnalt) ?irtt Rd.
ly'':*',"/'/'!.';''-'iir ■^',',',‘■,*#©1410#
'h!TI3SS! SPACE' CGLSLD -
BE YOyRS FOR ONLY
Wednesday, June 2, 1982 THEREVIEW B9
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
Boats 1 l^^iscellaneous Garage Personals& l^arine 1 For Sale Sales
Dutch Landscaping & Co.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.










0. & w. 6955 West Saanich Rd.Residential, Commercial, and Brentwood Bay 
Landscaping Ltd. GoII course cons,rucHon 552.3323
Green - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 "Ideas TItrough Planting’ COMPLETE SERVICE
o Interlocking Stones lor Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
® Lawns (Seed or Sod)
• Lawn & Garden Maintenance
• Pruning & Spraying
® Fencing, Cement Work
i I M i' BflP ■ ' Horticultural Services: 656-3078Hlli iWir Tectinical background.
iiHHifiiM All phases of landscaping. evenings
Pedrosa Masons Supply Lid.
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industriar Area
For all your stone, ornamental shrubs, masonry and 
landscaping supplies: cement and concrete mixes, etc.
We will supply material and information lor Do-It-Yourself.
COMPARE OUR PRICES 






nance, cleanups, pavement, 
masonry, pruning, lawn cutting - 
contract. Quality Warranty
THE CADILLAC OF THE INFLATABLE 
BOAT WORLD! Sports boats and life 
rafts now available in Canada - 20 year 
guarantee!! Lucky Strike, 1389 Main St., 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7J 1C4. Phone 
112-987-1964. na-21
ALL WOOD boat, 17’. 6’4" beam, 2' 
depth, diesel engine. Can be seen at 
Fisherman’s Wharf, Sidney. 656-2876. 
5349-RTS26
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAILING 
SCHOOL. Boat maintenance, restoration 
and repair. Custom rigging, woodwork 
and interiors. 382-1612. 5467-23
VANCOUVER ISLAND SAILING 
SCHOOL, sailing instruction aboard 
classic yachts. Charters by day, week, 
month. 382-1612. tfn
NORTHWEST 21 SAILBOAT. 6 HP 
Johnson and triler. Sleeps 4-5. Nice 
condition. S9.750.652-9837. 5475-22
17' CRUISER, glasply, finished cabin, 





The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFiED 
ADS to those persons 
who are norimally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. Ro ads for this 
classification wiiS be ac­
cepted by phone.
CENTRAL SAANICH LITTLE LEAGUE 







3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
833 Yates 383-3655
LOSE WEIGHT. Other weight loss plans 
ask you to pay to lose weight. We pay you 
Sl.OO for every pound that you lose on 
the Shaklee Slim-Plan. For more in­
formation, call 656-1776. 5555-25
GET SPICEY! Meet a secret new friend 
by mail. Penpal Ciub for adults. For free 
information, send stamp to Exchange, 




DISCOVER — Create new friendships — 
Refresh your social life. Discover 
someone very special. Excellent com­
puter and personal dating service just 
for you. For free information write; 
Human Contact, B4,818 - 16th Avenue, 







' Rebuilding exhaust systems; For 
pleasure, commercial. and fishing
'656^5631










rating ^ FHEE ESTIMATES
oratmg 656-4337
laverings
BEDDING PLANTS, Gauli, Brussels, 
Green Pepperts, etc. 656-6835.
WANT VAN — Will trade Kawasaki 1000 
Low Rider or Suzuki Cafe Racer 
(Yoshimura 850) or 1967 Mustang 
Fastback — All mint condition. 656- 
^5835.„
YOUNG MAN NEEDS EMPLOYMENT. 
Not Welfare. Gardening, drywall, lan­
dscaping, nailing, siding. Odd jobs done. 
Tim, 652-0364.
CONSCIENTOUS CHILD CARE, my 
home, 1 to 5 years. Happy children 
guaranteed. 656-7053.
BABY FURNITURE FOR SALE. Wht. 
canopy; cribi English Pram, Gendron 
strolleri Gendrpn highchair, /Colonial 
: cradle, car bed, car seat & more.^;6156- 
; 5244 or 656-7689 ■ evenings.
; M § see I §e neby S' 
For Sale
::“Big or Small /





Now Construction and Repairs;
Specializing in Hot Water Heating





9773 - 5th St.j Sidney 
656-5541; '":V';:'(47)
RECREATION MINI BIKE, 4 HP, J250; 
propelled reel type lawnmower J200, 
over $800 quality: 3'/a HP lawnmower 
motor, $75.652-2747. 5573-22
AMWAY PRODUCTS mean quality and 
personal service. Try us and see. We 
deliver. Ask about our wholesale pur­
chase plan, 656-0014. 5575-25
HOME GROWN VEGETABLE and herb 
plants. 7930 West Saanich Road, 
evenings and weekends. 652-2514.
55 76 -23
NEW THERMO SEALED WINDOWS in 
wood frames tor 2 x4 or2 x6 wall. 60” x 
80”, $250; 126” x24”, $150,656-0477 
afterl2 noon. 656-0477. 5579-23
MOVING SALE. G.E. Stove $275; Viking 
upright Fridge/freezer $400. Both 
Avocado in colour. Maytag dryer older 
model, white, $65.656-4317. 5581-22
FOR SALE OR RENT. Graduation and 
wedding gowns. 4 youth jackets, 1 
gentleman’s tuxedo, shirt and tie.
Pandora’s Closet, 9783B 3rd St. 656- 
6421. 5582-25
KEROSENE. Victoria’s cheapest, $2.75 
gal. includes tax and free delivery, 5 gal. 
minimum. 479-4423 4455-23
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store.
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues;
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666. na-tf
CANOPY FOR 3/4 BED. Frame and lace 
cover, $35; matching yellow bedspread,
$10; Queen size Hudson’s Bay blanket,
$110.656-7943 evenings. 5368-26 
CANISTER VACUUM with attachments,
$75; solid wood table, arborite top.
35'/2”x50V2” (extended) and 3 chairs,
$150; white wedding dress with ac­
cessories, size 11, $175 OBO's. 652- 
0743. 5486-22
SIDNEY SUMMER Swap SShop. Next to 
Travelodge every Sunday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Many bargains. Comeone, come all. info.
656-5316 evenings. 5476-23
TRS-«0 16K MOD. I LEVEL II. Tape 
drive, some software. $850.656-5757.
5588-22
SOFA AND MATCHING CHAIR; loveseat; 
swivel chair. All in very good condition,
Please phone 656-4226 after 6 p.m.
5560-22
WEDDING DRESS, train and veil. Size 
15, offers accepted. Call Nancy at 386- 
1351 or598-7477. 5559-22
REFRIGERATOR, like new, G;E apar- 
tment size fridge. Almond, right hand 
door, only two years old. $300.00. 656- 
1398 after 6 p m. ; p-23
MOVING FROM HOUSE to apartment,
■ out trom England, solid English Oak 
: fuirniture, l;ovely pieces, new condition.
"■■■ 656-5948^;S
'SANDAK SHOES for all the family.;50%:: 
replacement warranty for sheo parties or 
' Individual sales^e 52-3038. p-30
aC.V0A2H0,Phonen2-3«.2309,na. ,urlherda..lsc.ll 656^1472.
' spd. bicycle; rally tracker bike; Kawasaki------------------------------------------------------- ASSOC; FOR CHILDREN ANp:ADULTS v
i; zs motnrhikp- Hnnria OT 70Vrnarl B A® PUREBRED ARABIANS, $500-00 to with learning disabilities Saanictnopen J/ 
both excellent condition. Go-cart; Lim $40,000.00.4-82 Foals by SMagnifico meeting, June 7,8 p.m. Central Saanich
coin electric welder, hardly used 656- (Bay-Abi),4-81 Foals,7 -3 in 1 packages. Lions Hall. 6994 EastjSaanich Rd. Info. ; v
0477 Wteri2 noon 22
B.C;/V3A7R2.PhoneTl2-530-9213::or;:
;rtl2-534-1515/i^'''';;'''::'':''';;V''''^V';'':^
> Your pet’s 
happiness 
is our business






CHICKS. BROWN EGG LAYERS, white 
egg layers, meat birds. Order early — 
ship anywhere. Napier Chick Sales, 6743 
- 216th St., Box 59. Milner. B.C. VOX 
ITO. 534-7222. 4764-tf
HORSES BOARDED (Saanich Penin­
sula). Level dressage ring. Young horses 
broke to saddle or harness. 652-3049.
' 5 5,50 -22.',
MUST SELL. Lovely grey-mix bunny 
rabbit, 20 weeks old. Complete with 
cagerllO.656-0477 after3 p.m. 5580:
“HAPPY TAILS” DOGGIE SITTING. 
Individual loving care for small breeds in 
my home while you’re on vacation. 
Experienced, excellent references. 383- 
5258, evenings. p-23
REGISTERED ENGLISH SPRINGER 
. SPANIELS.; Liver and White. Excellent 
pets and hunting dogs. Field; trial 
champions in pedigree. Pups for sale- 
$275.00. Phoneil2-593-4318. na-22
CKC REGISTERED PUPPIES FINNISH 
; SPITZ; ;M
(Miniature Collie);; terriaie also- Sheltie 
female;;!? ;:yeart,:; health guarante^;
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthavenorcall usat656-5537. tf
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by 
Sidney Ladies' Barbershop Chorus. New 
friendships develop and barbershop 
style singing is enjoyed. Feel welcome to 
join us Mondays, 7:30 p.m. Masonic Hall, 
4th and Mt. Baker. Info. 652-2469,656- 
5301. tf
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next 
to Travelodge every Sunday 9 a.m. - 3 
p.m. Many bargains. Comeone, come all. 
lnfo656-5316 evenings. 5476-23
GRAND COURT LUNCHEON, Order of 
Amaranth, June 12, from 11:30 - 2:30 
p.m. Mt. Newton Masonic Hall, East 
Saanich Rd. $3.25. Sale of homebaking, 
treasure trove and several draws; Door 
prize. Everyone welcome. 22
OAPO BRANCH No. 25 Sidney, last 
meeting until fall, members please bring 
sandwiches, cookies, etc. for our 50th 
ANNIVERSARY tea after the meeting. 
New members and visitors welcome. 
June 3, 1:30 p.m. Sr. Citizens Centre,
;: Sidney/ ;■ -;22:;
VICTORIA GERMAN SATURDAY 
SCHOOL accepting registration tor Sept. 
'82 to May '83, age5 to adult. lnf6. 598- 
4649:477-5344; ; ; 23
TIME CONTROL SEMINAR, A 4 hour 
/‘’result-oriented program; for any id- 
; nividual who Wants more out of life. Each 
participant; wi 11 receive; the ‘Success; 
Organizer VSystem’’, an acceptable 
- planner for lasting results. Hours:i0:00 
a. nv:: - 3 ;0 p 1 b: mi - Sunday, J une / 29th, 
Waddling bog Inn. Advance enrollment





THIS SPACE COUELD BE YOURS 




DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Rcshingling 
Repairs to Vents, ;




SIDNEY NEARLY NEW 
OLD & ANTIQUES 
9781 - 2nd Avo., Sidney, B.C. 
Ph. 656-3511 STAN LARSEN 
CLOSING OUT 
SALE'




STEWART & WILLSON ROOFING
Wo specialize 
in Re-ftoofing Guaranteed Workmanship
apMUM nmuMwii MiinIM ||||H|i SS Hnn
HQ MWiM! PMWPIp lAui MIMMBI mm HwH Ural
Don’t be disappointed!.. 
Get your work dont^ at








7117 W. Saanich Rd, 
6524591
■■ ’'M
« Ctti4iriinf»iK( Cuslom Work • tSuafety FaUncft





THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 
FOR ONLY *20 A MONTH
CUKK ENTERPRISES. AlHtPffii ol glass
at large discount prices, table tops; 
Repairs; Greenhouse Glass; 18”xl8";; 
75c oaj etc , etc, Tempered Glass 
34”x68" and 76". 28”x76”, $20 ea; 
9750 • 4thSt.,Sidnoy, 6SG-6656, ! tt 
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDERTSedar
posts and rails^Sclect tree (ailing, 656- 
;;4213, /■':;;\:'-.''4387*t(t
WOOD WINDOWS AT HALF PRtCg^i?3 
expect to pay. Doors at great prices tool ; 
Walker Door,Vancouver, 112'26CrtlOl; 
North Vancouver n2'985-9714: Rich­
mond ll2'2/3'7030; Kamloops 112- 
374-3566; Nanaimoll2-758-7375. tf 
LIGHTING" FIXTURES. Western
Canada’s largest display. Wholesale and 
: rota'll. Free catalogues available, Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phono 299-0666. tf
•■^ROW YOUR OWN". Cedar
groonhousos, 8x10. completely finished. 
Benches, stained, etc. $975.652-9617,
'■■ 384-9790 5329-RTS26
OAK BEDROOM’SUITErdouble bob, 4 
drawer dresser; bultet with mirror and 
chair. $450,656-1617. " 5496.rts27
CHILDREN’S BOOKS, arfhe Jumping
Mouse. A groat Rolection ot good and 
beautiful books tor all ages, Beside the 
Royal Bank on Beacon, 5523't(n
; ;■' 0 LASS" 'bOOR, Inside' 'ty;pe; I'" hbrijon ta I 
' panels, approx,' size 6.,ft. 5'/»" k,2, tt. 
3/4 " wide $75.658*881 Oatterep.m,
' ll‘’li(Sw^f;iir6fWlNi^ ;3” ■
Suction pump and 75' hose; 2 small 
rnotofS, 7 and 14 HP; .3000 lb. com­
pressor; gold mining equipmervt, Iron 
horse, j$ulkfiyl4nd motor, 652-0740.
- ■55'66-2'4.'^":-
TOP SOIL, mixed with sand and manure,;
$ 10 per y d. d el i ve red; 6 5 6 -3159, ; c-2 6 ■ 
FIREWOOD. Gut, split and delivered; 
Full cords. Alder, $85. Maple v$ 100. 
While supply lasts. 385-2371. Buy owfor 
nextwinter. , ;
READ THE PAY DIRT NEWSLETTER and 
cah in with gold mining. Send $10.00 for ; 
12 monthly issues to 7307-867 Gold- 
strea m, Victoria, B ,C. V9 B 5 B7.
HUNTERS - FARMERS. Cut food costs; 
Multi purpose meat band saws will cut 
carcasses into: retail or servign portions ; 
in minutes. Sliding stainless steel tables, 
16 inch cutting height. $849,00 less 
motor. Agricultural use $ 799.00. Phone 
112-384-8119, Dealershipavailalb.e na- 
22
8 HPTEARS'riding mower, used one
season, $850.652-2354, 5473-rts27 
OLD TOY trains v/anted, ”0” or”S” 
guage or larger. Lionel, American Flyer, 
Hornby, etc, Dinky toys also. Jim, 652- 
0051. ^ 5460-28
lyiSsceilarieoiJS :;
WANTED: RIDE-A MOWER, 5-6 horse, 








For only $6 an individualized program 
IS availabie at your convenience, ;
Call 388-0161
or drop; by;'during normal/working
.hour's'V/:,;■:




PLANNING A GARAGE SALE? A 
prolitabic alternative could be space at 
the Sidney'Summer Swap A Shop. Small 
cost, many interested buyers: Next to 
Traveldoge Sundays, 9 aim. • 3 pirn Info 
656-5316 evenings. '^ 5477-23 
GARAGE“WE. if A.M. - 4 P.M.
Household. Yard. LAutomotive. Misc. 
Saturday Juno 5th, 10675 Madtona 
Drive, Deep Cove. p-22
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY. June 5 and 6
trom 10-6 p.m. Furniture, lamps, etc. 
Upholstery and drapery remnants from 
I ]i,.50 yd. 8508 Lochside Drive, Sidney. 
„5S65'-22'. ' .
OWNER "MOVING. Pat Bay, 10254
Tsaykum Rd, just off Munro and V7est 
Saanich Saturday, June 5.10 am- 4 
p.m. Furniture, microwav©. household, 
Items, tools and rnisc. ; 5587 -22 
"' 9640WfH”STRfl'f,' 9-4 ’pJTi,' Junel'/' 
and 6; Chairs, household ithms; plants, 
(irescrecn and misc; 5571-22
§aT0I1DAV AWsOf5l95rTTirne 5 an3,
6,10 a m. • 5 p m. Plirnitore, household 
"itnmr, ‘■hrihhy fnnln:_
I5i 1 Hovey Road (turn on Tomlinson byi; 
StellysSchool). ' ■■■r
' JUnII'S and r“ tromTS » m' •■5'p m';' 
10194 • 3rd Street Washeri dryer, table 
and chair*, misc. household item*. 5568-
VANCOUVER ISLAND 5 ACRES on
Alberni Highway near Parksville, P;et; 
lood accessories, retail, store. Boarding 
kennels, Iving quarlers, 3 ioad frontage, 
phone 112-248'5894: na-22
WE AREToOKING FOR SOMEONE -
WHO -- r *- REQUIfS A MINIMUM OF 
$50.000.00 'YEARLY: 2 -- WE WILL ; 
PROVIDE A V7RITTEN 100 PERCENT 
BUY BACK AGREEMENT; 3 - COM­
PANY TRAINING AND BACKUP SUP­
PORT PROGRAM AND WILL ASSIST 
FUTURE GROWTH; 4 - REFUNDABLE 
$9,600,00. REQUIRED FOR ; 
PROTECTED AREA, For more in­
formation and descriptive brochure 
phono 294-9667 or write; Westland 
Foods Franchise Director; 385 Boundary 
Rcmd South, Vancouver, B.C, LV5K 4S1, 
All replies strictly confidential. na-23 
GFlOEN OPPORfUNITY FOR A
PHARMACIST with limited funds, 
Drugstore, fully turnishod, lorToase; For 
more informationcall 112-566-4445. na-
'as-'.'-' •.
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE
(lormeriy Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
tof the’YnmUy: 
individual, marriage and tamily coon- 
selling 656 TM7 9813 Fifth St,, Sid*
rtey, '■■■'■ •■!■ ■ ■ ■ ■'■■'' t(
It i'"SirOAl''MbWvlbTtmmpSr^^^^ fb
and from Victoria, vicinity of The Bay, 3 
'daysprirweek. 650'3?l!'6 days; ■5563-22;
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOC, 
urgently requires summer relief drivers 
to take elderly and handicapped to 
appointments, etc; Mileage alloWanee is 
paid; 656-0134 if you can help. ; 
Unemployed students who care and 
drive: carefully; particularly vyelcome. 
Volunteer visitors also required: 23
KIWANTs club of Cordova Bay wijl hold
its 3rd annual Village Fair, June 19, at 
Matticks Farm; Cordoya Bay, Book yOur 
table now for sale of handicrafts, hobby 
items, unwanted treasures; etc, Call 
Cordova Bay Ha rd wa re, 65 8 -8021; 2 2
PENINSULA RESIDENTS of 25 years or 
more are invited to attend a special tea ; 
to be sponsored by Sidney & ; North 
Saanich Community ; Hall Assoc: at 
Sanscha Hall, Sunday; June 27 at 2 p.m. 
Info. 656-4523 WEd.; 10-12 noon; 
Thursdays 7 -9 p.m. No charge. 24
LA LECHE LEAGUE invites mothers to a 
discussion on breastfeeding, June 8, 8 
p.m.. 1271 Mt. Newton X Rd, Topic: 
Baby Arrives, Childbirth. The lamily in 
relation to the breastfed baby. Into. 658- 
'■■■’5753. ■ 22; ;;
ISLAND; CAT FANCIERS monthly 
: meeting, June,2, 8 p.m, at the SPCA 
■ Boardroom, Napier Avo. This is the last 
meetinguntil Sept,8. Into.385-7289. 22;
: SiDNEY’ ANGLERS "ASSOCT annual
salmon Bar-B-Q and trophy awards, , 
Members and friends welcome, 12 noon. 
Tulista Park, June6. Info, 656-4935, ;22 :‘/ 
VICTORIA BAULAIK/f ORCHESTRA is 0
having a Giant Garage Sale, Besides the :
' usual ireasurcs, there Will bo a bake sale 
and authentic Russian Food. Date is 
June 5 and 6, from 10 a.mi - 4 p,m.each Y 
day at YSonia's", 2885 Dysart Road; ' 
''";Victoria. (Gorge arca);'.:"';.'YY';:;;;';;;;!;:'^.Y22 :Y 
PYTHIAN KisffeRS blrthdaylca, Jiirie sCi
from 1 -4; p.m. K; of; R, Hall,; 4'th St, ' 
Sidney. There will be a penny social 
table, bake fable, door prize. Ad mission 
■;'■'! $T.25i Everyone.weicbme,/ !■;;■■ '■■ ■:/22,,/ 
ESOUTMALflQGHSCH'bOL graduation
class ol '72 will be holding its 10 year 
reunion July 3, 1982. Dinner and dance 
that evening at Esquimau Rec, Centre, 
6:30 p.m, Any grads not contacted or 
haven't yet replied to their invitation, 
call 479 0989 or; 479-4439 as soon as 
■;''possible'.:':■'■■';:■■■■■'■"'':,■■ :•■> .
■' ■„ 'WEEK ■ OF. JUNTTrlo 19. Yictdrra ■ 
Society ol ARtlsts wil present ane 
xhibition ol paintings in oils, acrylics, 
pastels and Walercolours, lower Mall, 
Harbour Square; 900 Goverhmenl St. 22
■::':DEi'P lCOVE'W;E7®rlm^ 
property owners assoc; will hold Its 34 th, 
annual ficneral meeting, St. - Johns 
United Church, West Saanich Rd, (op­
posite Deep Cowtj School), June 8, at 
; 7 30 p.m. Agenda includes elklion of 
otticers and dlwussion ot« proposed 
rnarinadevelOfiment. tnto,p6-16/8.22,
invites yoij to rJInneivJ 
7, 7-9 p.m. Marpret: Vaugttan-Birch 
Hall, 969? Fourth St., Sidnoy, Tickets 
■■;""l8.:Resr»rvations,Su®,652-4039„:'',.:: ,22';
BIO THE REVIEW Wednesday, June 2, 1982
Joint
North Saanich council has 
opted out of construction of a 
sewage treatment and disposal 
facility which would also serve 
Sidney, but Sidney council wants 
another meeting with North 
Saanich to talk over problems.
The Capital Regional District’s 
engineering department has come 
up with a possible site for a 
treatment plant at Pat Bay 
Airport, serving a population of 
15,000 from Sidney at an 
estimated cost of $8.7 million, 
but if North Saanich wanted to 
share costs of the regional plant 
and contributed a population of 
3,000, construction of a larger 
plant would be $10 million with 
Sidney’s share estimated at 
$8,333,000.
CRD engineers note costs are 
high for a pollution control 
centre at the airport and, since 
North Saanich has indicated it is 
not prepared to enter cost sharing 
at this time, “reluctantly” 
recommend expansion of the 
existing Sidney plant at a total 
overall cost of $3,950,000.
But at a May 24 Sidney council 
meeting Mayor Norma Sealey 
said the combined facility would 
be best “especially as it is 
inevitable, North Saanich deal 
with the situation.” It was im­
portant to find out the time 
frame in which North Saanich 
would be prepared to participate 
—T would it be three, four or five 
years, she questioned.
It was agreed a meeting be 
arranged between the two 
councils. A representative from 
the waste disposal branch will be 
asked to attend .
High award 
for Terrance
Terrence Tobin, 1744 Cultra 
Ave., Sidney, has been awarded a 
certificate of academic 
achievement for having the 
highest standing in the first year 
of a two-year electronic 
technology course. The award 
was presented by the Society of 
Engineering Technologists of 
B.C.
Lo Leclie
La Leche League invites 
mothers to a discussion of 
breastfeeding to be held 8 p.m. 
Thursday (June 3) at 1271 Mount 
Newton Cross Road. Topic: 
Baby arrives; childbirth. The 
family in relation to the breastfed 
baby. For more information call 
Colleen at 656-5753.
LIqyer seized at. island View beach
Central Saanich police made 
five liquor seizures on the 
weekend at or near Island View 
Beach. There were also four 
minors charged with possession 
of liquor in other incidents.
Police said a graduation party 
by students from Parklands and 
some from Stelly’s was part of 
the problem.
Regional district workmen had 
started putting up a fence bet­
ween the road to Island View 
Park and the private beach late 
last week, but about 4:30 a.m. 
Sunday someone with a four- 
wheel-drive truck drove over 82 
cedar fence posts, breaking two 


















9773 • 5 th St Sidney S5S-554i
JULY 1st 
SIDNEY DAYS
; Book ybuf table how for a spot 
vthe mall --- Beacon AvO; Deadline;
/; May> 29,982■ Phone Joan or 
Doreen -at; J.C.’sf Playtime 
Clothing, 656-2455, 9:30 a.m. - 5 
; p.m. Mon.-Sat. Charge $10 per : 
■ table' Most merchants will be : 
operating tables, Come and Join
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2hd St . is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in* 
formation. tf
Memoriyim'
GILES — Thinking of {the many happy 
birtlKlays spent together, Tom, 2nd 
June. You were something special. So 
sadly missed. Louisa: p-22
Notices
NOTICE TO CREDITOriS AND 
OTHERS
ESTATE Op LORRAINE BINGHAM 
8l|80 known 08 E.L: BINGHAM 
and E. LORRAINE BINGHAM, 
DECEASED
NOTICE 15 HEREBY GIVEN That 
Creditors and others having claim 
against the oslato of the above 
named Deceased, late ol 23-2294 
Henry Avcniio, Sidney,' British 
Columbia, are hereby required lo 
vsond them to the undersigned Ex­
ecutrices at i20F2377; Bevan 
i Avenuo; Sidney, British Coiimbia, 
on or bclore thoTeth day of Juno, 
I982i after which date the Ex- 
ecuKicBswill distribute the said 
: estate'among The parlies entiilcd 
thereto, having regard td tho 




? ^ Hi^rtloy, roberlson &
, waiucn. .
", '"::',"'So!idtOfT,..for:.'.thC';,'fv.;
..^•veciitrices.
